THE SOLAR ALTERNATIVE
Using Solar Cells on Small Projects is a Bright Idea!

ALSO INSIDE:

- Wireless Control for Any PIC Project
- Add Text Over Video the Easy Way
- Build a Universal Relay Board
- Construct a Pulse Generator

April 2005
www.nutsvolts.com
Executing 65,000 lines of Basic code per second the BasicX-24 is the KING of Basic programmable microcontrollers.

400 bytes RAM.
32K User program area.
19 I/O lines with 8 10Bit ADC’s.
Real multitasking and Serial UARTs.

Siteplayer is a true stand-alone mini web server.

Super easy to use.
Standard RJ-45 network interface.
Control or monitor anything over the web.

High quality serial 2x16 LCD with backlight

Easy to use.
2400 & 9600 Baud support
Software controllable backlight and contrast.
Outstanding Outlets, Fantastc Fans!

- Outlet strips for your bench or 19" rack
- TrippLite PS416-NS has 16 outlets
- 48" long, circuit-breaker protected
- Rated "A", 6 foot cord, regular AC plug
- New in box, HSC-90 day warranty
HSC#20485 $35.00

Wireless Video System!

- Tiny 3.5" square color transmitter
- Receiver is tuneable for best signal
- 9VDC Batt. conn. for portable camcorder
- AC power packs for both units
- RCA plugs for AV out
- FC conn. for whip
- New, 90-day warranty
HSC#80748 $59.95

Parallel Port External Hard Drive

- "HSI QuickDrive"
- For 5.5" drive type
- Special shock mount
- For DOS & W95+
HSC#19976 $19.95

HSC Exclusive -- Pixie2!

- Tiny GRP Xyrig! 200-300 mW output
- Kit incl. all board-mounted parts
- Use w/million phones
- GRP crystal pack supplied
- Finally... 40, 40, 30, 27, 15 & 10 meter calling flags, in one bag!
HSC#crystalpak $14.95
HSC#Pixie2 $9.95

IDE Case for USB!

- Supports 2.5-inch IDE drives up-to 14mm
- Up to 480 Mbps data transfer rate, no max. Hard Drive RPM
- Hot-Swappable Plug & Play
- Completes with ATAPI ATA4e Standards
- Software, USB Cable, User's guide included
HSC#20426 $195.00

System Accessories

- Force CPC-680, CPU, 450MHz, 128MB
- FastWide SCSI, Linux compatible
- Universal Modem PCIPCI Bridge
HSC#20426 $195.00

Extra plug in 550W switching power supply, incl. CPC0-550-08
HSC#20250 $125.00

HSC#19833 $9.95

Hobbyist Alert -- Fans on the Web!

Here is a sample of the way our website is growing... have a look at just some of the fans we offer! More are available than can be listed here! From time to time, we will show you some of our vast inventory here in this ad, but if you want to see more, go to www.halted.com for the full story... we are uploading all the time!

FAN 110-120VAC .15A 10W 7-BLADE METAL 20292 $9.95
FAN 110-120VAC 12W MAX 80X38MM 5-BLADE 20281 $10.95
FAN 110-120VAC 15/13W 92X25MM 5-BLADE 19624 $10.50
FAN 115VAC 120X38MM 5-BLADE 80156 $13.95
FAN 115VAC 15/13W 1 PHASE 4-1/2 5-BLADE 20206 $14.95
FAN 115VAC 18/17A 118X25MM 5-BLADE 20285 $15.95
FAN 208/240VAC 60/55MA 10/9W 240X40MM 16676 $14.95
FAN 220VAC 11W 3-1/8" OPEN FRAME 464 $14.95
FAN 220VAC 11W 60X25MM 5-BLADE OPEN FRAME 17158 $5.95
FAN 230VAC 19W 120X38MM 17672 $14.95
FAN 230VAC 120MM 3-BLADE 20163 $14.95
FAN 240V/208VAC 12W 60X40MM 5-BLADE OPEN FRAME 16140 $5.95
FAN 5VDC .6W 40X40X10MM 5-BLADE 18935 $5.25
FAN 5VDC .14A 35X7MM LAPTOP COOL 7-BLADE6005 $4.95
FAN 5VDC .27A 60X60X25MM 7-BLADE BALLBRG 15162 $5.50
FAN 5VDC .2A 30X12MM 7-BLADE BRUSHLESS 1722 $4.95
FAN 5VDC 50MM BRUSHLESS 20166 $5.25
FAN 12VDC .06A 45X10MM 9-BLADE 19669 $5.25
FAN 12VDC .06A 80X25MM 7-BLADE MINI TOWER 20286 $7.95
FAN 12VDC .07A LOW PROFILE 19532 $3.95
FAN 12VDC .09A 60X15MM 9-BLADE BRUSHLESS 19657 $5.95
FAN 12VDC .11A 60X25MM 7-BLADE BRUSHLESS 19927 $5.95
FAN 12VDC .18A 92X25MM 7-BLADE BALLBRG. 18941 $7.25
FAN 12VDC .16A 92X25MM 7-BLADE 20289 $7.25
FAN 12VDC .17A 60X13MM 18759 $5.95
FAN 12VDC .2A 20X12MM W/PW POWER CABLE 20288 $7.95
FAN 12VDC .2A 60X25MM 5-BLADE 20293 $6.95
FAN 12VDC .5A 120X38MM METAL 5-BLADE 20288 $8.95
FAN 12VDC .85A BLOWER BRUSHLESS 20272 $12.50
FAN 12VDC .05A 50MM BRUSHLESS 20258 $4.95
FAN 12VDC .07A 60MM BRUSHLESS 20259 $4.95
FAN 12VDC 1.3A 16W 125X38MM 5-BLADE 19421 $3.95
FAN 12VDC 1.2A 20X12MM 3-1/4" 19422 $7.95
FAN 12VDC 5.1W 120X38MM 5-BLADE PLASTIC 20287 $7.05
FAN 12VDC 580MA 120X25MM 7-BLADE 19991 $7.95
FAN 12VDC 70MA 40X20MM 8-BLADE 19423 $7.95
FAN 12VDC ASSORTED PENTIUM CPU COOLER 19712 $2.95
FAN 24VDC .14A 90X25MM 7-BLADE METAL 9669 $7.25
FAN 24VDC 1.7 AMP 6-3/4" 5-BLADE 20156 $14.95
FAN 24VDC .08A 40X25MM 7-BLADE BALLBRG. 18811 $5.25
FAN 24VDC .3A 92X25MM 7-BLADE BALLBRG. 19837 $7.25
FAN 24VDC .014A PANAFLO BRUSHLESS 92683 $4.95
FAN 24VDC 120X38MM 5-BLADE 17473 $9.95
FAN 48VDC .45A 170X50MM 5-BLADE 15970 $9.95
FAN 48VDC .75A 120X38MM 9-BLADE 190CFM 19867 $7.95

Special Bargains!!

- Dot Matrix Display #10420 $8.00
- Laptop Fuzzy Drive HSC#22910 $14.95
- 12VDC Adapter 3.4A HSC#10112 $9.95
- Cordless USB Adapter #19738 $8.50
- Neon Light for PIC Sound Activated #20441 $9.95
- 33K SMD Resistor HSC#20127 $4.65
- Wearable Mini-Phone #20244 $5.95
- BW Power Supply #19066 $3.00
- 150W Power Supply #19126 $8.00
- 2x 24 Char LCD 240956 $7.00
- Maxum Mouse #57313 $5.95
- Cordless L/N Card #10973 $6.00
- LCD Dot Matrix Display 2 x 20 char Sharp LCD #22098 $5.50
- You can get more info about any of these items on our website!!
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Circuit Board solutions for your robotic needs

PCB123 Provides the Complete Circuit Board Solution, Design Through Order

- Order up to 100-pcs with Quick Turn Around
- New libraries contain over a 1000 common devices (PIC MCU, AVR, Flash, OTP, EPROM and much more)
- DigiKey, Jameco & Mouser part numbers
- Templates for PC104, PC104+, Rabbit, PCI & more

PCB123
13626 S Freeman Rd, Mulino, OR 97042 USA
Phone: (800) 228-8198 x236 / Fax: (503) 829-6657

DOWNLOAD THE NEW VERSION
www.pcb123.com/nv

YOUR TARGET FOR PROTOTYPE CIRCUIT BOARDS

Leading Internet Supplier

PCBexpress.com

Successfully selling online since 1997. Experience you can trust! Try us out today at:
www.PCBexpress.com/nv
No Schematic

As a long-time ham (with more of an inclination to the hardware than the operating) with a taste for QRP, I was delighted by the article in the December 2004 Nut & Volts on the Ramsey direct-conversion receiver. Then I looked forward to the February issue with the follow-up article on the Ramsey QRP transmitter.

What a disappointment. It was nothing but an anecdotal description of the building process. Above all, no schematic. That was nothing but an article-length advertisement.

Bob Klahn
Via Internet


Better Way to Euphoria

Just read Mike Keesling’s February article on trying to communicate with the com ports through Basic. I think Euphoria is a better way.

Euphoria is a very powerful, simple, easy to learn, FREE (unless you want bells and whistles) language that has a lot of what Mike is looking for. Maybe the graphics are not as strong as he might like, but the ease of programming, the power, the ability to communicate with ports, and a pretty hefty user forum that usually has the answers should be useful. Euphoria is for DOS, any flavor of Windows, Linux, FreeBSD, and even has been ported to some embedded platforms. (www.rapid euphoria.com/)

There might be some people playing with B.A.S.I.C Stamps who use the language.

It’s worth having Mike check it out.

Jon
Via Internet

Compilers Compiled

On Page 6 of the March 2005 issue of Nuts & Volts, Brian Schmalz pointed out the omission of Liberty Basic in a previous issue (February 2005). For an even more extensive coverage of the Basic language go to http://basic.mindteq.com/ where you will find the description of 63 Basic compilers and, if available, links to the respective download sites.

Duco W. Weytze
Via Internet
If you really want to know what makes any wireless application work, it is the antenna. Most people working with wireless — radio to those of you who prefer that term — tend to take antennas for granted. It is just something you have to add on to a wireless application at the last minute. Well, boy, do I have news for you. Without a good antenna, radio just doesn’t work too well. In this age of store/online-bought shortwave receivers, scanners, and amateur radio transceivers, your main job in getting your money’s worth out of these high-ticket purchases is to invest a little bit more and put up a really good antenna. In this column, I want to summarize some of the most common types and make you aware of what an antenna really is and how it works.

**Transducer to the Ether**

In every wireless application, there is a transmitter and a receiver. They communicate via free space or what is often called the ether. At the transmitter, a radio signal is developed and then amplified to a specific power level. Then it is connected to an antenna. The antenna is the physical “thing” that converts the voltage from the transmitter into a radio signal. The radio signal is launched from the antenna toward the receiver.

A radio signal is the combination of a magnetic field and an electric field. Recall that a magnetic field is generated any time a current flows in a conductor. It is that invisible force field that can attract metal objects and cause compass needles to move. An electric field is another type of invisible force field that appears between conductors across which a voltage is applied. You have experienced an electric field if you have ever built up a charge by shuffling your feet across a carpet then touching something metal... zaaapp. A charged capacitor encloses an electric field between its plates.

Anyway, a radio wave is just a combination of the electric and magnetic fields at a right angle to one another. We call this an electromagnetic wave. This is what the antenna produces. It translates the voltage of the signal to be transmitted into these fields. The pair of fields are launched into space by the antenna, at which time they propagate at the speed of light through space (300,000,000 meters per second or about 186,000 miles per second). The two fields hang together and in effect, support and regenerate one another along the way.

This strange relationship was proved mathematically by physicist James Clerk Maxwell in the late 19th century. Therefore, we call these Maxwell’s equations and they are at the heart of all wireless systems. The radio wave then passes by the receiving antenna and induces a voltage into it that contains all of the originally transmitted signal. The receiver then amplifies this voltage and recovers the information.

So, in summary, an antenna is a transducer for converting a voltage into a radio wave and then converting the radio wave back into the voltage. Any antenna will work just as well sending as it does at receiving, and you will hear this referred to as antenna reciprocity. Also, let’s get this straight right now: If you do not have an antenna, you won’t have any wireless communications. Even a bad antenna is better than none at all.

Those who really appreciate what antennas do are those people who had to fool around with TV antennas back before cable (BC). No antenna, no TV. If you were lucky enough to be near a TV station, you could use the epitome of all antennas — rabbit ears. Don’t you remember how you had to rotate them, adjust their length, and even attach aluminum foil to them to get a good picture? It was even more of a big deal if you had to have an outside antenna. You had to adjust the direction of the antenna to get the best reception. You discovered the basic rule of antennas used for high frequencies: the taller, the better.

If you are a ham, I won’t belabor the point. You know darn well that most of your experimentation as a ham has probably been with antennas. You have to have one even if your equipment is totally store-bought or
home brew. It is a never-ending battle.

For you shortwave listeners, antennas are also critical. Although you can often get by with short inside antennas if you have a good receiver for just listening. If you have ever tried an outside antenna, you know that the longer and higher it is, the better the reception. If you are into scanners, you know that an outside antenna up high is the ticket to maximum coverage.

Today, most of the antennas we encounter are built-in. We have car antennas, cell phone antennas, and those in family radios and CBs. If you use any wireless networking products — like Wi-Fi in a laptop — the antennas are built-in, but are just as important. And just try to get a good satellite TV signal without a dish antenna pointed in the right direction. Anyway — and pardon the pun — you get the picture. That seemingly worthless collection of wires, conductors, and copper patterns are the key to good communications.

**Antenna Basics 101**

Most antennas are some variation of the basic antenna that we call a dipole. A dipole is a pair of conductors that, together, are a half-wavelength long at the operating frequency (see Figure 1). A wavelength is the distance between adjacent peaks or troughs of the radio wave fields. This distance is dependent upon the frequency of the signal. You can calculate wavelength represented by the lowercase Greek lambda — \( \lambda \) — with this formula:

\[
\lambda = \frac{300,000,000}{f}
\]

The 300,000,000 is the speed of light in meters and \( f \) is the operating frequency in Hz. Since our antennas are mostly used at the higher frequencies, we can use the formula:

\[
\lambda = \frac{300}{f_{\text{MHz}}}
\]

The wavelength is in meters. For example, a 150 MHz signal’s wavelength is:

\[
\lambda = \frac{300}{150} = 2 \text{ meters}
\]

You can also calculate wavelength in feet using the formula:

\[
\lambda = \frac{984}{f_{\text{MHz}}}
\]

The dipole has a length of one-half wavelength, or \( \lambda/2 \). This length for wire antennas is computed with the formula:

\[
\lambda/2 = 492/f_{\text{MHz}}
\]

However, if the antenna is wire or some other thin conductor, this has to be modified to:

\[
\lambda/2 = 468/f_{\text{MHz}}
\]

Let’s say you want an antenna to receive the WWV time signal at 10 MHz. A dipole for that frequency will be:
\[ \lambda/2 = 468/f_{\text{MHz}} = 468/10 = 46.8 \text{ feet} \]

Each section of the dipole then is one-half that length or 46.8/2 = 23.4 feet or about 23 feet and five inches. This antenna will be resonant to 10 MHz. It acts just like a resonant inductance-capacitance-resistance (LCR) circuit. At the operating frequency, it appears to be a resistance of about 73 ohms. It does have a certain amount of bandwidth, but — if you stray too far from the resonant point — the antenna begins to look like a complex impedance that is a combination of resistance and reactance, capacitive at lower frequencies and inductive at the higher frequencies.

You also need some way to connect the antenna to the receiver or transmitter. This is done with a transmission line. The most widely used type of transmission line is coax cable.

You can get a coax cable with a 75-ohm characteristic impedance that is a very close match to the antenna’s impedance. RG-59/U is one example, as is RG-6/U, which is commonly used in cable TV systems.

As it turns out, most people use a 50-ohm coax with a dipole because it is the most common impedance used for inputs and outputs on receivers and transmitters. There are lots of different types of 50-ohm cable, like RG-58/U, RG-8/U, and RG-213/U. There are many others. Even with the difference between 50 and 75 ohms, this mismatch doesn’t matter that much. As it turns out, the impedance of the dipole at resonance varies considerably with the height above the ground. The 73-ohm value doesn’t really become the actual impedance until the antenna is over one wavelength above the ground. This is pretty high at the lower frequencies and is rarely attained. That is why the antenna is such a good match to the common and cheap 50-ohm cable.

The dipole is actually a directive antenna. That is, it does not radiate the electromagnetic waves equally in all directions. The radiation pattern is actually a figure-eight pattern, as shown in Figure 2. Looking down on the antenna from above, the maximum horizontal radiation pattern is at a right angle to the line of the antenna wire. If you can think in 3-D for a minute, visualize that figure eight as a doughnut-shaped pattern. Looking at the pattern, there is actually very little radiation from the ends of the antenna. Now you can see why it is important to orient the antenna for the desired direction of transmitting or receiving.

Incidentally, if you mount the antenna vertically, its antenna pattern is a circle. We call this omnidirectional. It radiates or receives equally well in all directions. This is a pretty tricky thing to do physically with long wire antennas, so this technique only works for short antennas used at high frequencies.

That brings up one more key antenna fundamental: polarization. Polarization is defined as the direction of the electric field with respect to the Earth. If the dipole is mounted horizontally, the polarization will be horizontal. Mounting the antenna vertically produces vertical polarization. Ideally, you want both the transmitting and receiving antennas to use the same polarization for maximum signal strength, but, as it turns out, as the wave travels over long distances it is rotated a bit, so you can still get reception of a vertically polarized signal on a horizontal antenna and vice versa.

Another common antenna type is the quarter-wave (\(\lambda/4\)) ground plane (see Figure 3). What it amounts to is half of a dipole, mounted vertically. The center conductor of the coax attaches to this vertical conductor while the shield of the coax connects to ground. The ground (or Earth) acts like the other half of the dipole. The nice thing about a ground plane is that the length of the antenna is half that of the dipole. This is a big deal at the lower frequencies.

For example, the length of a dipole for an AM radio transmitter at 650 kHz (0.65 MHz) will be:

\[ \lambda/2 = 468/f_{\text{MHz}} = 468/0.65 = 720 \text{ feet} \]

The actual formula for a quarter wave ground plane is:

\[ \lambda/4 = 234/f_{\text{MHz}} = 234/0.65 = 360 \text{ feet} \]

Note, if we use a quarter-wave ground plane, the length is only 360 feet. Think of the cost difference between a 720-foot tower and a 360-foot tower — big difference.

In most applications, the Earth is not used as the other side of the dipole. Instead, at the higher frequencies, we often use a large metal area — larger than one-quarter wave-
length. For example, on car antennas, the ground plane is the metal surface of the car surrounding the antenna. In some antennas, an array of radials is used (see Figure 4). Note that there are four or more conductors of λ/4 mounted at the base of the vertical segment of the antenna. These may be wires on lower frequency antennas or short horizontal conductors in higher frequency antennas.

In any case, the ground plane antenna is also resonant at its frequency of operation. The resistive value of its feed point is about 36 ohms. Normally, we use a 50-ohm coax cable to feed the ground plane, as it is a close match and works well. The radiation pattern for the ground plane is a circle, meaning that it is omnidirectional and transmits and receives equally well in all directions.

**Common Antenna Types**

Most radio applications use a dipole or a ground plane, but there are many other special types of antennas. Almost all of them are some variation of either the dipole or the ground plane. A good example is the widely used Yagi. Take a look at Figure 5. This antenna uses a dipole as the antenna, but parasitic elements are added to shape the radiation pattern.

The longer element next to the dipole — or driven element — is called the reflector. It actually does reflect (at least redirect) some of the energy from the dipole in the forward direction. The shorter element is called a director. It further helps focus the radio wave in the forward direction. The end result is that the dipole energy is concentrated and directed in one direction, making the antenna directive. The radiation pattern looks something like what you see in Figure 6.

The Yagi antenna has what we call gain. It actually boosts the signal level because the electromagnetic energy is focused in one direction. For example, if your transmitter puts out one watt of power and you connect it to a Yagi, the actual effective radiated power (ERP) may be five times that — five watts. The receiver doesn’t know the difference between a plain old five-watt transmitter on a sim-
A dipole or a one-watt signal from a Yagi. You can actually get much higher gains by adding more directors. Yagis with up to 20 directors are available to give super high gains. The downside is that the antenna is highly directive so you have to point it correctly to get the signal.

Another common type of antenna is the parabolic dish (see Figure 7). It is used mainly at microwave frequencies above 1 GHz. The dish, as it is called, has a parabolic shape that takes the energy from an antenna like a dipole and concentrates all of its radiation into a highly focused radio beam. The antenna signal reflects off of the dish and, because of its unique geometric shape, all of the waves are concentrated into a very narrow beam. This makes the dish very highly directive, but the upside is the super high gain. You can see why a dish is used on satellite TV. With the satellite out there in orbit 22,300 miles away, the signal is extremely small when it gets to Earth. The dish has a very high gain, so it, in effect, boosts the signal level before it gets to the receiver.

Another type of antenna you don’t see much of, but that is widely used, is the patch antenna. It, too, is used mainly at microwave frequencies. A very common application is with wireless local area networks (WLANs) that connect PCs and laptops. Popular access points, called hot spots, allow laptops to connect to the Internet at many public places, like airports, hotels, and coffee shops. The antenna used in many of these 2.4-GHz radios is a patch. It is essentially just an area of copper on a printed circuit board (PCB) about one-half wavelength in size that may be square or circular (see Figure 8). A copper ground plane on the other side of the PCB acts like a reflector to focus the energy forward.

You can actually put multiple patch antennas on a large PCB and drive all of them simultaneously. This gives lots of gain and directivity. You can even control the phase of the signals to or from the antenna, making it possible to shape the radiation pattern or the gain on the fly. These are called phased arrays and they are widely used in military radar, but they are becoming more popular in cell phone systems and WLANs.

Anyway, I am out of space for this issue. I will follow up in a later column with more antenna types. For now, pay attention to your antenna. It will make your seemingly failed wireless project a true success.

For Your Info ...

The February Open Communications column covered the Ramsey QRP transmitter kits. In lieu of the schematic diagrams, the photos were accidentally printed instead. Ramsey has made the schematics available for those of you who need access that information. Visit http://ramseykits.com/qrp.
E-400-DVR
$539.95
4-Channel DVR with Audio.
TCP/IP Monitoring
Embedded Hard Drive
- Not Included
Motion Detection
M-JPEG Compression

MB-1250U
$89.95
1/3" CCD Color Microboard Camera
380-470 TVL
0.5 LUX / 2X ZOOM

ILC-300
$189.95
1/4" Color Infrared Lipstick Camera
470 TVL / 4.3mm

DX-8263SL
$249.95
1/3" High Resolution Color Star Light Camera
470 TVL / 0.003 LUX

MPX-2400
$89.95
2.4 GHz Video Transmitter Module
4 Channel Video, Mono Audio

IRCAM-CL
$219.95
1/4" Color Infrared CCD Camera
420 TVL and 6mm Lens
Weather-Resistant

XDC-220IR
$799.95
1/4" CCD Color IR Camera
220X Zoom Day/Night
Autofocus / 470 TVL / Infrared

DVC-140PRO
$99.95
4 Camera PCI Card
View Up to 16 Cameras Using Your PCT
(With All 4 Cards Installed)

HVS-D2
$59.95
1/3" CCD Color Dome Camera
380 TVL / 3.6mm

Toll Free
800-308-6456

PolarisUSA Video
Video Security From The Professionals at Polaris
PolarisUSA Video, Inc. • 3158 Process Drive • Norcross, GA • 30071
Audio/RF Signal Generator

- DDS and SMT technology!
- 0 Hz to 5 MHz at 0.1 Hz resolution!
- 0 to 10V peak to peak output level!
- Sine, Square, or Triangle waveforms!

Following our world famous SG50, we are proud to introduce the SG560, the next generation signal generator!

To begin with we increased the frequency range all the way up to 5MHz and all the way down to 0Hz (yes, we mean zero...or DC) continuously in 0.1Hz steps across the entire range! Then we gave it a variable output level all the way up to 10V peak to peak in either Sine, Square, or Triangle waveforms! You can also provide a DC offset to the output to recreate TTL, 4000 series logic levels, low voltage logic levels, AC waveforms with a DC component, or just plain AC signals.

SMT and DDS technology is used throughout the SG560 for ultimate performance and reliability. If you're looking for a lab quality Sig gen at a super hobbyist price, the brand new SG560 fits the bill...and a whole lot more!

SG560WT Audio/RF Signal Generator, Factory Assembled $329.95

Hand Held Digital Scope With DVM Readout

- Digital waveform and measurement display!
- 10 MHz and 40 MHz sample rates!
- Backlit LCD display!
- RS232 output (40MHz model only)
- Charger case, probes included!

We've seen a lot of portable scopes and scope/meters, and we've also seen the price tags! They have always been way out of the reach and budget of the hobbyist. No more! Now for close to the price of a good DMM you can have a personal scope that also has DVM readout for dBm, dBV, DC and True RMS! Frequency readout is also displayed on the screen through markers, plus the scopes have two memories for digital storage.

The 40MHz model also includes an RS232 output and serial interface to capture the screen display on your scope to your PC at the mere push of a button! These scopes run on 5 standard AA Alkaline batteries (not included) which provide up to 20 hours of use. You can also use rechargeable AA NiMH batteries instead and they'll be charged with the included power supply! Both units come with a custom foam lined high impact carrying case, set of high quality scope probes, AC power adapter and a comprehensive user manual. If you're working with electronic circuits, automotive applications, audio and stereo applications or other applications, the personal scope is for you...at a price that can't be beat!

HPS105E Personal Handheld 10MHz Digital Scope $229.95
HPS40 Personal Handheld 40MHz Digital Scope w/RS232 $299.95
PS28 9VDC Power Supply/Charger $9.95

Dual Display DM With RS232 Output

- RS232 output to your PC!
- Digital and analog bargraph display!
- Backlit LCD display with data hold!
- Manual and auto ranging!
- Includes probes, RS232 cable & software!

We gave you an inexpensive pocket DMM for under 20 bucks. Then we gave you a super multi-purpose professional multimeter that measured virtually everything for 40 bucks. What's next, you ask? You won't believe it! Everything PLUS RS232 serial data output for connection to your PC! That's right, you can measure, control, and store your DMM and its readings on a graphical display on your PC!

Features both auto and manual ranging with a large 3½ digit display with a 38 segment analog bargraph. Selectable backlit and data display hold features are also included. Plug in the provided DB9 serial cable to your PC, load the included software, and you're off and running with a remote control digital multimeter from your PC. Includes standard test probes, temperature test probes, professional rubber holster, RS232 cable, installed 9V battery, Windows software CD, all in a neat travel case.

DWM345DI Dual Display DMM With RS232 Output $84.95

Sniff-IT RF Detector Probe

- Use with any DMM or VOM to measure RF!
- Low cost RF measurement!
- Can also be used as a field strength meter!
- 100kHz to 1000MHz!

The RFI is a very sensitive RF detector probe that connects to any digital multimeter and provides a DC voltage output from weak RF signals. This allows very easy tracing of low level RF signals that a counter can't pick up. Wide frequency coverage of 100KHz to over 1000 MHz lets you track down most any problem in transmitter chains, receiver stages, or even complex PLLs.

Uses exotic, low barrier microwave detector diodes to give exceptional sensitivity which can see signals down to milliwatts levels! A great low cost way of checking for RF. Fully assembled and tested, and includes standard banana plugs for use with any standard VOM, DMM or voltmeter. If you need to measure RF and don't want to spend big bucks, here you go!

RF1 RF Sniff-IT Probe $329.95

Mini-Kits... The Building Blocks!

Tickle-Stick

The kit has a pulsing 80 volt tickle output and a mischievous blinking LED. And who can resist a blinking light? Great fun for your desk. "We told you not to touch!" Runs on 3-6 VDC

TS4 Tickle Stick Kit $12.95

Super Snoop Amplifier

Super sensitive amplifier that will pick up a pin drop at 15 feet! Full 2 watts output. Makes a great "big ear" microphone. Runs on 6-15 VDC

BN9 Super Snoop Amp Kit $9.95

Dripping Faucet

Produces a very pleasant, but obnoxious, repetitive "Drip, drip, drip" sound! Learn how a simple transistor oscillator and a 555 timer can make such a sound! Runs on 4-9 VDC

EDF1 Dripping Faucet Kit $9.95

LED Blinky

Our #1 Mini-Kit for 31 years! Alternately flashes two jumbo red LED's. Great for signs, name badges, model railroading, and more. Runs on 3-15 VDC.

BL1 LED Blinky Kit $7.95

Touch Tone Decoder

Strapable to detect any single DTMF digit. Provides audible closure to ground up to 20mA. Connect to any speaker, detector or even a phone line. Runs on 5 VDC.

TT7 DTMF Decoder Kit $7.95

Electronic Siren

Produce the upward and downward sweep of a police siren. Produces 5W output, and will drive any speaker! Runs on 6-12 VDC.

SM3 Electronic Siren Kit $7.95

Universal Timer

Build anything from a timer delay to an audio oscillator using the versatile 555 timer chip! Comes with lots of application ideas. Runs on 5-15 VDC.

UT5 Universal Timer Kit $9.95

Voice Switch

Voice activated (VOC) provides a switch output when it hears a sound. Great for a hands free PTTF switch, or to turn on a recorder or light! Runs on 6-12 VDC and drives a 100 mA load.

VS1 Voice Switch Kit $9.95

Tone Encoder/Decoder

Encodes or decodes any tone 40 Hz to 5kHz! Add a small cap and it will go as low as 10Hz! Tuneable with a precision 20 turn pot. Runs on 5-12 VDC and will drive any load up to 100 mA.

TD1 Encoder/Decoder Kit $9.95

RF Preamplifier

Super broadband preamp from 100 KHz to 1000 MHz! Gain is greater than 20dB while noise is less than 48dB. 50-75 ohm input. Runs on 12-15 VDC.

SA7 RF Preamplifier Kit $19.95

Touch Switch

Touch on, touch off, or momentary touch switch, your choice. Uses CMOS technology. Runs on 6-12 VDC and drives any load up to 100 mA.

TS1 Touch Switch Kit $9.95
Where the Fun Begins!
The Newest Neat Stuff!

Ion Generator
- Generates negative ions!
- Blast of fresh air, no noise!
- Generates DC, not pulse!
- 75kV DC negative, 400uA!

This nifty kit includes a pre-made high voltage ion generator put to your protection, and probably the best one available for the price. It also includes a neat experiment called "ion wind generator". This generator works great for pollution removal in small areas (imagine after Grandpa gets done in the bathroom), and moves the air through the filter simply by the force of ion repulsion! No fan blades, no noise, just swiftly moving, charged air.

Learn how modern spacecraft use ions to accelerate through space. Generate negative ions for health and healing! Includes ion power supply, 7 ion wind tubes, and mounting hardware for the ion wind generator.

IG7 Ion Generator Kit $54.95
AC125 110VAC Power Supply $9.95

Electrocardiogram Heart Monitor
- Visible & audible display of your heart rhythm
- Re-usable sensors included!
- Monitor output for your scope
- Simple & safe 9V battery operation

Enjoy learning about the inner workings of the heart while at the same time covering the stage-by-stage electronic circuitry used in the kit to monitor it.

The three probe wire pick-ups allow for easy application and experimentation without the cumbersome harness normally associated with ECG monitors. The fully adjustable gain control on the front panel allows the user to custom tune the differential signal picked up by the probes giving you a perfect reading every time! Multiple "beat" indicators include a bright front panel LED that flashes with each heart beat, an adjustable audio output to hear the beat, and of course, the monitor output to view on a scope, just like in the ER! Operates on standard (and safe) 9VDC battery. Includes matching case for a finished look. The ECG1 has become one of our most popular kits with hundreds and hundreds of customers wanting to get "Heart Smart!"

ECG1C Electrocardiogram Heart Monitor Kit With Case $44.95
ECG1WT Factory Assembled & Tested ECG1 $89.95
ECGP10 Replacement Reusable Probe Patch, 10 Pack $7.95

Plasma Generator
- Generates 2" sparks to a handheld screwdriver!
- Light fluorescent tubes without wires!
- Build your own plasma balls!
- Generates up to 25KV @ 20kHz from a solid state circuit!

This new kit was conceived by one of our engineers who likes to play with things that can generate loud, bright sparks, and other fascinating devices. The result...the PG13 Plasma Generator designed to provide a startling display of high voltage!

It produces stunning lightning displays, drawing big sparks, to perform lots of high voltage experiments. In the picture, we took a regular clear "Decor" style light bulb and connected it to the PG13. You can see the sparks, light traces and plasma filled the bulb. Holding your hand on the bulb doesn't hurt a bit and you can control the discharge! It can also be used for powering other experiments; let your imagination be your guide! Can also be run from 5-24VDC so the output voltage can be directly adjusted.

PG13 Plasma Generator Kit $64.95
PS21 110VAC input, 16VAC output power supply $19.95

Electronic Watch Dog
- Sound activated dog on a PC board!

It's nice to have a dog to react to someone at the door. But not all of us can have a dog! No problem, there's our own two distinct barking sounds are sound activated with a built-in microphone that acts like a real dog! Designated, I wish my dog had adjustable sensitivity! This dog eats 9-12VDC. Easy kit assembly.

K2655 Watch Dog Kit $32.95

Stereo Super Ear
- Amplifies sounds 50 times!

The "Super Ear" is an ultra high gain amplifier that includes two super sensitive mics at a 45 degree angle to give you a true stereo output. Includes on/off switch and volume control. Standard audio jack is provided for stereo output. Runs on 5 standard AAA batteries (not included). Easy to assemble and fun to use!

MK136 Super Ear Kit $9.95

Electronic Learning Labs
- Learn and build!
- 130, 300, & 500 In One!
- Super comprehensive training manuals!

Whether you want to learn the basics of electricity, the theory of electronics, or advanced digital technology, our lab kits are for you! Starting with our PL130, we give you 130 different electronic projects, together with a comprehensive 162 page learning and theory book. The PL300 walks you through the learning phase of digital electronics.

PL130 130 In One Learning Lab Kit $42.95
PL300 300 In One Advanced Learning Lab Kit $69.95
PL500 500 In One Super Learning Lab Kit $169.95

MORE than just friendly on-line ordering!
Clearance Specials, Ramsey Museum, User Forums, Dealer Information, FAQ’s, FCC Info, Kit Building Guides, Downloads, Live Weather, Live Webcams, and much more!

www.ramseykits.com
800-446-7295

Where Electronics Is Always FUN!
- Build It!
- Learn It!
- Achieve It!
- Enjoy It!
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Events, Advances, and News From the Electronics World

Advanced Technologies Computing Breakthrough Could Antiquate Transistors

If you see anything revolutionary and interesting — or just plain cool — while surfing newsgroups, filtering press releases, or simply doing your job, drop me a line about it. Have questions or comments about what you read here in “Techknolodgy 2005?” Send those my way, too. You can reach me at www.jheckert.com — Jeff Eckert

Hewlett-Packard (www.hp.com) recently announced that a technology invented by its researchers in 2003 has been proven to be a new way to construct computers as well as a viable replacement for the transistor. In a paper published in the Journal of Applied Physics, three members of HP Labs’ Quantum Science Research (QSR) group described how a “crossbar latch” can provide the signal restoration and inversion required for general computing with no need for transistors. The technology could result in computers that are thousands of times more powerful than contemporary machines.

The latch, demonstrated experimentally, consists of a single wire acting as a signal line, crossed by two control lines with an electrically switchable molecular-scale junction where they intersect. By applying a sequence of voltage impulses to the control lines and using switches oriented in opposite polarities, the latch can perform the NOT operation, which—with AND and OR—is one of three basic operations that make up the primary logic of a circuit and are essential for general computing.

In addition, it can restore a logic level in a circuit to its ideal voltage value, which allows a designer to chain many simple gates together to perform computations.

Standard semiconductor circuits require three-terminal transistors to perform the NOT operation and restore signals. However, it is generally believed that transistors will not be able to shrink down to the size of a few nanometers and remain operable.

QSR works on nanoscale electronic devices that will first supplement and, someday perhaps, replace silicon technology that is expected to reach its physical limits in about a decade.

In addition to exploring the fundamental scientific principles of computing at the molecular level, QSR is also looking at architectural issues to determine how such tiny devices — thousands of which could fit across the diameter of a human hair — could be fabricated economically and in mass quantities.

Magnetic Particles Help Detect Alzheimer’s

检测阿尔茨海默氏症的磁性粒子

The bio-barcode amplification technology can detect ADDLs in cerebrospinal fluid, where the biomarker is present in very low concentrations. Photo courtesy of Northwestern University.

Using a novel bio-barcode amplification (BCA) technology, researchers from the National Science Foundation (NSF, www.nsf.gov) and Northwestern University (www.northwestern.edu) have detected a protein linked to Alzheimer’s disease in fluid from around the brain and spinal cord. If proven successful in further clinical studies, the procedure could become the first tool for early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s and the first test to conclusively identify the disease in living patients. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the BCA process, the researchers were able to detect within each fluid sample a miniscule amount of proteins called amyloid B-derived diffusible ligands (ADDLs). The goal is...
to detect and validate infinitesimal amounts of the biomarkers in the blood.

In the first steps of the BCA process, special magnetic microparticles latch onto the biomarker targets (in this study, the ADDLs). Researchers then add a second ingredient that consists of a gold nanoparticle core surrounded by hundreds of identical DNA strands, which serve as hundreds of bio-barcodes that are detected at the end of the test.

Ultimately, the gold DNA particles and magnetic particles sandwich the biomarker targets. A magnet separates the sandwiched complexes from the rest of the sample. After which, the complexes are heated to release the DNA bar codes, which are measured by an extremely sensitive detector.

Each DNA piece greatly increases the sensitivity of the test and its potential to tell doctors that a patient carries the ADDLs. Apparently, BCA is about one million times more sensitive than the next best thing — standard enzyme-linked immunoassays (ELISAs). BCA could eventually be configured to detect hundreds of diseases simultaneously, including AIDS and prostate cancer.

**Computers and Networking**

**Tiny Flash Memory**

Scientists at Infineon Technologies AG have announced construction of the world’s smallest nonvolatile Flash memory cell, measuring a mere 20 nm. Assuming that all manufacturing-related challenges (including that of the lithography) can be resolved, the development would make nonvolatile memory chips with a capacity of 32 GB possible within a few years.

Nonvolatile Flash memories are commonly used as mass storage media for devices such as digital cameras, camcorders, and USB sticks. The most advanced nonvolatile Flash memory devices available today can permanently store one or two bits of information per memory cell without a supply voltage. Such memories have a feature size of around 90 nm, and significantly shrinking this feature size has posed many problems because of nanoscale physical effects.

In particular, fabricating 20-nm Flash memory cells has been considered nearly impossible because these physical effects would make the memory cells extremely unreliable.

Infineon researchers overcame this challenge by creating a three-dimensional structure with a fin for the transistor that acts as the heart of the memory cell. The special geometry minimizes unwanted effects and significantly improves electrostatic control compared to today’s flat transistors. Called a FinFET (fin field effect transistor), the Infineon device stores the electrons that carry the information in a nitride layer that lies electrically isolated between the silicon fin and the gate electrode. Just eight nm thin, the fin is controlled by the 20-nm-wide gate electrode. The devices won’t be commercially available for a few years, but you can check on their progress at www.infineon.com.

**Mac Mini**

Back in days of yore (January 24, 1984, to be specific), Apple (www.apple.com) introduced the original Macintosh with a price of just under $2,500.00. Based on the Consumer Price Index, this equals $4,555.00 in 2005 currency. For that, you got an 8-MHz processor, 128K of RAM, no hard drive, and a built-in nine-inch monitor. Storage was provided by a single 3.5-inch 400K
flop drive.

As of early this year, you could buy a Mac Mini, the latest desktop model, for $499.00 (or $274.00 in 1984 dollars), making it the cheapest Mac ever offered. At just two-inches tall and a weight of less than three pounds, it’s also the smallest. On the downside, it is powered by a G4 processor rather than its G5 big brother and the price doesn’t include a monitor, keyboard, or mouse.

Still, you get a 1.25 GHz clock rate, 256 MB of RAM, ATI Radeon 9200 graphics, a drive that plays DVD movies and burns CDs, and a 40 GB hard drive. For an extra hundred bucks, you can boost that to 1.42 GHz and an 80 GB drive.

The Mini also includes a 56k modem, 10/100 base-T Ethernet, and a built-in speaker and headphone jack. Furthermore, it comes with OS X and the latest version of iLife®, which includes iPhoto®, iMovie®, iDVD®, GarageBand®, and iTunes® digital music software. So, if you have been wanting a Mac, but balked at the typical $1,800.00 starting price, this could be the one you’ve been waiting for.

Laptop Bags for Women

If you have been losing sleep because your laptop ensemble isn’t chic enough, the Anika line of bags and accessories sold by Circuit City (www.circuitcity.com) will come to your fashion rescue. No longer will friends and associates sneer at your boring, black baggage. According to a company spokesman, “The women of Circuit City are a driving force behind the Anika line. These associates saw a need for fun, colorful laptop bags and decided to take the idea from the drawing board to the sales floor.” The company apparently has noticed that 37 percent of all laptops are purchased by women.

The Anika collection is available in six designs and features custom yarn-dyed, rubber-backed fabrics, splash-proof zippers, and quilted linings to protect computers, accessories, and files. The line includes carry-all bags, laptop bags, camera bags, camcorder bags, CD wallets, and a wheeled overnight case.

Circuits and Devices

RFID Vulnerability Discovered

If you begin experiencing inexplicably high gasoline expenses or are having your car stolen every week or so, the problem may be with the radio frequency identification (RFID) system used in your car key or oil company payment tag. Some computer scientists at Johns Hopkins University (www.jhu.edu) and RSA Laboratories (www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs) recently revealed that the encryption in RFID microchips in some newer car keys and wireless payment tags may not keep thieves at bay.

Using a relatively inexpensive electronic device, criminals could wirelessly probe a car key tag or payment tag in close proximity and then use the information obtained from the probe to crack the secret cryptographic key on the tag. By obtaining this key, lawbreakers could more easily circumvent the auto theft prevention system in that person’s car or potentially charge their own gasoline purchases to the tag owner’s account.

Security verification is based on a challenge/response protocol between the key or tag and the reader, and the researchers were able to unravel the mathematical process used in this verification. They then purchased a commercial microchip costing less than $200.00 and programmed it to find the secret key for a gasoline purchase tag. By linking 16 such chips together, the group cracked the secret key in about 15 minutes.

More than 150 million of these transponders are embedded in keys for newer vehicles built by at least three leading manufacturers. The transponders are also inside more than six million key chain tags used for wireless gasoline purchases.
Guitars and Whiskey

For the guitarist who enjoys Jack Daniel’s (Has any guitarist ever not enjoyed Jack Daniel’s?), Peavey has introduced a new line of instruments and amplifiers. In the photo is a single cutaway Peavey Jack Daniel’s USA electric guitar, constructed using mahogany for the body and neck and a solid, five-amp, quilt-maple archtop. Peavey’s patented dual-compression bridge system creates a metal-to-metal connection designed to provide singing sustain and stronger string presence.

The guitars also feature ebony fretboards, two dual- wound, hum-canceling pick-ups, chrome Schaller tuners, and special wooden control and selector switch covers cut from actual used Jack Daniel’s whiskey barrels. For information on this and other products in the family, visit www.peavey.com.

Incidentally, we were unable to verify rumors that Peavey has also been working on an Acapulco Gold product line for decades, but the designers just haven’t made much progress.

Industry and the Profession
2004 PC Shipments Up

According to Gartner, Inc. (www.gartner.com), worldwide PC shipments increased in 2004 by 11.8 percent over 2003, primarily because of strong mobile PC sales. The top-five vendors were Dell (31 million units), Hewlett-Packard (27.5 million), IBM (10.4 million), Fujitsu/Fujitsu Siemens (7.1 million), and Acer (6.3 million). The “others” category totaled 106 million units sold. Data include desktop PCs, mobile PCs, and X86-32 servers.

Free Online Books

Members of the IEEE Computer Society now have unlimited online access to a rotating collection of 300 unabridged technology books. Subjects include enterprise computing, graphics and multimedia, hardware, networks, security, software engineering, and more.

Larger collections are also available for a fee. For more information, visit www.computer.org/bookshelf

$51 For 3 PCBs
FREE Layout Software!
FREE Schematic Software!

01 DOWNLOAD our free CAD software
02 DESIGN your two or four layer PC board
03 SEND us your design with just a click
04 RECEIVE top quality boards in just days

expresspcb.com
LEGO® has become something of a household word. If you grew up in the 50s or later, you probably owned a set or hoped to, in any case. It is not only a part of our culture, but also has international appeal. LEGO started out making small wooden toys in the 1930s. They slowly grew, adding plastics to their repertoire of materials.

After a fire burned their facilities to the ground in 1942, they dropped their wooden line of toys completely, focusing on plastics only. Several times in their history, they have made leaps and bounds in the level of technical detail of their toys, electrifying them and adding lights, culminating with their Mindstorms™ line.

Adding hundreds of different technical parts, including switches, pneumatics, light sensors, and motors, LEGO is really a great way to get into robotics and design without having to cut or drill materials. There are thousands of websites out there featuring everything from plotters to photographic instruments, all built with LEGO. With so many different projects available, focusing on one is nearly impossible.

Of the nearly 200 LEGO Mindstorms titles listed on amazon.com, one caught my interest. Competitive Mindstorms, by David J. Perdue (ISBN 1-59059-375-8), is not only interesting and well-written, but it turns out that the author was only 16 when he penned this masterful tome on LEGO Mindstorms sumo combat. Given the amount of passion behind the works of the young Mr. Perdue, I decided to look into the Mindstorms thing myself.

I managed to haggle with a fellow employee, trading an old motorboat engine for a slightly used Mindstorms kit. My older Robotics Invention kit came to me in pristine condition with all the bags intact. I certainly got the better end of the deal on that one.

Following the text was easy and construction is well laid out. David has a good programming style and his code is well commented. I, too, agree with his choice of using “Not Quite C” as the native language of programming the bricks is annoying at best, and I had to deal with upgrades and such to use my older set with my current OS.

Personally, I found the selection of sensors extremely limiting. As far as the microcontroller is concerned, I felt like my hands were tied in tight little knots. In all fairness, when I first started out (about 2,500 years ago, it seems), this would have been a blessing to have; it is just that I long since grew past this level of sensing and control. I played a bit with the examples, but my imagination was hindered by the hardware.

In all fairness, I have to mention that there are a lot of aftermarket capabilities out there for sensing. On one website alone, I found infrared rangers and rotation sensors, as well as books on the subject of hacking the system to add more sensing functionality.

The mechanics themselves are excellent and the selection of parts is awesome. For a beginner, this book and a Mindstorms kit will take you very, very far. For the seasoned professional, perhaps you will find the limitations to be a challenge or you might choose to
adapt different microcontrollers to the system.

Along these lines, I would like to show off my newest conquest from Charmed Labs (www.charmedlabs.com), the Xport 2.0. The Xport 2.0 is really a neat device. It takes the power of a Gameboy Advance, running an ARM processor, and adds — of all things — a Xilinx field programmable gate array (FPGA).

Imagine:
• 32-bit ARM processor running at 16 MHz
• 256-plus-K RAM (several areas of RAM for different purposes)
• 240 x 160-pixel display, 65,000 colors
• Five graphics modes
• 128 sprites

And if that weren’t enough, add the Xport’s capabilities:
• 150,000 logic gates
• 64 I/O lines
• 4 Mb of Flash
• 16 Mb of SDRAM
• Real-time operating system (RTOS)
• A/D converter wired to do back-EMF integration for position control

For those of you wondering what to do with an FPGA, it really comes down to what not to do with an FPGA. What not to do is process an analog signal, unless you digitize it first. Other than that, the world is your digital oyster. Take any digital module from just about any microcontroller and, basically, there is something that can be done: hardware serial ports, PWM modules, quadrature encoder readers (or generators), high-speed buffered serial ports. With 64 I/O lines, I can run more servos than I can afford and still have I/O lines available to build a serial port. Add to that a seductive LCD display, good sound quality on the Gameboy Advance (Gameboy Advance SP is backlit!), and you have a really innovative product.

Unfortunately, every silver cloud has a dark lining. The learning curve on this is going to be steep. I am not a “software guy” by trade, but the effort put in will be returned 10 times over, no doubt. If you are willing to learn about the Gameboy architecture, the acclaimed GCC compiler, and maybe a little something about FPGA programming, then be prepared to impress yourself.

The Xport 2.0 in itself is mind-boggling as a software and firmware...
tool, but — when combined with LEGO's — it enables software-oriented people to build really cool hardware and lets hardware gurus make their creations animated to the nth degree. If you are a strict mechanical guy, this may not be a match for you, unless you are willing to stay within the scope of the demos supplied.

My personal Mindstorms battle plan is four pronged. I am looking at building my own sensor bricks. I am learning the Gameboy Advance and re-learning C; eventually, I will tackle the FPGAs. To get me going, I am working with my Plugapod from NewMicros, Inc., building a small board with a couple of H-bridges on it, along with a carrier for the unit.

I am also re-evaluating my turtles and shrimps idea from a few columns ago. I have found a software genius named Scott Settembre who is helping me with the code. My original battle plan was to laser cut everything, but now I think I will be using a PlugaPod board I built with dual H-bridges and LEGO Mindstorms.

Just as a quick overview, the idea is to simulate an evolving program on a PC and then, every time a generation meets a certain level of ability, it is uploaded to a few dozen robots that act out the generated code. Rather than having a slick, 3-D rendered display, we will have an arena of little LEGO bots looking for food in the form of colored disks, picking them up, reading the data on them, digesting, and finally excreting the disks upside down, revealing a different color pattern.

This will require attractive, robust mechanisms that are capable of a reasonable degree of mechanical complexity. Adding LEGO to the mix will produce an air of familiarity and, hopefully, an air of magic.

Another interesting aspect of LEGO is the CAD software that is available for it. LDdraw, available from www.ldraw.org, and combined with more advanced graphical user interface (GUI) "wrappers" that they link to off the site, provide you with a really nifty CAD setup.

Some of these "wrappers" will even export to POV Ray or other third-party renderers for some truly stunning graphics. There is an all-inclusive download that includes the most popular tools available at www.ldraw.org/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&file=article&sid=104.

Overall, I have to say that my experience with the Mindstorms products has been pleasing, but I won't be shelving my laser cut parts just yet. I will be bonding my creations with some sort of glue and, as much as it breaks my heart, it is a necessary thing to keep them from falling apart.
Need Device Connectivity To The Pervasive Internet?

Save Money, Save Time, Use The PowerCore

"Based on experience, I can tell you that Rabbit stuff works before you can get it all out of the box."

– Fred Eady, Circuit Cellar

The Core of your Embedded System
The PowerCore FLEX is a complete Rabbit microprocessor system with optional features such as a power supply, Ethernet, and a low-cost rugged A/D system. It plugs into a motherboard you design. You pay only for the options you need, and we quickly manufacture it. Development Kits include a powerful software development platform and extensive libraries.

Network and Internet Support
Your embedded device can network and serve web pages. Hardware and software supports Ethernet, Wi-Fi, and cellular telephone data networks. TCP/IP and most associated protocols are included in the Development Kit. SSL secure server software and other premium software modules are available at a nominal cost. With the implementation of optional software modules such as RabbitWeb, SSL, PPP, and AES, you can securely and conveniently communicate with your embedded device from anywhere in the world.

Development Kit Includes
- A loaded PowerCore FLEX with all options or non-Ethernet low-end version
- Prototyping board with development area.
- Documentation on CD.
- Dynamic C integrated development environment.
- Serial cable, power supply, and more.

Free Reference Book With Kit!
*Embedded Systems Design using the Rabbit 3000 Microprocessor* free with PowerCore kit purchase.

www.rabbitFLEX.com

Free Book

$49 Value

$29

From Pay Only For What You Need

Configurable Features
- Microprocessor Speed
- On-Board Power Supply
- SRAM / Flash
- Serial Data Flash
- Ethernet Option
- A/D Converter System
- Battery-Backed SRAM

Build Your Own

Standard Features
- 39 General Purpose I/O
- 5 Serial Ports
- Real-Time Clock
- Watchdog / Supervisor

* Pervasive Internet: Embedded devices providing internet connectivity for commercial and industrial applications. Learn more at www.rabbitflex.com

2932 Spafford Street, Davis, CA 95616
Tel 530.757.8400
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In this column, I answer questions about all aspects of electronics, including computer hardware, software, circuits, electronic theory, troubleshooting, and anything else of interest to the hobbyist.

Feel free to participate with your questions, comments and suggestions.

You can reach me at: Tjbyers@aol.com

What's Up:

Extending relay contact life. A 20 watt stereo amp using two chips.

Model RR goodies.

And a geography brain teaser.

**Relay Contact Life**

**Q** I am using a DPDT relay to control a 90-volt DC motor that pulls 1.5 amps under full load. The relay contacts are rated for 10 amps at 240 VAC. The problem is that the contacts have welded shut. From ancient memories, I dredged up the idea that I’d seen a capacitor used across contacts to reduce the arcing.

I’ve been through most of my old electrical engineering resources and found almost nothing relating to this idea.

To calculate what I needed, I dug out the formula that $I = C \frac{dv}{dt}$. Assuming the voltage change ($dv$) is 90 volts, the time ($dt$) is 1 ms, and the current is 1.5 amps, I come up with the equation that $C$ (capacitance I need) = 0.001(1.5/90) or roughly 1.6 µF to adequately absorb the spark. I connected a 2.2µF, 250-volt cap across the points and it seems to be running smoothly. My question is, am I even close?

**A** You arrived at the right answer in a roundabout way — and by an error in your math. The answer to your equation is actually 16 µF, not 1.6 µF, yet 1.6 µF is the correct value. The rule of thumb for this method is 0.5 to 1.0 µF per amp. In your case, 1.5 amps works out to be 1.5 µF — very close to your 1.6 µF “calculation.” You were correct, though, in selecting a 250-volt capacitor for the application. The thumb rule says 200 to 300 volts.

However, there is a caution when using this method. As the capacitance increases, so does the charge and amount of stored energy that’s in the capacitor. This is energy and current that must be discharged through the contacts — at the rate of $I = C \frac{dv}{dt}$, when they close. (See where your formula comes into play?) This current surge may be enough to weld the contacts and actually countermand your solution. The ideal way to suppress the arc without risking contact damage on subsequent closure is to add a resistor in series with the capacitor, as shown in Figure 1. The value of the resistor is typically 0.5 to 1.0 ohms per volt — about 50 ohms, in your case. So the no-math rule is 1 µF per amp and 0.5 ohms per volt.

To express it mathematically, we need nothing more than Ohm’s Law and a capacitor charge formula. When the points separate (break), the current flow wants to keep flowing, and it will do so by striking an arc. The criteria for creating and sustaining an arc is complex, but suffice it to say that, once an arc is struck, the harder it is to extinguish because it creates its own self-sustaining environment — much like a forest fire creates its own winds to feed itself.

The conditions required to initiate an arc depend on the voltage across the opening contacts (gap) and the current at the time. Now, if we place a

![Figure 1: Arc Suppression](image-url)
capacitor across the contacts, the cap acts like a short circuit when the contacts open. At this point, the cap begins to charge using the formula $t = RC$, where $R$ can be calculated from $R = E/I$, $E$ being the voltage across the points and $I$ being the current flowing at the time of the break.

If we can balance the charging time of the capacitor with the time it takes for the contacts to open wide enough that the voltage can’t jump the gap, the arc is suppressed. Typically, this is 0.1 mS for a frame relay of the type you describe. Plugging these values into our equations, we get $R = 90$ volts/1.5 amps = 60 ohms. Calculating for capacitance, we get $C = \frac{t}{R} = \frac{0.0001}{60} = 1.67 \mu F$.

If you’re trying to figure out the mathematics for an AC voltage suppressor, forget it. A sine wave is self-extinguishing because it crosses zero. That is, twice every cycle, the voltage across the contacts is zero as the voltage reverses itself from positive to negative. It’s very hard to maintain an arc under these conditions — as many a welder will attest to.

EMF Suppression

Q How come you sometimes put a diode backward across the relay contacts and other times you don’t? I have read that the diode is a must. What’s the real story?

Mike Edwards
Los Angeles, CA

A I think you’re talking about putting the diode across the relay coil, not the contacts, but they are both one and the same. When the current flow through an inductor — or coil — is interrupted, a high voltage in the reverse direction is generated by the collapsing magnetic field. This voltage can be as high as 10 times the Vcc source voltage.

If the coil is connected to a transistor or other semiconductor, the back EMF (as it’s called) can be high enough to destroy the device. The same happens across the relay contact when connected to an inductive — like a motor described in the question “Relay Contact Life” — where this creates contact arcing. This is energy that must be dissipated somehow.

A diode placed across the inductor (or contacts) will conduct when the magnetic field collapses and will effectively short circuit the voltage. The decision whether to use a diode or not depends on the voltages and currents involved. A coil with higher inductance, like a frame relay, will store more energy — both voltage and current — than will a small coil, like a reed relay. As a rule of thumb, a diode should always be included — but other factors have to be considered, not the least of which is space. If the relay is small, space is limited, and Vcc is low, I often omit the diode.

Also, placing a diode across the inductor causes current to flow longer and lengthens the hold-in time of the relay. This is unacceptable for some applications. By inserting a zener diode in series with the rectifier, hold-time is greatly reduced. This is because the diodes can’t conduct until the reverse voltage exceeds the zener voltage, plus 0.7 volts.

In some circuits, the diode(s) can...
be replaced with a metal-oxide resistor (MOV). An MOV behaves like back-to-back zeners and can be used in both DC and AC circuits (see Figure 2). The choice usually boils down to available space and cost. An ideal suppression voltage is 10 volts; that is, the back EMF should be held at 10 volts, with 15 volts as an upper limit.

In addition to arc suppression across relay contacts is the minimization of electromagnetic interference (EMI). EMI can wreak havoc with RF communications and spark the turn-on of logic gates, SCRs, and triacs.

**Needs Stereo Chips**

* Q: I would like to find an inexpensive preamp or integrated amp (20 watts or so) to place in a really nice cabinet that matches some other equipment. I need one that has volume, bass, treble, and balance. They can be separate modules from a number of companies. It seems to me that there used to be a lot of these things around in kit form, but several hours of surfing on the Web proved fruitless. I'm willing to build it from scratch using transistors or ICs.

  * Bruce Brown via Internet

  A: National Semiconductor makes a nice line of power amp ICs called the Overture series. They range in power from 20 to 60 watts and are housed in multi-pin TO-220 plastic packages. The amplifiers are safeguarded at the output against overvoltage, undervoltage, overloads, thermal runaway, and instantaneous temperature peaks. The LM1876 matches your request for a power amp. Figure 3 shows the schematic for the power amp section.

  An LM1036 audio preamp — also from National Semiconductor — provides tone, volume, and balance. Figure 4 shows the schematic for the preamp section. A loudness switch has been included to modify the frequency curve as the volume level is changed. Notice that the bass and treble controls act on both channels. If you want separate tone controls for each channel, you will need two LM1036 chips,
using one channel from each chip for your stereo preamp. The “spare” channels can be used for rear speakers, if you wish.

The power amp requires a +12-volt and a -12-volt power supply — both able to supply four amps of peak current — about three amps average if you use a hefty output capacitor to absorb the peak. A typical power supply can be built using LM350 and LM333 voltage regulators. Although the preamp also runs off +12 volts, it should have its own power supply separate from that of the power amp. An LM78L12 voltage regulator will provide this.

**Un-Solder Solder**

Q I want to remove and replace a 120-pin IC, but my 30 watt pencil-type iron tends to cause damage to the circuit board and the solder flows between the leads. How does the manufacturer solder all the small surface mount parts with such precision? What type of de-soldering equipment should I use?

Dave Reno, NV

A The manufacturer uses a technique called “reflow soldering” to attach the component to the printed circuit board. It begins by putting a dab of tacky reflow solder on the pads of the circuit board. The component is then placed on the pads, where it is held in place with the solder paste. After all the parts are in place, the board is sent through a “hot box” with a temperature that melts the solder and makes the electrical connections.

To unsolder the part, they often use a reverse process of heating the selected component and its pads to about 350 degrees F for 10 seconds and then lifting it off. Of course, this is way beyond the means (as in money) of the hobbyist. On a smaller scale, the component can be removed using a special solder tip that heats all the pads at once and lifts the part off the board. This, too, is expensive — plus, each footprint requires a different tip.

The hobbyist solution is something called ChipQuik, a low-temperature solder that replaces the solder holding the chip to the board. ChipQuik solder has a low melting temperature and is very brittle — meaning it crumbles easily. You can buy it from most electronic supply houses, including Jameco (800-831-4242; www.jameco.com). Get a free sample at www.chipquik.com.

**Model RR Sounds**

Q I recently built the LED Flasher from the September 2003 issue and would now like to add the sound of a railroad crossing in sync with the flashing LEDs. Any ideas?

Oscar Moon, Jr. via Internet

A The simple answer is to use the output of the LED Flasher to trigger a one-shot 555 circuit to sound a crossing bell. Search through the RadioShack catalog (www.radioshack.com) for a buzzer with a sound that pleases you. The clinker is that the 555 is negative-going triggered. That is, Pin 2 must be pulled to ground to start the timer. That means, if we tap off, the output of the LED Flasher would chime half the time, skipping the positive-going voltage excursion.

This is easily solved by inserting an inverter in the output and summing the two through 0.01 capacitors. I said an inverter, right? So how come the schematic (Figure 5) shows three NOR gates? This is to put a small delay in the outputs of the inverters so that the capacitor signals don’t cancel each other as one is going positive and the other is going negative. I used a series of NOR gates rather than a string of inverters because they have more propagation time and better triggering. If you experience timing problems, add more gates, but just make sure the count is always odd.
**Q&A**

**Figure 6**

**Lighthouse Light**

A dimmer source. This beam is often rotated or modulated in Morse code fashion to identify the lighthouse. Whichever means you use, the lighthouse will seldom look like the slow-on, slow-off most models represent. Figure 6 shows a circuit that more closely mimics a light house of the early 1900s.

In this design, two voltages are used to control the brightness of an LED. The first is a rising voltage developed by a sawtooth generator. This voltage is developed by charging a 6.8-μF capacitor through a 470K resistor. At a voltage set by the 2N6027 programmable unijunction transistor (PUT), the capacitor discharges through the 20-ohm resistor until its charge is drained, at which point, the cycle begins anew.

One of the op-amps is a voltage follower that provides increasing brightness to the LED as the capacitor charges. The second op-amp is used as a comparator whose output goes high when the input voltage exceeds a level set by the 10K pot. What you get is a slowly increasing brightness of the light, followed by a bright flash — as would happen if the light beam were to pass your line of sight. The duration of the bright flash is controlled by the 10K pot. The LED then goes dark and the “sweep” begins again.

**Model RR Lighthouse**

**Q** I saw a circuit that would vary the voltage across a lamp to simulate the beacon of a model lighthouse, but I can’t seem to find it in my large stack of *Nuts & Volts* (I go back to 1994). Can you point me in the right direction?

**Bob J. via Internet**

**A** My stack is just as large as yours and I couldn’t find the exact circuit you’re talking about, either. So let me give you a new one. In the past, the model for the lighthouse light has been a triangular wave form across a lamp that slowly brightens, then dims to off. Well, that’s not exactly the way a lighthouse light works. At the top of the tower is a very bright light that is focused with a fresnel lens to form a beam that stretches out over the ocean, sea, or bay. So what the mariner sees is a bright light ray emanating from a

**Figure 7**

**LASCR Equivalent**

**Easy Split**

**Q** I am interested in taking the eight-ohm external speaker output (monaural) from my Icom radio and connecting it to the stereo (both channels) line input on my powered computer speakers. It’s easy to just use a jumper cable, but there is a level and impedance mismatch. All I can come up with is a 1:1 isolation transformer and two 10K resistors to split the signal. Is there a better way?

**Paul Frankle via Internet**

**A** This is really simpler than you think. Most powered PC speakers have an input resistance of about 18 ohms and require 400 mV for full volume output. What I’ve done in the past is use this low-input impedance to my advantage by padding down the output of the receiver with 100 ohm resistors (Figure 8). To realize the full benefit of the new speakers, you may wish to experiment with the
phasing of the speakers by reversing the polarity of one speaker — exchange the wires on the speaker itself — for maximum clarity and volume.

**MAILBAG**

Dear TJ,

In your January 2005 Mailbag, Charles Geilker wrote to correct you concerning “putting 12 amps through a one-ohm resistor” to produce 144 watts, as opposed to 10 watts. He is, of course, correct. Your comment “It’s called duty cycle” seemed a bit condescending. What is really going on is that the energy being absorbed by the resistor is a function of both the power (watts) and the duty cycle (time). The 10-watt resistor may be just fine at the proposed duty cycle, but it’s still dissipating 144 watts while the current is applied. The energy is the amount of heat the resistor must tolerate. Energy is integral of power with respect to time.

Tom Barton
via Internet

Dear TJ,

I noticed that I am constantly scanning your magazine for new chips (that is, new to me) and it crossed my mind that I could ask you to make a practice of pointing out “neat” chips. Please feel free to exhort your latest or favorite discoveries in the integrated chip area, even if you don’t have a project to go with them at the moment.

Chuck
via Internet

---

**Cool Websites!**

Got a beef with your bank, but can’t get past the voice mail? Here’s how to bypass the menus and get to a live person.

[www.quickbase.com/db/85vqhz4a?a_q&sid=5](http://www.quickbase.com/db/85vqhz4a?a_q&sid=5)

Think you know the states of the union? Take this third-grade test and prepare to be surprised. Thanks, Steve!

[http://snipurl.com/map_test](http://snipurl.com/map_test)

Here’s a more sophisticated — and challenging — geography mapping test.

[http://snipurl.com/maptest](http://snipurl.com/maptest)

---

**Surplus Sales of Nebraska**

**SPECTX 100™ Surge Protected Energy Center and Transfer Switch**

(ELE) TSM-100

- NEMA 3R Enclosure (34"W x 20 1/4"H x 8"D)
- Mechanically Interlocked MTS (Walking Beam)
- Surge Blox™ Suppression System
- LEDs / Alarms
- GFI Receptacle Outlet
- 100 Amp Manual Transfer Switch
- 30 Amp Generator Inputs
- Original OEM cost $3,000
- Made by Data Systems / Electric Equipment and Engineering

For home or commercial use, the reduced footprint SPECTX 100™ maximizes space and installation time. Combining four panels into one optimizes service distribution while providing superior power protection.

The SPECTX 100™ provides more usable wall space in cabinets, shelters, businesses and homes. Quality and dependability are built into whether the transfer system supplies telephone power plants, UPS equipment, computers, other critical loads or electronics in residences and office complexes.

Please visit our website with over 2,000 pages and 10,000 images • [www.surplussales.com](http://www.surplussales.com)

---

Visit our website @ [www.surplussales.com](http://www.surplussales.com) 800-244-4567 • 402-346-4750

---

1502 Jones Street, Omaha, NE 68102 • Fax: 402-346-2939 • e-mail: grinnell@surplussales.com • Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover Call or e-mail for shipping and total charges. All SPECIALS in this Ad only good for 30 day advertising cycle. No exceptions please.
Does that new laptop of yours have built-in wireless Ethernet local area network (LAN) capability? How about that new portable digital assistant (PDA) you just purchased? Does it have wireless Ethernet LAN capability, too? It seems that everything these days is wireless — except the things that you really want to be wireless.

We’ve all come to take cell phones for granted and wireless hand-held email devices are becoming more prevalent. The problem is that there is nothing commercially available to easily and inexpensively enable the unique microcontroller-based gadgets that we all build for ourselves to work on a wireless network.

For instance, wouldn’t it be cool to have wireless LAN communications functionality built into your model railroad system? How about little wireless 802.11b nodes all over the place in your home, monitoring and controlling whatever you want them to under the ultimate control of your wireless laptop or Ethernet-capable desktop?

A universal serial bus (USB) is a beautiful thing, but aren’t you tired of running communications cables between your personal computer serial, USB, and Ethernet ports and your supposed “remote-controlled” gadgets? Imagine if you could use wireless LAN technology to control and monitor one of your gadgets remotely from that wireless LAN-equipped laptop you own or from the hard-wired desktop computer in the den. Dreams do come true because, in this month’s column, I’m going to give you all of the tools necessary to incorporate 802.11b wireless technology into your next Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC) project.

**AirDrop-P**

So, let’s begin by designing and fabricating some basic PIC-based 802.11b hardware. Our 802.11b wireless LAN discussion will be based on the AirDrop-P hardware you see in Figure 1. The “P” in AirDrop-P stands for PIC, and it is a very simple device that is based on one of Microchip’s high-pin-count PICs, the PIC18LF8621.

Not only does the PIC18LF8621 have lots of available input/output (I/O), it is loaded with static random access memory (SRAM) and program Flash to boot. The PIC18LF8621 is composed of 64K of program Flash and a little over three kilobytes of SRAM. If you need EEPROM area, the PIC18LF8621 is equipped with one kilobyte of on-chip EEPROM. There are 69 I/O lines, a 10-bit analog-to-digital converter, two enhanced UARTs, five timers, an SPI module, and an I²C module onboard. That’s more than enough resources needed to bring our AirDrop-P to life on a wireless LAN. Follow along with Figure 2 as I describe the AirDrop-P hardware design.

Let’s start with the power supply. There’s nothing here you haven’t seen before. A National Semiconductor LM1086CS-3.3 linear regulator supplies the 3.3-volt power rail for the 802.11b radio, the SiPix SP3232 RS-232 converter, and the PIC18LF8621 microcontroller. Any six-to-nine-VDC, center-positive wall wart that can deliver 400 mA is suitable for powering the AirDrop-P. An industry standard switching diode (D2) makes sure that negative-center power bricks won’t destroy the AirDrop-P circuitry with reverse polarity power. Filtering the AirDrop-P’s 3.3-volt power supply is simple and is done with a couple of 10-µF tantalum capacitors.

A standard RS-232 serial port is provided by the inclusion of the 3.3-volt SiPix SP3232 RS-232 converter. Capacitors C4 through C7 enable the SP3232’s on-chip charge pump while C8 is a standard power supply bypass capacitor for the SP3232. The SP3232 is capable of driving two pairs of RS-232 transmit and receive lines. Just in case handshaking is desired, the second pair of transmit and receive lines is dedicated to RTS/CTS handshaking duty. The AirDrop-P’s RS-232 nine-pin D-shell
connector is wired as data communications equipment (DCE) to eliminate the need for a crossover serial cable or null modem when connecting to data terminal equipment (DTE) devices like your personal computer's serial ports.

You may wonder why a serial port would be something necessary to have on an 802.11b wireless device. Well, it's not really necessary, but it was great to have when I was writing and debugging the 802.11b driver code. It's a nice luxury to have when you want to mark places in the code that "talk back" using the serial port during normal 802.11b wireless operation. It's also good to have serial ports when writing columns like this, as you can dump data to a terminal emulator and physically see what is going into and coming out of the AirDrop-P.

Let's move on to the microcontroller. The PIC18LF8621 is the low-voltage, lower power cousin of the PIC18F8621. Both the PIC18LF8621 and the PIC18F8621 are capable of operating with a maximum clock frequency of 40 MHz with a Vdd of +5.5 VDC. However, the AirDrop-P is powered with a 3.3-VDC power supply and the PIC18LF8621's maximum clock frequency is reduced to a bit over 25 MHz. Here's the PIC18LF8621 maximum clock frequency versus maximum applied Vdd equation:

\[ \text{Fmax} = (16.36 \text{ MHz/V}) (\text{Vdd} - 2.0 \text{ V}) + 4 \text{ MHz} \]

where:
- \( \text{Fmax} \) = Maximum operating clock frequency
- \( \text{Vdd} \) = Minimum Vdd power supply voltage
- \( \text{Fmax} = (16.36 \text{ MHz/V}) (3.3 \text{ V} - 2.0 \text{ V}) + 4 \text{ MHz} = 25.268 \text{ MHz} \)

To guarantee stability, I decided to run the AirDrop-P clock at 20 MHz. If you can handle changing the CompactFlash card's mandatory I/O delays, you can run your AirDrop-P at the clock rate ceiling if you desire.

The PIC18LF8621 ICSP programming interface is standard Microchip issue. The AirDrop-P is designed to be programmed and debugged easily.

---

**Figure 2.** The AirDrop-P hardware design.
The Design Cycle

Listing 1. Here’s a bit of code that fires up the TRENDnet TEW-222CF wireless LAN CompactFlash card. There is a lot of information here. Fortunately, we only need just a few bytes of it to get our wireless project off the ground.

```c
void init_cf_card(void)
{
    //******* LOCAL DEFINITIONS
    char cor_addr_lo, cor_addr_hi, cor_data;
    char cia_device;
    unsigned int cis_addr, x;      // attribute memory index (Even ADDR ONLY)
    char code_tuple;               // tuple type
    char link_tuple;               // number of body bytes in this particular tuple
    char tuple_cnt, cnt;
    char func_cnt, cnt;
    char mac_cnt;
    char rc;

    //******* END LOCAL DEFINITIONS

    //******** BEGIN CONTACT CF CARD
    set_BRTS;
    SETUP_A;
    SETUP_G;
    SETUP_F;
    SETUP_H;
    FROM_MIC;
    CLR_RSTP;
    CLR_CIS;
    x = 500;
    // set a time out timer
    do{
        delay_ms(2);
        if(\x == 0)
        {
            break;
        }
        if(\x == 0)
        {
            code_tuple = rd_code_tuple(0x0000);
            if(code_tuple == 1)
            {
                func_cnt = 0;
                mac_cnt = 0;
                if(\x == 0)
                {
                    cis_addr = 0;
                    cor_addr = 0;
                    func_cnt = 0;
                    mac_cnt = 0;
                    cis_addr = 0;
                    CIC starts at location 0 of Attribute memory
                    do{
                        code_tuple = rd_code_tuple(cis_addr);
                        cis_addr += 1;
                        if(\x == 0)
                        {
                            for(tuple_cnt = 0; tuple_cnt < link_tuple; ++tuple_cnt)
                            {
                                tuple_data = rd_tuple_data(cis_addr);
                                cis_addr += 1;
                            }
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
```
use the MPLAB ICD2 in combination with the latest version of Microchip’s MPLAB IDE. Any Microchip-compatible programming/debugging system can be used to enable the AirDrop-P.

The business end of the AirDrop-P is the 50-pin CompactFlash connector that carries the 802.11b wireless LAN network interface card and interfaces the CompactFlash card’s electronics to the PIC18LF8621. Since the PIC18LF8621 is an eight-bit microcontroller, the 16-bit amenities of the CompactFlash connector are unused and thus not connected. To save PIC18LF8621 I/O, only the CompactFlash connector I/O lines that are absolutely necessary for 802.11b operation are connected and used. For instance, the CD1 and CD2 pins are used to determine if a card is mounted correctly. Those pins are left disconnected, as we most likely won’t be hot swapping 802.11b CompactFlash cards, and writing code to sense these pins would be a waste in our particular application of the CompactFlash card.

A memory-mapped approach to driving the AirDrop-P was considered. However, to keep the circuitry and driver code as simple as possible, a simple I/O interface was adopted. Note that there is absolutely no “glue” logic on the AirDrop-P board. One of the AirDrop-P design points was to leave as many of the PIC18LF8621’s subsystems open for use and to leave as many microcontroller I/O lines open as possible without resorting to additional special purpose components. Also, using the I/O interface allowed the use of simple I/O code routines to move data back and forth between the CompactFlash card and the PIC18LF8621.

All of the firmware to drive our 802.11b application and the CompactFlash network interface card (NIC) is contained within the PIC18LF8621’s Flash program. The CompactFlash NIC is responsible for taking the data we give to it and broadcasting it wirelessly to another wireless station or access point. The wireless LAN card of choice for the AirDrop series of 802.11b development systems is manufactured by TRENDnet and is shown in Figure 3. The TRENDnet TEW-
222CF is an 11-Mbps wireless CompactFlash network adapter card that can transmit and receive up to 60 meters indoors and up to 250 meters outdoors. I particularly like the TRENDnet card because it has an activity LED that lets you know if something is being sent or received by the TRENDnet CompactFlash NIC. Also, the TRENDnet TEW-222CF is certified for use anywhere in the world.

The AirDrop-P is pretty much a “doorbell” microcontroller circuit. The real power behind the AirDrop-P lies in the firmware, so let’s take a look at some of the 802.11b driver code.

### 802.11b Logic

Before we can do anything with 802.11b, we must first introduce some CompactFlash card lingo. Some of the 802.11b startup information we need and information about the CompactFlash NIC itself can be obtained by simply reading the CompactFlash card’s tuples, which are located in the CompactFlash card’s ROM beginning at address 0x0000. The CompactFlash card’s attribute memory area.

As far as CompactFlash cards are concerned, a tuple is simply an ordered set of data elements. Tuple elements for any CompactFlash card consist of the code tuple, the link tuple, and the data tuple or data tuples that follow. In a CompactFlash card, the tuple values that are meaningful to us all lie on even byte boundaries. For instance, the first code tuple is at location 0x0000 and the first link tuple is at location 0x0002. This puts the first data tuple at address 0x0004. The reasoning behind this is that only the
lower eight bits of the CompactFlash card's 16-bit data bus are exposed, which happen to be the even-numbered bytes. This allows eight-bit devices easy access to the read-only CompactFlash's card information structure (CIS) area where the eight-bit, even-numbered-spaced tuples live.

Tuples are arranged in the CompactFlash's CIS area as a linked list. The code tuple describes the type of tuple that is being accessed with each tuple's code name being defined in the CompactFlash standard documentation. The link tuple tells us how many bytes are remaining within the tuple. So, the drill is to parse the number of data tuples from the first tuple to the next and so forth.

That's enough tuple talk. Instead of pounding out words and definitions about a tuple, what it does, and where it sits in the CompactFlash card CIS, let's follow through some real working code that traverses the linked list of tuples found within the TRENDnet 802.11b wireless LAN CompactFlash card we're using on the AirDrop-P.

Listing 1 is a code snippet from the AirDrop-P 802.11b driver. Don't concern yourself with some of the more mundane functions — like SETUP_A — as these are just macros that set the TRIS values of the PIC18LF8621's I/O pins. If there's a function you need to know about that concerns the CIS parsing, I'll make sure to stop and talk about it along the way. Otherwise, it will most likely be obvious to you as you pour through the full 802.11b driver code listing.

The main reason that the code in Listing 1 exists is to determine the main read/write I/O portal address for the TRENDnet CompactFlash card's configuration registers. The standard CompactFlash card and PCMCIA configuration register I/O address are usually located at 0x03E0. However, assumptions are not always good things and it's easy enough to determine the actual configuration register I/O address by parsing the CIS bytes. Running through the parsing exercise is also a good way to determine if we're really talking to the TRENDnet CompactFlash card's internals.

The very beginning of the function init Cf_card(void) consists of the declaration of all of the local variables that will be used in the CIS parsing operation. The 16-bit configuration register address will be assembled from the cor_addr_lo and cor_addr_hi bytes. The next logical step we must take is to make sure that the CompactFlash card is properly reset and that our PIC18LF8621 I/O is initialized correctly. The set_RST and clr_RST macros operate on the CompactFlash card's RESET I/O pin. The FROM_NIC and TO_NIC macros simply TRIS the PIC18LF8621's data bus I/O pins for input and output operations, respectively. All of these routines are simple I/O routines you write and execute everyday if you're a human PIC programmer.

Once the initialization of the CompactFlash card and PIC I/O pins is complete, a simple software timer/reader routine is kicked off that tries to read the code tuple value at CIS location 0x0000 for one second. Since the TRENDnet
CompactFlash NIC is not a memory card or hard disk card, the first code tuple should define the CompactFlash card as a null device, which is designated by a numeric value of 1. If the initial tuple read is a success, the CompactFlash card has initialized properly and we can move on and determine where the configuration register I/O portal is located.

Listing 2 is the resultant CIS tuple dump of the TREDnet TEW-222CF CompactFlash card. There are lots of things exposed here that require super secret PRISM documentation to interpret. If you're curious, I suggest looking over the many Linux Internet posts on the subject of wireless NIC tuples. For now, we're really only interested in Data Bytes 2 and 3 of the CONFIG_TUPLE, which collectively contain our configuration register I/O address. You can see in Listing 1 how the configuration register I/O address of 0x03E0 was realized.

At this point in the code, the Link LED on the TEW-222CF mounted in the AirDrop-P CompactFlash card socket is glowing solid. We've done nothing to activate any of the TEW-222CF's 802.11b circuitry up to now, other than perform a CompactFlash card reset. The solid glow of the TEW-222CF Link LED signals that the TEW-222CF has successfully performed a reset operation and is ready to be initialized. After issuing the CompactFlash card's initialize command, the TEW-222CF's Link LED starts to blink, indicating that the CompactFlash card is initialized and ready to receive further instructions.

There are certain things that you must know to be able to continue. First, will your AirDrop-P be participating in an infrastructure network or will it operate in ad hoc mode? An infrastructure basic service set (BSS) network implies that some type of wireless access point is operating in the network. For most of you, the wireless access point also doubles as a router and a gateway to the Internet via your DSL or broadband connection. An example of a home wireless access point is the basic Netgear MR814. Ad hoc independent basic service set (IBSS) networks are simple point-to-point wireless connections between wireless stations that do not have an access point in their network structure.

The basic 802.11b driver code I'm providing for you has no provision to automatically get an IP address from a dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) server. In this instance, you'll also need to designate a suitable Internet provider address for the AirDrop-P that is interoperable with your network. An upside to using CompactFlash card NICs is that each one has a unique hardware media access controller (MAC) address burned into its ROM. The CompactFlash card's hardware address can be had by simply copying it from the back of the CompactFlash NIC or electronically via a call from the AirDrop-P's 802.11b driver.

Let's check off our wireless LAN parameter shopping list items with a walk through the code you see in Listing 3. The code snippet in Listing 3 is the sequence of events that
results in putting the TRENDnet TEW-222CF wireless LAN CompactFlash card on the air.

We’ve already discussed the init_ISRAT and init_cf_card functions. The fun begins with the call to airdrop_config(BSS). This tells the TEW-222CF that we want to participate in an infrastructure network (BSS) and ultimately associate with an access point. The next call to airdrop_config(SSID) is optional. A string can be defined with the name of the particular network (BSS) you would like to join. The service set identifier (SSID) is a 32-character identifier that you assign to your access point/router and is used to differentiate one wireless LAN from another. For instance, my lab wireless LAN has an SSID of “EDTP.” To join the EDTP BSS, I must code the Airdrop-P 802.11b driver in the appropriate location as follows:

```c
char ipaddr[4] = { 192,168,0,151 };
```

The downside of just copying the CompactFlash card’s MAC address and hand coding it is that, if you change CompactFlash cards, you’ll have to reenter the new MAC address manually.

We’ve just about to enter the EDTP access point’s air space. The next set of function calls in Listing 3 turn on the 802.11b radio and send probe messages out into the ether. The TEW-222CF is actually “fishing” at this point. The TEW-222CF’s Activity LED is flashing as data is passed from the now active TEW-222CF NIC to any access point in the range of the TEW-222CF’s probing radio signal. If everything we’ve done this far was correct, in less than a second the TEW-222CF’s Activity LED will flicker and extinguish and the TEW-222CF’s Link LED will glow steadily. This indicates that the AirDrop-P has contacted an access point and gotten a response from the access point, telling it who the access point is and what capabilities the access point has.

The AirDrop-P then associates with the selected access point (in our case, the “EDTP” access point), authenticates itself with the access point — if necessary — and joins the EDTP access point’s BSS. The AirDrop-P can now send and receive meaningful data on the wireless LAN with the help of the EDTP access point.

**Leaving the (Air)Drop Zone**

Now that a wireless communications channel has been established, the AirDrop-P can communicate with other Ethernet devices on the wireless LAN and wired LAN segment, using standard Internet protocols.

The wireless LAN world is very secretive on the outside; however, you can use the basic 802.11b driver code I’ve provided in conjunction with open source 802.11b Linux examples from the Internet to gain enough knowledge (and operational code) to easily put an AirDrop-P on your local Ethernet LAN. There’s also a dedicated Internet user group for those of you that are interested in sharing AirDrop-P experiences and source code. If you’re the least bit interested in wireless LAN communications with microcontrollers, I highly suggest monitoring the AirDrop-P user group’s chatter. **NV**

---
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Measure the Speed of Light
Clocking the Cosmos for Less Than $20.00

The speed of light is the fastest thing there is. Most people know that light travels at around 186,000 miles per second in a vacuum, but that speed is really incomprehensible. Compare it to a rocket that only needs to reach seven miles per second to escape from the Earth’s gravity. To use a more common unit of measure, light travels at 670 million miles per hour; light travels just about one foot in one nanosecond (a billionth of a second). That’s pretty quick. This project will allow you to measure the speed of light simply and inexpensively, as the basic parts cost well under $20.00. However, you will need a good oscilloscope.

The Basics

There are a number of ways to measure the speed of light, and our approach here was chosen for a number of reasons. The first requirement was to use visible light. This makes optical alignment much easier. Besides, it only seems proper to be able to see what you are measuring. A second consideration was the need to keep it simple and small.

The “optical bench” is only 12 inches square. The transmitter uses only a single integrated circuit (IC) and the receiver uses only two ICs. The third requirement was to keep it inexpensive. If you buy all new parts, the cost should be under $20.00. Most of my parts came from my junk box, so the cost was much less. A good oscilloscope will be needed; the bandwidth should be greater than 100 MHz for good results (mine was 300 MHz). The design goal is one nanosecond (ns) of resolution (not accuracy). Lastly, this approach will introduce you to a number of optical principles and characteristics.

Fundamentally, the idea is very simple. A clock creates regular pulses. A pulse is used to create a laser light pulse that is sent away from the apparatus and then reflected back. This causes the returned pulse to be delayed very slightly. If we “subtract” the original pulse from the delayed pulse, we will get a short pulse that is due only to the delay. This delay corresponds to the distance the light pulse traveled. Of course, things aren’t quite that easy in practice.

Let’s look at Figure 1. The clock is just a crystal oscillator, and the frequency is not really important. The choice of 4 MHz is fairly arbitrary. It is useful to have crystal stability because jitter on the oscilloscope trace will make it hard to read. This clock drives a semiconductor laser (which is just a cheap laser pointer). We use the laser because it creates a beam of light that’s intense and narrow. The laser pulse travels out and bounces off a corner-reflector.

The corner-reflector is just a red bicycle reflector, but it has the very useful property of reflecting light back from the direction it came from, regardless of the angle. Trying to use an ordinary mirror requires a significant alignment effort (although it could be done that way). Using the corner-reflector is extremely easy, as it will always reflect directly back toward the source. However, this
reflection is slightly scattered and is not a tight beam. For that reason, a lens is needed to focus the laser light onto the receiver. This lens is an inexpensive plastic Fresnel lens.

The beam splitter (just a piece of clear plastic) reflects only the returning light from the lens toward the receiver. Otherwise, the receiver would have to be in the same position as the laser. (We’ll discuss the beam splitter and lens in more detail later.) The receiver creates an electrical pulse that is a duplicate of the transmitted pulse, but slightly delayed. These two signals are combined with an exclusive-OR (XOR) gate that “subtracts” one pulse from the other, leaving only those parts that are different. These differences are the results of the distance/delay and are displayed on the oscilloscope.

The Transmitter

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the laser pulse generator or transmitter. As you can see, it’s very simple. The first section of a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) inverter is used as a crystal oscillator. A second section is used to buffer the oscillator, and the last four sections are used in parallel for increased power to drive the laser diode. The rectifier diode, D2, does double duty. It prevents problems if the power is reversed, and it drops the six volts to about 5.3 volts so the inverter won’t get upset. Resister R3 and LED D1 are optional and are used as a power-on indicator. (It’s just a habit of mine to include them.)

There are a few notes. The inverter can be almost any CMOS family (74HC04, 74HC04, 74HCT04, etc.), but bipolar inverters won’t work (7404, 74LS04, 74S04). You can certainly use a commercial oscillator instead of the crystal oscillator circuit. (In that case, you can eliminate R1, R2, C2, C3, and Y1.) Connect your oscillator output to U1 Pin 3, and ground (U1 Pin 1.) While the oscillator circuit is very robust and will work with nearly any crystal, keep the value around 4 MHz to match the receiver delay circuit (to be discussed later). A 3.57-MHz color-burst crystal should be fine.

Photo 1 shows the transmitter and some parts that require “field modification.” I put the transmitter in a box because I have a feeling that I will find a number of uses for a laser transmitter that can be modulated at up to 20 MHz. As you can see, the actual electronics fits on a small, perforated circuit board, and point-to-point wiring was used.

The laser I used was a key-chain type that used three 1.5-volt battery batteries (right center of Photo 1). I chose to remove the laser head from the body for ease of use. (You don’t have to, but you will have to make power connections somehow.) I carefully used a hacksaw to remove the head assembly. You can see the spiral cut in the body (left center). The laser head consists of a lens, laser, and a tiny PCB board (center). I attached power wires that bypassed the switch so I wouldn’t have to press the button for the laser to work. The long leads were only for testing. (The two parts in the lower right of Photo 1 are the optical receiver and will be discussed later.)
The optical elements, while the base of the carrier plugs into one or more holes in the bench. Optical benches can cost $1,000.00 or more. That’s a little pricey for us, so we will create a single-use optical bench out of wood.

There are many approaches to building the bench. I’ll explain how and why I built mine the way I did. (Feel free to choose the methods that you feel most comfortable with.) Photo 2 shows the basic layout. The base is a 12 x 12-inch piece of particle board. The transmitter case is snugly held in place with pieces of 3/4 x 1-inch wood screwed to the base. The beam splitter rests in a slot 1 cut out of a scrap of 2 x 3/4-inch wood. The wood is also screwed to the base.

I used shims cut from a business card to keep the plastic snug in the slot.

A similar procedure is used for the Fresnel lens. The optical receiver PC board is raised to the approximate height with a wooden base. For fine tuning of the height, I used long screws as feet. By adjusting the screws, I could position the receiver with precision. The receiver was held in place with high-tech, one-dimensional organic tension straps (otherwise known as rubberbands). The corner-reflector shown in Photo 2 is just taped to an empty reel of wire to keep it vertical. In actual use, it is not part of the bench assembly and is placed several feet away.

There are a few things to discuss about the beam splitter and the Fresnel lens. The beam splitter is just a scrap piece of clear plastic. It’s about 4 x 4 x 1/8-inch thick. Any piece of clear plastic should be okay. Its distance from the laser and the mounting angle are not too important. Give yourself room for the other components. (I guessed, not measured, around 45 degrees.) You can use glass for your beam splitter, but, obviously, glass is sharp and fragile. Additionally, it’s hard to drill a hole in glass. There is a hole in the center of the beam splitter, but it’s very hard to see in the photo. It’s not absolutely necessary to have the hole, but it helps. Here’s why: If we split the beam on its outward leg, we lose about 50 percent of the light. Obviously, we want as much light reflected as possible, hence the hole. There is also a hole in the Fresnel lens, but this hole is critical. If the outgoing laser beam passes through the lens, the beam will spread out too much.

The Fresnel lens I used was a credit card magnifier (or “wallet” magnifier) that was a free promotional item I got from some company years ago. Its placement isn’t too critical. Just remember that the focal length is about 3.5 inches (yours might be different). Therefore, the distance from the lens to the beam splitter to the optical receiver IC will be that length.
The important thing is to make sure that the parts don’t interfere with each other.

The easiest way to find the precise location for the holes in the beam splitter and lens is to fix the components on the bench and turn on the transmitter. It is easy to see where the light passes through the plastic and lens. Mark that spot and drill an 1/8-inch hole. You may have to enlarge it slightly to allow the whole beam to pass through, but don’t make it any larger than necessary. You lose this area when the reflected beam comes back. Since the beam splitter is mounted at a 45-degree angle to the laser beam, the hole should also be at 45 degrees. Otherwise, the beam will hit the edges of the hole. This should be done after the initial hole has been drilled. If you used a hand drill, secure the plastic in a vise with the drill through the hole. Then carefully start the drill and slowly move the drill to the proper angle. The edge of the bit will cut/melt the plastic. If you used a drill press, start it up before you manually twist the plastic. Use gloves or a drill press vise to hold the plastic for safety.

**The Receiver**

After a couple of attempts to build a simple, low-cost, high-speed optical receiver that resulted in marginal success, I decided to use the Sharp GP1FA551RZ fiber-optic receiver. It’s very cheap — under $2.50. It’s simple to use — three pins. Also, it’s fast, with a response of 13.2 MHz. Figure 3 shows the circuit, but the actual receiver circuit is trivial. Connect the Sharp IC to power and ground and run the output to the XOR. Bypass capacitor C3 is required (placed at the receiver IC), as the circuit will oscillate without it.

What’s with the other three gates, though? What are they there for? They’re not in the block diagram. These gates are needed to invert and delay the reference signal to compensate for the delays in the laser and receiver. We want to measure only the time it takes light to exit the laser and return. Unfortunately, all electronic components require some time to operate. There are a few nanoseconds (ns) of delay from when power is applied to the laser and when light is emitted. There is also a delay from when light strikes the photo diode in the receiver to when a signal is available at the output pin. Surprisingly, the receiver has a worst case delay of 180 ns. This is very large. The good news is that the jitter — or delay variability — is typically only one ns. Since 13.2 MHz corresponds to a wavelength of about 57 ns, I figured that a realistic “typical delay” estimate should be no longer than that (for a strong signal). Therefore, I chose to design the delay circuit for about 60 ns. (Note, you can choose not to use
delay compensation. In that case, all your measurements will be off by a fixed amount. You can subtract this amount manually to find the speed of light, but it’s not very elegant.)

Let’s step through the circuit. First, you must use a Schottky 74S86 (not the 7486 or the 74LS86). The 74S86 has a symmetrical, 10-ns, low-to-high and high-to-low delay. Of course, the other families have different propagation delays. Remember, we want to resolve one ns. The first thing we do is buffer the reference signal. The XOR with one input connected to ground does this. Then we delay the signal with R1 and C1. This provides about five to 20 ns of delay. Then, the signal is inverted by connecting an input to a logic high. Next, we delay this by five to 20 ns with R2 and C2. Finally, the signal is buffered again with the last section of the XOR chip. The delay is 30 ns for the three XOR sections and 10 to 40 ns for the delay circuits for a total delay of 40 to 70 ns.

There are some subtle points to note. Two resistor-capacitor (RC) delay circuits are used because the XOR output has asymmetrical drive. It sinks much more current than it can source. This means that the capacitors will discharge faster than they charge. If only a single RC delay was used, the rising edge would be delayed more than the falling edge. By using two RC delays — one on an inverted signal and the other on a non-inverted signal — we can control the delay of each edge and can make the delays symmetrical. (Note, if your receiver has a significantly different delay, you may have to adjust the values of the RC circuits. For more delay, increase the resistor and/or the capacitor values, and for less delay, reduce them.)

The other point is a very useful property of the XOR gate. A logic low at one input means the output follows the other input. A logic high at one input will invert the signal at the other input. This means that you can control the inversion (or phase) of a signal with a logical value without changing the propagation delay. If you do a lot of digital design, you will find this little trick valuable.

Unfortunately, there is a problem with the receiver. The actual IC is a small three-pin device buried in a large plastic housing, which is normally mated with a fiber optic cable. It’s very difficult to align the laser light to shine deep into the small hole used for the cable. While that is possible, it’s much easier to remove the IC from the housing. I know because I tried it both ways. Look closely at Photo 2. At the front is a large, black component. That’s the optical receiver. If you look to its immediate left, you will see a small, clear, plastic object. That’s the actual receiver IC that has been removed from the housing. A better picture of the receiver and housing is shown at the bottom right in Photo 1.

I was successful in removing the receiver IC with two different methods. The first, shown in Photo 1, was to very carefully saw the sides of the housing until I reached the cavity that held the actual IC. However, once I did that and was able to examine the inside of the housing, I noticed that two small retention bars held the IC in place. These bars are accessible where the IC leads exit the cavity. The next time, I used an X-acto razor knife to cut these bars away. With a little inward pressure on the face of the IC through the hole (using a toothpick) and gentle pull on the leads, the IC was removed.

**Setup and Operation**

Physically adjust the transmitter, beam splitter, and
Measure the Speed of Light

lens position so that the beam of light passes through the holes. Then place the corner-reflector about five to 10 feet from the bench. While, in theory, the corner-reflector can be at any angle to the beam, it’s best if the laser light hits it head on. This will reflect light back and through the lens and beam splitter. A white card or piece of paper will show where the beam is focusing into a point. This is precisely where the optical receiver IC must be located. (Note that you will probably see two closely-spaced points of light. This is because the light reflects from both the front and back surfaces of the beam splitter. With 1/8-inch-thick plastic, the two points will be about 1/8-inch apart. Thinner plastic brings the points closer together.)

Once the optical alignment is complete, connect the high-speed oscilloscope to Pin 3 of the 74S86 (summed output). (I used an oscilloscope with a 300 MHz bandwidth.) In Photo 2, you can see that I brought this out to a test point. Connect the probe as close to the chip as possible and do not use a cable or a long length of wire. Remember, we want to measure nanosecond signals. You should use a 10X probe for better signal response. With the corner-reflector removed, you should see the “clock” signal, as shown in Figure 1. With the corner-reflector in place, you should see the signal change to the “output pulse” form (also shown in Figure 1). You may want to fine-tune the optical alignment with the oscilloscope. A good alignment is indicated by a stable signal with the narrowest pulse width (more on that later).

In order to adjust the delay circuits properly, we need to reflect the beam right back from the face of the lens. Unfortunately, it’s difficult to do this because the beam is very narrow at that point and reflects back through the holes in the lens and beam splitter without reflecting onto the receiver IC. I “cheated” a little by reflecting some of the beam just as it came out of the laser directly onto the IC. This distance “error” is about six inches (or about 0.5 ns) and I felt that it was insignificant.

With a direct signal into the receiver circuit, adjust the capacitors so that the output pulses narrow and disappear. At this point, the delay from the delay circuit exactly equals the delays from the laser and receiver. (You may have to fiddle with the delay-component values as previously mentioned. However, my receiver worked well without any component adjustments.) Now, we’re ready to actually measure the speed of light.

### Results

Photo 3 shows a typical output pulse with a 300-MHz ‘scope. Photo 4 shows that same pulse with the bandwidth limited to 20 MHz. As you can see, you will need a 100-MHz bandwidth for reasonable results. The corner-reflector was placed 10, 15, and 20 feet from the optical bench. This means that the actual travel distance was twice that (out and back). Here’s what I measured:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Delay (ns)</th>
<th>Measured speed (miles/s)</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 feet</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>249,000</td>
<td>+34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 feet</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>208,000</td>
<td>+9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 feet</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>183,000</td>
<td>-1.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Okay, so the results aren’t all that accurate, but — for $20.00 worth of parts — it isn’t that bad. I suspect that much of the problem lies with the receiver delay. I would be very surprised if the light intensity didn’t have a significant effect on its delay (which is why I adjusted the optics for the shortest pulse). This is evidence that the intensity changes the delay. I didn’t measure this. (However, you can do this by keeping the corner-reflector at a fixed distance and changing the laser intensity with an optical filter. This will provide “first order” compensation values that can be used to correct the readings.)

There are a number of variations to the design that are possible. As mentioned before, a mirror can be used instead of the corner-reflector. In that case, the beam splitter and lens may not be required (although a lens may still be helpful). You can measure the speed of light in water by submerging the corner-reflector in a swimming pool. You can always redesign the receiver using discrete components for better delay characteristics.

Use your imagination. **NV**

---
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Building a Pulse Generator
Design, Troubleshoot, and Calibrate Electronic Circuits

If you work with digital and logic circuits (and we all do), you will find this instrument handy for design, troubleshooting, and calibration of electronic circuits. Although I own a somewhat expensive commercial function generator, I find that this pulse generator is the one I reach for most of the time. The generator is fairly easy to build and uses a straightforward design. It requires six integrated circuits and two transistors. In addition, you will need a power supply of 15 volts at 200 mA.

You may build this unit as shown or add/delete stages if you prefer something more customized for your needs. In two years of use, I have not felt any need to change the design, as it has worked well under all situations.

I housed this unit in a 7 x 4 x 5-inch box. If you build it exactly as shown, do not use a box any smaller than this, as you will be crowding the front panel controls. Before we get into the construction, I feel that a description of the theory of operation is in order.

Referring to the schematic (Figure 1), the heart of the unit is the U4 rate generator and the U3B width generator. The U4 multivibrator rate is set in six steps by capacitor selection of S6a, S6b.

This, in turn, is varied by potentiometer P2 to give complete coverage between bands. The RATE change is two microseconds to one second continuous with R9 and P2 values giving an approximate 10 percent overlap between ranges. The squarewave output is sent through U5a,b (AND gate), which provides buffering to U4. One gate sends the signal to J3 (internal trigger out). The other gate sends the signal to U2b-P5, which isolates the various inputs from each other by an OR gate function.

The positive edge from the output of U2b triggers the width generator, U3b. Incidentally, all of these circuits are positive-edge triggered. U3b is a monostable multivibrator, and its output width is determined by capacitor selection via S7a, S7b. As in U4, it is varied by...
potentiometer P3 (also providing a 10 percent overlap) to provide continuous converge from one microsecond to 100 milliseconds in width. The output of Ü3b is sent through Ü2c to the base of Q1. In conjunction with S4, Ü5c and d provide the option of positive- or negatrive-going pulses (Q or Q not).

The pulse level at this point is 15 volts peak, and the job of emitter follower Q1 is to drive the pulse-level control P4 and the translator circuit R14, R15 to operate TTL level Ü6 for the rapid rise and fall times required by this family of circuits.

From the output of the pulse-level control, the pulse is sent to Q2 via R16. Q2 is a current amplifier to drive very low impedance loads. Its output impedance is on the order of 10 ohms and will easily drive 50-ohm loads at five-volt logic levels.

The main output at J4 is AC or DC coupled, as selected by S5. The output at this point is zero to 14 volts, peak. R17 is a pull-down resistor to help speed up fall times. R16 was arbitrarily chosen to reduce overshoot and ringing.

Switch S2 (run-stop) provides several options. In the run position, the Ü4 rate generator runs continuously and provides the trigger for Ü3b. In the stop position, Ü3b triggering can be any of the following:

- Externally triggered through J1
- Single shot triggered via Ü3 (single) — one pulse per depression
- Externally gated through J2
- Internally burst triggered via S1 (burst) — one burst per depression

Ü1 and Ü2 are identical high-speed comparators and will accept any wave shape from DC to 1 MHz. Their input voltage range is from 1.3 to 15 volts, peak. The input impedances are one megohm. Ü3a is the burst length generator and will send out one group of pulses every time Ü1 is depressed. The actual amount of pulses is determined by the front panel control settings and the burst-length time chosen by potentiometer P1. In my unit, I chose a range of 0.1 to 20 milliseconds for this circuit. You can vary yours by changing the RC time constant of P1, C3.

C1 and C2 provide a cheap means of debounce for the contacts of Ü1 and Ü3, respectively. The main output (J4) has a pulse rise time of 10 nanoseconds and is compatible to complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) or bipolar circuitry. The TTL output (Ü5) is compatible for this type of circuitry, as mentioned previously. The features built into this generator have sufficed for all my needs.

Now, on to construction. As I mentioned earlier, the box I used would be as small as you want to go. I even had to mount most of the power supply components on a back inside corner of it and mount the power-on switch on the back of it. I am not going to dwell on power supply construction, as you can use any configuration you like, even to the extent of incorporating a wall transformer, if necessary. Just make sure that it will fulfill the circuit requirements of 18 to 22 volts and a minimum of

---

**Figure 2. The board is 3.25 x 5.5 inches.**

---

**Seetron Serial LCDs**

Interface a sharp LCD display to your BASIC Stamp® or other micro-controller project with ease. No-solder wiring harnesses and easy mounting kits available too. See www.seetron.com today.

- 3.2 x 1.4 in. super-twist LCD $45 
- 2400/9600 baud serial 
- Low (≤2mA) current draw 
- Great with BASIC Stamps®

- 3.2 x 2 in. backlit LCD $49 
- 1200-9600 baud serial 
- Advanced protocol, 4 switch inputs 
- EEPROM for configuration settings 
- Favorite for OEM applications

- 3.2 x 1.4 in. graphics LCD $99 
- 2400/9600 baud serial 
- Font and 15 screens in EEPROM 
- Easily draw points, lines, screens

- 3 x 2 in. super-twist LCD $119 
- 1200-9600 baud serial 
- ESD-protected, 4x4 keypad input 
- Store up to 95 screens in EEPROM

---

Scott Edwards Electronics, Inc.
1939 S. Frontage Rd. #F, Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
phone 520-459-4802 • fax 520-459-0623
www.seetron.com • sales@seetron.com

---

Circle #113 on the Reader Service Card.
of the components were installed on the board with the exception of C5 through C15, which I will address shortly.

Q2 was chosen for its high-speed operation and power handling ability. Most high-speed switching transistors will work fine, and even the lowly 2N3904 performed satisfactorily in this circuit. C16 should be mounted close to this collector. No circuit layout problems were encountered in this construction, even with the front panel wires grouped and laced. J1, J2, and J3 are all accessible through a cutout in the back wall of the housing.

As for the timing capacitors, C5 through C15, I elected to mount these between the decks of rotary switches S6 and S7. When the associated variable controls (P2 and P3) are in their calibrated position (fully counterclockwise), the rates and widths will be as marked on the front panel switch positions. These are as follows:

RATE:
2 μsec, 10 μsec, 100 μsec, 1 msec, 10 msec, 100 msec

WIDTH:
1 μsec, 10 μsec, 100 μsec, 1 msec, 10 msec

The variable controls will take you from one range up to the next, with a 10 percent overlap to ensure complete coverage. In the calibrated position, accuracy will depend on how close the capacitor values are to the required values.

On some ranges, I nailed it on the first capacitor picked. On others, I had to sneak up on it with two capacitors (one large, one small). I aimed for one-percent accuracy on all ranges, and it was not difficult to obtain this. There is no point in trying for greater accuracy than this, as capacitor stability will not guarantee the timing will remain that stable. If you want greater stability and accuracy, you will have to use expensive polystyrene or similar capacitors.

These extreme accuracies are really not necessary, as you will usually be using this unit in conjunction with other test equipment (scopes, etc.) for cross-checking. The parts list shows the target values of capacitors C5 through C15. These values may vary in your particular circuit, but offer a close starting point.

Also, the potentiometers (P2 and P3) can be shunted with high-value resistors to slightly alter their values and bring the low-end timing (P2 and P3, fully clockwise) more in line with the expected rates and widths at these points. The important function in these two circuits is not so much that you have front panel accuracy, but rather that you have complete coverage across the switched bands.

The actual output drive current that the generator will produce depends on transistor Q2 and the duty cycle (per-
centage of time that Q2 remains at a high-level voltage). For the transistor shown, it will deliver 500 mA at a 10 percent duty cycle with no degradation in pulse specs. For an example, a 2N3904 would deliver 100 mA under the same conditions.

For U6 (CMOS to TTL translator), I used a hex inverter only because it was handy. Any TTL gate configuration is suitable; just make sure the output remains non-inverted with respect to the input.

Upon completion, if you encounter problems, start by checking the power supply sources (+15 and +5 volts). Then look at rate generator U4 to make sure it is running. U4 will run when U2a-P9 is positive and stop when it’s negative. Beyond the generator and due to circuit simplicity, you can go stage by stage using standard troubleshooting techniques.

When you finish this project, you will have a source of pulse generation capable of a wide range of outputs:

Rate — continuously variable from two microseconds to one second

Width — continuously variable from one microsecond to one millisecond

**PicoScope 3000 Series**

**PC Oscilloscopes**

The PicoScope 3000 series oscilloscopes are the latest offerings from the market leader in PC oscilloscopes combining high bandwidths with large buffer memories. Using the latest advances in electronics, the oscilloscopes connect to the USB port of any modern PC, making full use of the PCs’ processing capabilities, large screens and familiar graphical user interfaces.

- High performance: 10GS/s sampling rate & 200MHz bandwidth
- 1MB buffer memory
- High speed USB 2.0 interface
- Advanced display & trigger modes
- Compact & portable
- Supplied with PicoScope & PicoLog software

Tel: 585 385 1750
[www.picotech.com/scope259](http://www.picotech.com/scope259)
Universal Relay Board
The Applications are Limitless

This universal relay board will allow you to drive a 12-volt DPDT relay using heat, cold, light, dark, sound, logic-level voltages, and just about any varying resistive output sensor you can think of. In fact, you can use it to switch the relay ON or OFF using any voltage between zero to 12 volts DC or any sensor that has a varying output in this range. This is the ultimate relay board. It could even be made to run on six- or 24-volts DC with a few resistor changes and the availability of the appropriate voltage relay.

I set out to design this project with simplicity in mind; I wanted to keep the component count to a minimum and to use the same value components for all configurations available. Size was also a factor — the smaller, the better. There are heaps of similar individual circuits around in kit form, in books, or on the Internet, but none that integrates everything and allows the user the flexibility that this circuit does with a minimum of fuss.

First things first: Decide how you will configure the relay (e.g., heat, cold, sound or five-volt logic, light or dark). Then decide if you want to trigger the relay ON or OFF (e.g., hotter – on, hotter – off). See the configuration details in Table 2 to help you make your choice.

Basically, we need a resistive-type sensor with an opposing fixed resistor to form a varying-input voltage divider or a sensor, etc., that has a varying output voltage.

Some Available Sensors

Thermistor NTC

The negative temperature coefficient (NTC) thermistor I have chosen is the 100-kilohms type, which means that at 77 degrees F (25 degrees C) it has a resistance of 100 kilohms. The resistance of the NTC type falls as it heats up, and the most common types can be used to measure temperatures from below 32 degrees F (zero degrees C) to just above water’s boiling point at 212 degrees F (100 degrees C), depending on the type of NTC available. They are available with 10 and 47 kilohms resistance as most common, but other values are available, as well. There are also positive temperature coefficient (PTC) thermistors manufactured with opposite abilities, though not generally as common.

LDRs

Light dependent resistors (LDR) rely on light to change their resistance. Typical resistances for darkness could be 500 kilohms to many megohms that decrease to a few thousand ohms in bright light. Some may even go as low as a few tens or hundreds of ohms, depending on the manufacturer and quality.

Both the thermistors and LDRs have a maximum current rating, and if, for example, a very bright light or hot temperatures are encountered, the resistance of the device may approach zero ohms. In this case, make sure opposing resistors are not equal to the device’s maximum current rating to be exceeded. It is a good idea to try to match the opposing resistor to the device used.

For a 100-kilohm NTC thermistor, use a 100-kilohm resistor, or, if you need to have an LDR sense the difference in very low levels of light, you may like to try a 500-kilohm or a one-megohm resistor. This will keep the range you wish to cover in the center position of the VR1 pot. A minimum of one kilohm for an opposing resistor will keep the maximum allowable current to 12 mA. This should be enough to cover any unusual situations. The VR1 pot may be in full lock, though, so try to balance the resistances to a 50/50 ratio within your application.

Circuit Description

The circuit was designed to run on 12 volts DC, but could be made to run on six or 24 volts with a few resistor changes, depending on relay availability. The LM358 low-power, dual-operational amplifier chosen can run from a single supply voltage, as opposed to split supply, e.g., ±12 volts. The LM358 has...
an output swing of almost full rail to rail; here it is 12 volts positive to zero volts negative. Only half of the LM358 is used here for all configurations.

The op-amp is set up as a non-inverting comparator in any of the configurations. This means that it will toggle the output of the LM358 high whenever the inverting, negative input, Pin 2, is more negative than the voltage at its positive input, Pin 3. Otherwise, it will toggle the output low when vice-versa input voltages are applied. Via VR1, the negative input can be set to sense any voltage from rail to rail and positive to negative (except in the sound-activated configuration which is highly biased toward the negative rail). The transition between high and low output on the LM358 only needs one of the inputs to be around five millivolts higher or lower, which is very sensitive. The output of the microphone is around 100 millivolts at its maximum output.

The output of the LM358 passes through D2 IN4148, then charges up C1 (a 1 µF electrolytic capacitor), which acts as a one second sample and hold. It can’t discharge back through D2, but only through R3 by increasing the value of C1 to about 47 µF. As a result, you will get a very long latching effect, close to one minute in length.

Originally, I thought a junction field-effect transistor (JFET) might be able to drive the relay, but instead I found a much better option, the 2N7000. Therefore, R1 was left onboard. The reason for this is that field-effect transistors (FET) draw very little current to switch fully; they rely mainly on the voltage on their gates to work. Usually, JFETs need a negative voltage on their gates to turn off fully (below the actual zero or negative rail), but the 2N7000 metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFET) are much easier to use. Most JFETs don’t have enough drive capability for a relay anyway.

The 2N7000 does not need the negative gate bias. It is actually an N-channel-enhancement-mode MOSFET. A bi-polar transistor is unsuitable in this circuit (mainly for the microphone version), as it needs too much bias input current to operate correctly, but a FET that only needs voltage works fine.

This particular FET can handle up to 30 volts on its gate input, but it can’t have any current driving it. More than a few milliamps will kill these devices very quickly.

The R1 serves several purposes. To save power, it reduces the current drawn by the relay, which may be an advantage if a battery supply is used. Also, it can be used to run the circuit a few volts above the relay voltage if needed. R1 could be replaced with a wire link. The voltage drop across R1 does not affect the relay (it could be replaced with a wire link), while a 200-ohm resistor would be enough to stop the relay from fully energizing.

Other TO-92 Package MOSFET Devices that may work are the following:

- Vishay, TP0610L/VP0610L/BS250, I/DS around 180 mA.
- VN0300L, I/DS around 200 mA.
- Fairchild BS170, I/DS around 500 mA.

Check for correct pinouts before using other devices. These devices can be damaged by static electricity; take care.

If an LM358 op-amp is not available, you could try one of the many dual eight-pin op-amps, as long as it can run on a single supply voltage and has a reasonable O/P voltage swing. Just check the spec sheet on any other device you decide to use, as many of these dual op-amps are pin-for-pin compatible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>This table is for R5 and R6 at 12 volts DC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Side + Low Side - Voltage = the value at the resistor’s junction to the zero-to-negative rail.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 10KΩ</td>
<td>R6 = 100KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 15KΩ</td>
<td>R6 = 82KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 22KΩ</td>
<td>R6 = 68KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 33KΩ</td>
<td>R6 = 56KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 39KΩ</td>
<td>R6 = 47KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 47KΩ</td>
<td>R6 = 47KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 56KΩ</td>
<td>R6 = 39KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 68KΩ</td>
<td>R6 = 33KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 82KΩ</td>
<td>R6 = 22KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 100KΩ</td>
<td>R6 = 10KΩ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a higher impedance input, use the same ratio of resistance, but multiply x 10; e.g., for 10.1 V R5 = 150KΩ, R6 = 820KΩ.

The higher the overall resistance, the less supply power consumed.

These are only a few of the available voltages; by using the E24 range of resistors, many more are available. Experiment!
Which Sensor to Use ... Have You Decided Yet?

Electret Microphone

The Electret microphone has a small FET inside it that needs to be powered. This is supplied via R5, a 22 kilohm resistor. When sound is detected by the microphones element (a tiny capacitive-plate-charged disk inside), the built-in FET amplifies the tiny signal and it is modulated against the supply voltage from R5. Capacitor C2 (0.22 μF) picks up this tiny modulated voltage and passes it to the LM358’s non-inverting positive input.

The sound-activated section has very little output swing, so R7 is used to tie the non-inverting input very loosely low to prevent the LM358 from toggling when no input signal is present (but with minimal loading on C2).

Using sound as the triggering source for the op-amp has some drawbacks because it is not very constant. In reality, the positive input detects the audio peaks, which can move in the kHz range and is not good for switching any relay on or off. Hence, C1 is used. Also, because the incoming microphone voltage has a very small swing, R8 (at one megohm) is used to effectively stretch the voltage scale in the window that the negative, inverting input of the LM358 is referencing.

D1 prevents reverse voltage when the relay disengages from destroying the FET. The LED has a 1.2 kilohm current-dropping resistor.

To select the LDR input for decreasing light, toggle “ON.” For the thermistor to sense less heat, toggle “ON.”

The opposing resistor is tied to high, positive, and the sensor is tied to low, negative. Here on R5, a 100 kilohm resistor is used. R6, C2, and R8 are wire links, and the dotted line under C2 is not used here. R7 is omitted.

The microphone input, R5 (at 22 kilohms) and R6, is a wire link. The dotted link under C2 (0.22 μF) is not used, and R8 is one megohm. For R7, 10 megohms is only used here.

To use five-volt logic to turn on the relay, attach a 10 kilohm resistor to +R6 and a 100 kilohm resistor to +R5. The junction of these should produce just over one volt to ground, which will hold the positive input of the IC1 logic low until the five-volt logic arrives. If you need a higher impedance, try a ratio of 100KΩ/1MΩ. To use an inverted logic voltage, just swap the high and low resistors or try R5 = 56KΩ, R6 = 39KΩ. This will hold the LM358 non-inverting, positive input high until the logic low arrives. Now, use a wire link instead of C2 and make (also) the dotted line below it, R8, a wire link. Both input terminals now become the positive input signal. You’ll need a ground point for this input, and there is a spare pad available just below R6. R7 is omitted. Adjust VR1 to set the exact voltage level needed. (Both of the usual input terminals become linked to provide a junction point for R5 and R6.) Both C2 and the dotted line under it need to be wire links here.

Using the Voltage Divider Option as the Input

To activate the relay using any input voltage from zero to 12 volts (user defined), select the input voltage to be just above for ON or just below for OFF. R5 and R6 then hold the positive input of the LM358 slightly higher or lower than the incoming, user-defined input-voltage signal, allowing the relay to toggle on or off when it does. Fine tune this using VR1, which may end up being very offset the closer you get to the positive or negative supply rails.

Voltage Divider Definition:

Two resistors in series connected across a voltage source. The voltage at the common junction is a fraction of the total applied voltage, determined by the resistor values.

\[
\text{eg: } \text{Pos} = \text{Neg} = \frac{10KΩ + 10KΩ}{2} = \frac{1}{2}\text{-supply voltage}
\]

\[
2KΩ + 8KΩ = \frac{3}{4}\text{-supply voltage}
\]

\[
8KΩ + 2KΩ = \frac{1}{4}\text{-supply voltage}
\]

All are measured between the junction and the Neg/Zero supply rail. You can have more than two resistors. Three resistors, for example will produce a window voltage; eg., 20 volts supply, 10KΩ + 5KΩ + 10KΩ will produce “four volts” across the five kilohm resistor − 2/5 + “1/5” + 2/5 of the total supply. But this voltage has no direct reference to either supply rail, as it is floating somewhere in between.
Voltage Cut Out/In Setup

Here, a zener diode and resistor take the place of R5 and R6. To use the relay as a low-voltage cut out/in for a 12-volt car, NiCd, NiMh, or other battery, you will need a zener diode and a resistor — one to 10 kilohm — as the value isn’t critical. The zener needs to be at least a volt or so lower than the cut out/in voltage you want to use.

Low voltage cut out
Setting: zener to positive, reversed biased, of course, resistor to negative. Drop the total supply to the voltage needed and set VR1 just OFF. Restore full supply voltage, when the supply is reduced to the cut-out voltage, the relay will go OFF.

High voltage cut off
Setting: zener to negative, still reversed biased, resistor to positive. Raise the total supply to the voltage needed; set VR1 just OFF. Lower the supply voltage. When supply is raised to the cut-out voltage, the relay will go OFF. Here, C2 is a link and the dotted line below it, R8, is a link. R7 is omitted, and the input terminals are not used here.

Table 2. Thermistor Resistance/Temperature Resistances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistance (Ω)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10kΩ</td>
<td>25°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69kΩ</td>
<td>14°F or -10°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37kΩ</td>
<td>32°F or 0.0°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21kΩ</td>
<td>50°F or 10°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13kΩ</td>
<td>68°F or 20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10kΩ</td>
<td>77°F or 25°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.8kΩ</td>
<td>86°F or 30°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0kΩ</td>
<td>104°F or 40°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3kΩ</td>
<td>122°F or 50°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2kΩ</td>
<td>140°F or 60°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590Ω</td>
<td>212°F or 100°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note this configuration will only work for voltages around ±3 volts at 12 volts and around ±2 volts at six volts, where you will need a six-volt relay. The circuit has to have enough voltage to activate the correct voltage relay, but not so much as to cook the relay. Try bypassing R1 if you’re under the relay voltage or leaving it in place if just over the relay voltage.

Now, because the supply voltage is not constant in both the above instances and the zener is, the zener becomes the only constant in the circuit. The circuit is virtually flipped upside down with the zener becoming the reference and the rest of the circuit becoming the varying...
input. That’s the easy explanation!

**Assembly**

The assembly should be fairly straightforward, as there are not that many components. Take the usual precautions to check component polarity and orientation. A protection diode, D3 1N4004, was added at the last minute; it could be bypassed/bridged, if you like. There are microphone mounting pads beside each input screw terminal pad, but you might like to use fine wire to mount the microphone until you work out the sensitivity you need. If you need maximum sensitivity, mount the mic off the printed circuit board to prevent the relay vibration from false triggering itself. If a nine mm pot is unavailable, use a five mm trimmer pot.

**Testing the Sound Activated Section**

All testing should be done with C1 (1 µF) omitted; this will make it easier to see what’s going on, as VR1 set to about three-quarter-clockwise position should give maximum sensitivity. Rotating it clockwise a little bit will fully toggle on the LM358 output, while rotating counter-clockwise will give a gradual gain reduction due to R8. Without it you would get a drastic gain reduction that would instantly snap OFF.

Once IC1 goes briefly high, C1 holds this voltage for a second or so, preventing the relay from trying to switch at audio frequencies. C1 also helps smooth out any relay chatter that can occur when using an LDR at the transition point; an incandescent light source can cause this.

When setting up the microphone version particularly near the very maximum sensitivity end of the scale, move VR1 slowly and allow a second or so for the circuit to settle for best results. The sound activated relay version was not designed to activate with constant low-level speech, as this would make the circuit unusable in a practical sense (it would be constantly going on or off). The circuit needs a slight audio peak to trigger. The best response is from percussion-type sounds mostly — clicks, pops, thumps, etc. In some cases, the relay clicking on and off may re-trigger itself. Vibration travels fairly well through a circuit board; I have had the relay coil singing to the microphone in a feedback loop. The sensitivity of the circuit may be increased slightly by mounting the microphone off the circuit board.

If you need to have the sensor or microphone some distance away from the circuit board, you should use shielded wire to avoid any noise induced into the cable. The pad below R6 can be used for the shield wire in this case.

**Testing the LDR/Thermistor Activated Section**

As mentioned earlier, try to get a balanced resistor/sensor resistance. This will give you a better ± rotation (midway) on VR1 for fine-tuning later. As a starting point, you may like to measure the resistance of the LDR or thermistor at the temperature or light level you want the relay to activate at, then pick a resistor that is close to this value.

If you happen to end up with a very low resistance on
your sensor, you can cheat a little by adding a one- to 10-kilohm resistor in series with the sensor, but also add an equal value to the fixed resistor. Try some experimenting with resistor values; you can get quite creative and produce very wide or narrow windows for temperature sensitivity, etc. Just remember sensor current ratings, though. Remember to maintain a 50/50 sensor/resistor ratio for better ±VR1 rotation.

Table 2 shows some examples of thermistor resistance/temperature resistances. Don’t forget to replace C1 after setup.

If you are interested, the relay can be made to self-latch by taking the spare pad between the relay and VR1 and connecting it to one of the relays’ normally open (NO) terminals. Linking pads are provided onboard. The matching “C” common terminal is then taken to the Neg supply rail. By doing this, you effectively bypass the FET Q1 after it has initially engaged the relay. You need to insert a switch in this connection to break the circuit to release the relay and reset it.

The current rating of the left-hand set of relay contacts is only rated at around two amps due to the circuit board track width. The circuit draws just under one mA at 12 volts on standby, 45 mA with the relay and LED on, and about 62 mA if you use the latching option when the FET is bypassed.

Note: For best results, use a regulated power supply, with microphone option especially. NV

---

The Applications are Limitless. So Get Your Imaginations Into Gear and Have a Go!

Possible uses could include:
- Battery protection for cars, low voltage accessory cutout
- Battery charger (NiMH, NiCad, SLA) cutout/warning, heat monitoring, overvoltage
- Baby monitor using microphone input
- Garden light controller, sunset activation
- Aquarium/incubator heater control or failure warning
- Power failure warning (battery backup supply needed), use voltage divider input
- Fire warning, connected to security system
- Intruder sensor, use LDR/LED beam, etc., in a security system
- Hand clap activated switch, breaking glass sensor in a security system
- Peltier device control, frige, or incubator
- Garage door opener (LDR in a tube), set to activate with car high beam lights
- Voice-activated switch for an intercom, CB radio, transmitter, etc.
- Computer automation of other devices using logic voltages
- Toxic gas detection using a metal oxide range of gas detection sensors

---

GREAT ROBOTS. GREAT PRICES.

(Shown with optional controller)

RIGEL
- 4WD - 4 servo motors!
- Rugged construction
- High traction over carpet, concrete, grass, and more!
- Nibbed rubber tires (2.5"")
- Multiple 1/4” thick decks
- Over 60 square inches of mounting space
- Measures 6.75 x 5”, and 4.5” tall
- Available in colors
- Add your own microcontroller, sensors, video camera, GPS, or other electronics

BUDGET ROBOTICS
Robots for the Rest of Us

WWW.BUDGETROBOTICS.COM

USB DAQ

LabJack U12
Available now for only...
$119 qty 1
($99 qty 10+)

USB Data Acquisition & Control
- Built-in screw terminals
- Easy-to-use USB
- Everything included
- Use with C, VB, LabVIEW, etc.
- Windows 98SE/ME/2000/XP

* 12-bit analog inputs (8)
* 10-bit analog outputs (2)
* 20 digital I/O
* 32-bit counter

Made in Colorado, USA, by LabJack Corp. info@labjack.com, (303) 942-0228

WWW.LABJACK.COM
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Microcontrollers

Programming & Customizing PIC Microcontrollers
by Myke Predko

This book is a fully updated and revised compendium of PIC programming information. Comprehensive coverage of the PICMicros' hardware architecture and software schemes will complement the host of experiments and projects making this a true "learn as you go" tutorial. New sections on basic electronics and basic programming have been added for less sophisticated users, along with 10 new projects and 20 new experiments. The CD-ROM contains all source code presented in the book, software tools designed by Microchip and third party vendors for applications, and the complete data sheets for the PIC family in PDF format. $49.95

PICMicro Microcontroller Pocket Reference
by Myke Predko

Device code, and circuit data on one of the most popular microcontrollers around — it's in your pocket with this guide. You'll never again get stuck in the World Wide Web or shuffle through coffee-stained printouts looking for the facts you need. Short on verbiage and long on facts, this is the ideal data tool for the experienced applications designer. $29.95

Programming & Customizing the 8051 Microcontrollers
by Myke Predko

For work or fun — projects, exercises, and insights on the world's most popular microcontroller. Over 30 experiments and 13 complete projects demonstrate the 8051's capabilities. The CD-ROM gives you all the software you need to begin developing 8051 applications. This tutorial/disk package is unique in providing you with a complete understanding of the 8051 chip, along with all the information needed to design and debug tailor-made applications. Programming & Customizing the 8051 Microcontroller details the features of the 8051 and demonstrates how to use these embedded chips to access and control many different devices. $44.95

Robotics

CNC Robotics
by Geoff Williams

Written by an accomplished workshop builder, CNC Robotics gives you step-by-step, illustrated directions for designing, constructing, and testing a fully functional CNC robot that saves you 80% of the price of an off-the-shelf bot — and can be customized to suit your purposes exactly because you designed it. $34.95

Robotics Demystified
by Edwin Wise

McGraw-Hill's Demystified titles are the most efficient, interestingly written brush-ups you can find. Organized as self-teaching guides, they come complete with key points, background information, questions at the end of each chapter, and even final exams. This complete self-teaching guide takes an introductory approach to robotics, guiding readers through the essential electronics, mechanics, and programming skills necessary to build their own robot. $19.95

123 Robotics Experiments for the Evil Genius
by Myke Predko

This book provides 123 steps needed to bring out the genius in every basement hobbyist! If you enjoy tinkering in your workshop and have a fascination for robotics, you'll have hours of fun working through the 123 experiments found in this innovative project book. Each experiment builds on the skills acquired in those before it, so you develop a hands-on, nuts-and-bolts understanding of robotics — from the ground up. Don't miss out on these imaginative experiments that teach the basics! $24.95

Electronics

Build Your Own Electronics Workshop
by Thomas Petruzzelli

The Electronics Workshop was created to assist the newcomer in the field of practical electronics through the creation of a personal electronics workshop. It is a place specially designed so that readers can go there to work on an electronic project, such as testing components, troubleshooting a device, or building a new project. The book includes invaluable information, such as whether to buy or build test equipment, how to solder, how to make circuit boards, how to begin to troubleshoot, how to test components and systems, and how to build your own test equipment, complete with appendix and resources, etc. This is THE book for anyone entering the field or hobby of electronics. $29.95

Engineer's Mini Notebook Collection
by Forrest M. Mims III

Volume 1 — More than two dozen SSI timer circuits you can build.
Volume 2 — Study rain, lightning, clouds, sunlight, water, temperature, and much more!
Volume 3 — Learn about important sensors and use them to build circuits and projects.
Volume 4 includes frequently used electronic formulas, tables, circuit symbols, and more!

WE ACCEPT VISA, MC, AMEX, and DISCOVER
Prices do not include shipping and may be subject to change.
Ask about our 10% subscriber discount on selected titles.
Practical Electronics for Inventors
by Paul Scherz
The first edition of Practical Electronics for Inventors was phenomenally successful and popular among electronics hobbyists and "tinkerers." This is a fairly "tight" group, and when they noticed some errors in the book, they were fairly vocal in wanting to see errata. The result? A new and improved book that has been completely updated, with several readers' suggestions for improvement incorporated inside. These new additions will make this title even MORE appealing to the loyal market. $39.95

Digital Electronics Demystified
by Myke Predko
Now, anyone can gain a deeper understanding of digital electronics — without formal training, unlimited time, or a genius IQ. In Digital Electronics Demystified, electronics expert and author Myke Predko provides a totally painless way to learn enough digital logic and electronics to build your own projects! With Digital Electronics Demystified, you master the subject one simple step at a time — at your own speed. This unique guide offers problems at the end of each chapter and section to pin-point weaknesses and a 100-question final exam to reinforce the entire book. So, if you’re looking for an enjoyable route into digital logic and electronics, let Digital Electronics Demystified be your shortcut! $19.95

Electronic Circuits for the Evil Genius
by Dave Cutter
In Electronic Circuits for the Evil Genius, the reader gains valuable experience in circuit construction and design and in learning to test, modify, and observe results. Bonus website www.books.mcgraw-hill.com/authors/cutter provides animations, answers to worksheet problems, links to other resources, WAV files to be used as frequency generators, and freeware to apply your PC as an oscilloscope. $24.95

Electronics Demystified
by Stan Gibilisco
Now anyone with an interest in electronics can master it by reading this book. In Electronics Demystified, best selling science and math writer Stan Gibilisco provides an effective and painless way to understand the electronics that power so much of modern life. With Electronics Demystified, you master the subject one simple step at a time — at your own speed. This unique self-teaching guide offers quizzes and tests at the end of each chapter, and section to pinpoint weaknesses, and a 70-question final exam to reinforce the entire book. If you want to build or refresh your understanding of electricity, there’s a fast, entertaining, self-teaching course that’s really electrifying! $19.95

The PC Doctor’s Fix It Yourself Guide
by Adrian Kingsley-Hughes
In The PC Doctor’s Fix It Yourself Guide, you get advice and solutions for solving a myriad of PC problems, including expert tips on researching solutions on your own. Learn how to maintain your computer, keeping it in good working condition, and how to upgrade and install new software safely. Troubleshoot Linux, Windows, and personal devices, use the Internet effectively as a problem-solving tool, get up to speed on computer security, and set up small home and wireless networks. The companion website provides additional support. $29.99

Embedded Ethernet and Internet Complete
by Jan Axelson
Learn how to design and program devices that host Web pages, send and receive e-mail, and exchange files using FTP. Put your devices on the Internet and monitor and control your devices from across town or around the world. Or create private, local networks that enable your devices to share information, send commands, and receive alarms and status reports. Plus: learn about Ethernet controllers, hardware options for networks, networking protocols, and how to keep your device firmware and data secure. $49.95

USB Complete, Second Edition
by Jan Axelson
Every recent PC has Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports. In USB Complete, Jan Axelson shows how to design and program devices that use USB to communicate with PCs. Learn how to select a USB controller chip that fits your project and budget, how to write program code to manage USB communications in your device, and how to write Visual Basic and Visual C++ applications that exchange data with your devices. Explore how the interface works from the ground up and learn how to create devices that communicate reliably with all PCs. $49.95

Homemade Lightning: Creative Experiments in Electricity
by R. A. Ford
Enter the wide-open frontier of high-voltage electrostatics with this fascinating, experiment-filled guide. You’ll discover how to make your own equipment, how electricity is used in healing, and how experiments in high potential physics work! $24.95

High Voltage
If you don’t see what you need here, check out our online store at www.nutsvolts.com for a complete listing of the titles available.
**UM-1SL CRYSTALS**

Saelig, Inc., announces UM-1SL, a new range of slim crystals designed for use in handheld and portable communications applications, where their small size and profile allows them to be easily incorporated into equipment designs. The new UM-1SL crystals are manufactured in Europe by Euroquartz, and the crystal blank used in the UM-1SL package is capable of being manufactured to close tolerances and is readily produced to custom frequencies and specifications.

UM-1SL’s crystals are housed in a hermetically sealed, low-profile, low-mass, UM-style package, measuring 7 x 8 x 1.8 mm. A wide frequency range is available from eight to 40 MHz in fundamental mode and up to 260 MHz in overtone mode. Specifications include calibration tolerance at 25 degrees C of ±3 ppm, frequency stability over temperature from ±2.5 ppm (±10- to ±60 degrees C) to ±20 ppm (±5 to ±105 degrees C), shunt capacitance of four pF typical (seven pF maximum), equivalent series resistance from 25 to 80 (depending on frequency), maximum drive-level of 100 mW, and aging of ±2 ppm maximum for the first year (±1 ppm maximum per year thereafter). Load capacitance is from eight to 32 pF or can be specified by the customer.

Supplied bulk packed, Euroquartz’s new UM-1SL crystals are available for operation over a variety of temperature ranges, encompassing zero to 50 degrees C to -55 to +105 degrees C.

For more information, contact:

**SAELIG CO., INC.**
Tel 585-385-1750
Email: info@saelig.com
Web: www.saelig.com
Circle #139 on the Reader Service Card.

---

**TEST PATTERN GENERATOR**

Offered exclusively by MCM, the Tenma HDTV/PC Test Pattern Generator (MCM part #72-7985) is the ideal low-cost solution for installation, calibration, and servicing of today’s high-resolution display devices. This compact unit provides DVI, PC (VGA through SXGA) and (Y/Pb/Pr) HDTV component video outputs. With the addition of a separately available adaptor cable, this unit is also compatible with HDMI inputs. Features of the Multi-Media Pattern Generator include: 28 static and dynamic video test patterns; PC output resolutions from 640 x 480 through 1280 x 1024 (VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA); HDTV output resolutions from 480p through 1080i (480i, 576i, 480p, 567p, 720p, 1080i); simple, intuitive, push-button, on-screen menu control; included cables for connection to DVI, VGA, and component video monitors; and rugged EMI-shielded steel enclosure. The unit is very compact, measuring only 7 x 7 x 1.2 inches.

With a suggested list price of $650.00, the Tenma HDTV Multi-Media Pattern Generator offers a pattern assortment and quality that is comparable to units costing three times as much. Ease of use and affordability make this unit a must have for virtually every A/V professional.

For more information, contact:

**MCM**
Tel 800-543-4330
Web: www.mcmindone.com
Circle #144 on the Reader Service Card.
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**CMOS-BASED VOLTAGE REGULATOR/DETECTOR**

Seiko Instruments’ S-1701 series is a CMOS-based device that integrates a voltage regulator and detector into one composite package design.

The small SOT-23-5 and SOT-89-5 package designs provide for high-density mounting and are ideal for applications where installation space is restricted. Typical applications include power supplies and reset circuits for battery-powered devices, power supplies for personal computers, and as power supplies for home appliances.

This robust unit has a ripple rejection ratio of 70 dB, low current consumption, an output voltage accuracy of ±1.0 percent, and a built-in on/off circuit that prolongs battery longevity. Both the output and detection voltage are selectable in 0.1-volt steps ranging from 1.5 to 5.0 volts and 1.5 to 5.5 volts, respectively. A low ESR 1.0 μF or more ceramic capacitor can be utilized as the output capacitor.

The regulator block has a built-in over-current protector and an operating voltage range of 2.0 to 6.5 volts, while the detector block has three time-delay settings (no delay, 50 ms, or 100 ms) and an operating voltage range of 0.8 to 6.5 volts.

The S-1701 series of voltage detectors are priced from $0.38 in quantities of 10,000. Full technical specifications are available at their website.

For more information, contact:

**SEIKO INSTRUMENTS**
Web: www.sil-ic.com
Circle #65 on the Reader Service Card.
SMART BATTERY MONITOR

Atmel® Corporation introduces the ATmega406, its first high-voltage technology AVR® microcontroller implementing full two- to four-cell Lithium-Ion smart battery monitoring and protection on a single chip. Lithium-Ion (Lion) is the battery chemistry of choice for high-end portable applications such as laptop PCs, cell phones, and digital cameras, due to its high-energy-per-weight-and-volume ratio, combined with a high-load current.

To enable the ATmega406 to be powered directly from a two-, three-, or four-cell Lion configuration, the device includes an on-chip voltage regulator allowing the device to be powered from four to 25 volts. It also features three 25-volt-tolerant FET drivers for charge, discharge, and pre-charge, as well as on-chip FETs for cell balancing.

To provide the most accurate estimate of charge left, the device has a Coulomb Counter ADC with an 18-bit output for battery current monitoring as well as a 12-bit ADC for individual cell voltage and temperature monitoring. Both ADcs use high-accuracy on-chip voltage reference. Battery protection is autonomous, providing the end-user with the best safety, as MCU-related issues such as a code runaway or a software bug do not affect it. Adding communication periphery and an efficient MCU architecture, ATmega406 is the first fully configurable single-chip smart battery solution on the market.

Battery protection is implemented as independent circuitry, not requiring the MCU to operate. If the device is exposed to an over-current or short-circuit condition, the autonomous battery protection will shut off the affected FET. Likewise, if any cell voltage drops to a potentially damaging voltage level, ATmega406 will automatically prevent further battery discharge by shutting down the discharge FET and going to a power-off mode.

A reliable estimate of charge left can be used to extend battery life by allowing the battery to use all its power. The ATmega406’s Coulomb Counter and Voltage ADC are custom-made for optimal current and voltage tracking, essential for an accurate and reliable estimate of charge left. The current resolution of the Coulomb Counter over the recommended five-megohm sense resistor is 0.67 mA, allowing measurements of more than ±30A. Both ADCs benefit from a very accurate internal voltage reference, with less than ±0.1 percent error over temperature after calibration.

With 40 KB of Flash program memory, 512 bytes of EEPROM for data parameter storage, and two Kbytes of internal SRAM for program data, ATmega406 packs the algorithm processing power necessary to implement battery monitoring and management for a full four-cell laptop PC battery pack configuration. The device includes the SM-bus interface for communication with the host application, and Atmel’s self-programming Flash allows battery firmware upgrading through this or any other interface, providing the most flexible design solution on the market.

All parts of the ATmega406 are optimized for extremely low power consumption, drawing less than 1.2 mA in active mode and less than two uA in power-off mode.

A full suite of development tools supports ATmega406, including the JTAGICE mkII emulator, and a smart battery development kit. The ATmega406 is available in LQFP 48-pin packages and pricing starts at $2.75 for volumes above 100K.

For more information, contact:

ATMEL CORPORATION
Tel: (408) 441-0311
Email: hmao@atmel.com
Web: www.atmel.com
Circle #51 on the Reader Service Card.
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**Battery rebuilding service**

Dead Batteries? Don’t toss them. Send them to us – our rebuilds are better than original specifications.

**Tools**
- Drill Milling
- Motor Mote
- P.S. Power Supply
- R.V. RV Charger
- S.R. Surge RC
- T.R. Transformer Repair
- U.R. Universal Regulator
- V.R. Voltage Regulator
- W.R. Water Resistor

**Electronics**
- Bar Code Scanners
- Surveying
- Printers
- Laptops
- Photography

**Visit**

www.primemcell.com for important details
24 Hr Secure recorder tel-fax (814) 623 7000
Quotes email: info@primemcell.com
Curtis Assoc. Inc. 9343 US 220 Bedford PA 15522

---

**The Pocket Programmer**

Only $149.95

The portable programmer that uses the printer port instead of an internal card, with easy to use Windows software that programs EEprom, Flash & Dallas Ram.

**Intrinsics, Inc. - Tel:** (913) 422-2094
Box 12723 / 612 Harrow / Edmondsville, KS 66111
Add $5.00 G.O.D.
WWW.IN-KS.COM

---

**Fill Your Basket With a Little Something Extra This Year!**

Start your subscription to SERVO Magazine today!

Call 800.783.4624 or go online at www.servomagazine.com

---

**NUTS & VOLTS**
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Everything you need to build your own...

MOBILE ROBOT

- Sonar Units
- Vision Systems
- Motor Drivers
- Optics
- Microprocessors
- Artificial Intelligence
- Web Controls

Zagros Robotics
PO Box 460342, SHILOH, IN 46314
(314) 768-1328 info@zagrosrobotics.com

www.zagrosrobotics.com

Get the most out of the Rabbit's powerful feature set with the first reference book dedicated exclusively to the Rabbit 3000.

Embedded Systems Design Using the Rabbit 3000 Microprocessor
By Kamal Hyder & Bob Perrin

www.therabbitbook.com

ActiveWIRE® USB Simple USB Interface!

- Works with Mac OS 8.6, Win95/Win98/WinMe/WinXP
- FreeWIRE and Linux
- 24MHz CPU core with USB
- Firmware downloadable via USB
- 16 bit parallel I/O
- USB web-site for add-on boards
- All drivers, manuals, demos are on our web-site for immediate download!

ActiveWIRE, Inc.
www.activewirien.com
ph +1.650.465.4000 fax +1.209.391.5060

LITEXPO™ $69/ea
Digital Video Player Board
BUILD YOUR OWN E-FRAME
- Plays MPEG1, 2 & JPEG
- Uses CF Card (optional)

Tel: (847) 203-9700 www.litexpo.com

SMT PROTYPING ADAPTERS

Snap-Array™ PCB's with 308 pin strips
Ozones of assorted adapters on each PCB.
A variety of PCB's with patterns front & back.

(714) 630-8024 www.belodynys.com

Add Some Industrial I/O to Your Micro with an I2C Expansion Card

www.bsio.us

QKITS.COM

VX011:
Serial Temp Sensor Interface $19.95

1-800-GO 4 KITS
GREAT PRICES, GREAT SHIPPING RATES
49 McMichael St, Kingston, QN, K7M 1M8

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

QUALITY PRODUCT
FAST DELIVERY
COMPETITIVE PRICING

10 pcs (1 layer)
4 or 2 layers $249
10 pcs (2 layers)
4 layers $695
(up to 30 sq. in. ea.)
includs drilling, artwork, LPI mark & legend

PROTOTYPING THROUGH
PULSAR, INC.
9901 W. Pacific Ave.
Franklin Park, IL 60131
Phone 847.233.0012 Fax 847.233.0014
Modem 847.233.0014

We will beat any competitor's prices!!
yogi@flash.net - flash.net/~yogi

PUBLISHED BY ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

Nuts & Volts
Making waves in the future of electronics!

Subscibe TODAY!
Call 1-800-783-4624 or
go online at
www.nutsvolts.com

XGAMESTATION
LEARN THE BASICS ON HOW TO BUILD AND DESIGN YOUR OWN VIDEO GAME CONSOLE!

- Design inspired by the Atari 2600, Apple II & Gameboy 04
- Full color 9" LCD screen
- Build using common components
- Converts to a PC
- Kit includes power supply, 4GB Flash chip & 3 VIDEO games
- Download manual, datasets, drawings at: http://www.arnold.com

ANDRE LAMITHE'S

www.xgamestation.com

JK Microsystems µFlashPlus 84-0040 Kit
Embedded Intel 386EX Board — Only $79 each!

Northwest Technical, Inc.
www.northwesttechnical.com
Tel: 541-469-6644 Fax: 541-469-6655

These are NEW OEM boards fully restored to factory default condition. Our price is $59 off JK Micro's list price of $129 for the board only. We include power supply & 4MB Flash chip & no extra cost (35 value) Pre-Installed DBO, TCP/IP and Web Server Software PC Compatible and Ethernet Ports plus much more! Download manual, datasets, drawings at: http://www.arnold.com
PIC VIDEO

PART 1: Video Text Overlay With a PIC Microprocessor

BY ROBERT LANG

One of the things that has always interested me is the ability to superimpose text on a TV picture. Since the early days of the microprocessor, a way to interact with text has been a requirement. In the days before computer monitors (yes, there was a time), one of the first such devices was Don Lancaster’s TV typewriter.

In the late 1970s, if you built your own home computer from a kit, the TV typewriter was one of the few input/output devices available at a reasonable cost, but it could not superimpose text on a picture, only text on a black background. Well, my TV typewriter has been in the closet for many years, and I pulled it out the other day to take a look at it. The TV typewriter uses 68 integrated circuits to display text on a TV screen, but I think that the chip count can be improved upon with a modern microprocessor.

One of the things I have shied away from since getting involved with electronics is TV interfacing. No doubt, I was scared off by the complexity of the original TV typewriter. To overlay textual information on a TV picture, timing is everything. The microprocessor must put out information at exactly the right point when the proper line on the TV screen is being drawn. Fear not, this can now be accomplished with three integrated circuits. We will build a unit that can superimpose text data on a TV picture and use an RS-232 interface to update the text. After we complete the unit, we will use it to explore the world of subliminal messaging.

Standard Television

The National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) sets the analog television standard for the US; this format itself is also informally called NTSC and is described on their website listed in Reference 1. While standard for the US, it has also been adopted in other countries, as well, such as Japan, while many countries in Europe use phase alternation line (PAL). The NTSC format consists of 29.97 (nominally 30) interlaced frames of video a second, each consisting of 480 lines of vertical resolution out of a total of 525 (the rest are used for sync and vertical retrace). Thus, the horizontal scan frequency is 525 x 29.97 or 15,734 Hz. Each scan line takes approximately 63.5 microseconds. NTSC interlaces its scan lines, drawing odd numbered scan lines in odd numbered fields and even numbered scan lines in even numbered fields.
fields, which gives a nearly flicker-free image at 59.94 Hz (nominally 60 Hz) refresh frequency. This is close to the 60 Hz alternating current power used in the US.

Once we complete the adding of the text to a picture signal, another interesting application for the circuit is subliminal messaging. A subliminal message is one that is displayed for a short time—normally one frame or a 30th of a second, so that it does not register in the conscious mind. Let me say first that I am a skeptic in this area, but a 1973 Federal Communications Commission (FCC) investigation determined that an advertiser had broadcast a subliminal message—"Get it"—in a television commercial, so the FCC proceeded to outlaw subliminal messaging in commercial television.

Enter the LM1881N

The first chip we will use is from the LM1881 family of video sync separators. Costing about $2.50, the LM1881N is an eight-pin integrated circuit (IC) designed to strip the synchronization information from composite video sources such as NTSC or PAL. An external resistor, R1, allows the LM1881 to be adjusted for source signals with line scan frequencies differing from the 15.734 kHz US broadcast standard.

Four major sync signals are available from the IC when processing the composite video signal (a), shown in Figure 2: composite sync including both horizontal and vertical scan timing information (b), vertical sync pulse (c), color burst pulse (d), and odd/even output (e). The odd/even output level identifies which video field of an interlaced video source is present at the input. The outputs from the LM1881 can be used to gen-lock video camera signals with graphic or text information from a microprocessor. We will only use signals (b) and (c).

Maxim 233

The second chip in our trio is the Maxim 233 dual-channel, RS-232 driver/receiver chip. This chip provides the interface between the zero to five volt world of the microprocessor and the -12 to +12 volt world of the RS-232 personal computer serial interface. While this chip may seem overly expensive at about $5.00, it has the advantage of not requiring any external components (no electrolytic capacitors to buy), and it runs off of five volts only.

Microprocessor

The third integrated circuit in the project is the Microchip 16F873-16F877 microprocessor running at 20 MHz. At 20 MHz, the microprocessor has an instruction cycle time of 200 nanoseconds. The microprocessor is about $7.00 and has eight kilobytes of reusable program memory and 368 bytes of data memory.

The programming for the video text display does not take much of the programming memory (772/8192) or the data memory (125/368), so there is plenty of space for adding additional features. Data memory is arranged into two or four banks, depending on whether the microprocessor is a 16F873 or a 16F877. The program is written to only store data in Banks 0 and 1, leaving Banks 2
and 3 for additional data storage.

The video memory that contains the scan line dot patterns for the display is stored in Bank 1: 13 characters x 7 bytes per character = 91 bytes of the 96 bytes of Bank 1’s memory are used. Bank 0 contains all other program variables and a total of 34 of the 96 bytes are used. Banks 0 and 1 are used because Bank 0 can be addressed directly with no RPO, RP1 switching, while Bank 1 can be used for indirect addressing with no IRP switching. The coding is written to be usable on 16F873 through 16F877 microprocessors.

The video timing signals are supplied by the LM1881 chip. Because the video text information must be added to the other video information with great timing precision, interrupts will be used in the microprocessor programming. By using interrupts, we can cause the microprocessor to stop what it is working on, output a scan line of video text information, and then return to what it was doing before. Also, because we want to control the execution of the instructions very precisely, we will use assembly language.

### Building the Hardware

This appeared to be a fairly simple circuit using only three integrated circuits, so I decided to build it on a breadboard. The video feed was from a cheap black and white video camera that cost about $40.00 and is shown in Figure 3. The PICVIDEO works equally well with a color video camera. Figure 4 shows the final wiring diagram for the project, while Figure 5 shows the completed breadboard ready for testing.

If your television does not have a video input, you will need to purchase an RF modulator and connect it to the TV antenna input. An RF modulator is about $5.00 and can be purchased from the source in Reference 2. Remember that many video recorders have a built-in RF modulator that generates a TV signal for Channels 3 or 4. A wall wart supplies the 14 volts DC used to run the system. A 7812 voltage regulator supplies 12 volts to

### Table 1. PICVIDEO ASCII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMERIC</th>
<th>ASCII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>HEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>032</td>
<td>020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>033</td>
<td>021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>034</td>
<td>022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>035</td>
<td>023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>036</td>
<td>024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>037</td>
<td>025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>038</td>
<td>026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>039</td>
<td>027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>040</td>
<td>028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>041</td>
<td>029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>042</td>
<td>02A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>043</td>
<td>02B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>044</td>
<td>02C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>045</td>
<td>02D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>046</td>
<td>02E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>047</td>
<td>02F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>048</td>
<td>030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>049</td>
<td>031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>050</td>
<td>032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>051</td>
<td>033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>052</td>
<td>034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>053</td>
<td>035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>054</td>
<td>036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>055</td>
<td>037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>056</td>
<td>038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>057</td>
<td>039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>058</td>
<td>03A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the TV camera and the RF modulator, while a 7805 voltage regulator supplies five volts to the integrated circuits.

**Jaggies and Jitter**

The initial design used a 20 MHz crystal oscillator to drive the microprocessor. One of the problems I ran into was what some people call the jaggies, shown in Figure 6. This was a horizontal back and forth motion of the characters as if they were doing the hula. With cheap black and white TVs and cameras, there is a certain amount of noise in the circuit, but even with better grade equipment — the hula was still there. I believe this was due to the interrupt latency of the Microchip microprocessors.

The Microchip specification states that, “For external interrupt events, such as the INT (RBO) pin, the interrupt latency will be three or four instruction cycles. The exact latency depends on when the interrupt event occurs relative to the clock cycle.” This means that there may be a 0.2 microsecond difference when the data on the screen starts for different scan lines, based on whether the latency for that scan line was three or four instruction cycles. The 0.2 microsecond is the time it takes the microprocessor to output one dot on the screen, which is about the amount of hula action shown in Figure 6.
Two things were done to try to minimize the hula action. First, the microprocessor was pushed to its maximum clock speed and beyond. I operated the microprocessor at 24 MHz. Second, I doubled the width of the screen characters to minimize the hula. The dot stretching is accomplished by inserting no-operation instruction (NOP) after each dot display is started on the screen. I also tried several variations on a phase locked loop, but these were unsuccessful. One of the pitfalls of using a non-standard clock speed is that the value of SPBRG has to be estimated from the MicroChip equation:

\[ \text{Baudrate} = \frac{\text{Clockspeed}}{16 \times (\text{SPBRG}+1)} \]

I came up with the value of SPBRG to equal 77, and BRGH to equal one. This gives an approximate 19200 baud rate on the serial line using a 24 MHz microprocessor clock.

**Conclusion**

Now, with the hardware built, we are ready to program the microprocessor and test the unit, which we will do next month. While the TV typewriter is functional, more useful applications include superimposing information on the video screen, such as the time or temperature. In “PIC Video, Part 2,” we will discuss some possible applications for PICVIDEO and explore the wonderful world of subliminal messaging.

---

**About the Author**

Robert Lang is a professional electrical engineer interested in embedded microprocessors, MIDI, and music. He has written several articles for electronic hobbyist, computer, and synthesizer magazines. He can be reached at rlang@netdoor.com

**Table 2. PICVIDEO parts list.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>1/4-watt, 680-Kilohm resistor</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1, C3</td>
<td>0.1-pF capacitor</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>470-pF capacitor</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2, R3, R5, R6, R7</td>
<td>1/4-watt, 580-Ω resistor</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>1000-Ω potentiometer</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>IN914 diode</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4, C5</td>
<td>10-pF capacitor</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1, D3</td>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U1</td>
<td>16F877 microprocessor (preprogrammed)</td>
<td>Reference 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2</td>
<td>LM1881N video sync separator</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3</td>
<td>Maxim233 dual RS-232 transmitter/receiver</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>24 MHz crystal</td>
<td>Reference 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW2</td>
<td>SPST switch (NORMAL)</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW1</td>
<td>Momentary contact switch (RESET)</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1</td>
<td>RF modulator (if your TV does not have a video input and you have no video recorder)</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV1</td>
<td>Video camera</td>
<td>Reference 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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COOLERS W/ THERMAL CUT-OFF

30MM x 30MM x 3.3MM
Qmax=39.7 Watts, Imax=3.9A, $9.75 each.
CAT# PJT-5
10 for $9.00 each.

40MM x 40MM x 3.8MM
Qmax=56 Watts, Imax=5.6A, $12.75 each.
CAT# PJT-6
10 for $11.75 each.

40MM x 44MM x 3.3MM
Qmax=80.6Watts, Imax=8.1A, $14.75 each.
CAT# PJT-7
10 for $13.75 each.

12 VDC 1.25A SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY
Phihong # PSA15W-120, Input: 100-240 Vac, 0.4 Amps. Output: 12 Vdc, 1.25 Amps, 3' cord with right-angle 2.1mm coax power plug, center +. Detachable AC power cord included. UL, CSA, CE.
CAT# PS-1218
$11.85 each.

BREADBOARD, 840 CONTACTS
One terminal strip and two power bus strips. Accommodates dip and discrete components. Interconnect with solid hook-up wire (#22 AWG recommended). 2.5/8" x 6 7/8" x 3/8" high.
CAT# PB-840
$5.00 each.

SOLAR CELLS w/ CHARGING CIRCUIT - 3 LED'S
Here's a great start for a solar cell project. From not-yet-assembled solar-powered garden lights, these assemblies include two glass photovoltaic cells mounted on a plastic base. Output is approximately 2.6 Vdc @ 25mA in bright sunlight. Under the photocells is a bracket for a two cell rechargeable AA pack & a small circuit board with three red LEDs. There is a phototransistor on top of the panel between the solar cells to sense light and dark conditions. In daylight the cells charge the battery. When it gets dark, the LED's light. These are working units but the batteries packs are old and may not take a charge. Our two AA cell nickel-metal-hydride pack, CAT# NMH-2AA ($2.00 ea.) is a good replacement. Solar cell surface area: 3.78" x 1.98". CAT# SPL-05
$4.50 each.
10 for $4.25 each
100 for $4.00 each.

INVERTER FOR EL PANELS AND STRIPS
Light-Tape™ inverter designed for lighting electrofluorescent strips and panels up to 1 square foot. Operates on 12 Vdc or less, depending on surface of panel. 2.35" x 1.08" x 0.68" black plastic enclosure. 18" leads with inline fuse on input. Output requires a 2-pin, 0.1" connector like our CAT# CON-230P (not included).
CAT# INV-9
$8.95 each.

AM/FM ANTENNA
Made by Terk for Philips / Magnavox, this great little antenna improves reception and brings in more stations, more clearly than the wire antennas that come with many AM/FM receivers. Omni-directional. Easy hook-up. Includes impedance matching transformers for 300 Ohm or 75 Ohm. Connects to F-connector, screw terminals or spring terminals. 5.9" x 5.7" x 1.1". Gray / blue. Includes instructions. Retail packaged.
CAT# ANT-30
$6.95 each.

3-6 VDC MINIATURE SPRING-RETURN SOLENOID
Deltrol Controls #56557-80 INT Spring-return, push-pull solenoid. 2 Ohm coil. Operates on 3-6 Vdc. Intermittent duty cycle. Metal-shielded body is 0.9" x 0.42" x 0.45" high. 0.11" diameter plunger extends 0.4" on each side of solenoid. One end of plunger has a 0.11" diameter nylon cap. Four pc pins on 0.75" x 0.2" centers.
CAT# SOL-89
$1.35 each.
100 for $1.00 each.

Shop ON-LINE www.allelectronics.com
ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-826-5432

MAIL ORDERS TO: ALL ELECTRONICS CORP., P.O. BOX 567, VAN NUYS, CA 91408-0567
FAX (818) 781-2653 - INFO (818) 904-0524
E-MAIL allcorp@allcorp.com

NO MINIMUM ORDER - All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover - Checks and Money Orders Accepted by Mail - Orders Delivered in the State of California must include California State Sales Tax - NO C.O.D. - Shipping and Handling $6.00 for the 48 Continental United States - ALL OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii, P.R. and Canada Must Pay Full Shipping. Quantities Limited - Prices Subject to change without notice.

MANUFACTURERS - We Purchase EXCESS INVENTORIES... Call, Write, E-MAIL or Fax Your LIST.

APRIL 2005
Circle #38 on the Reader Service Card.
Yes, exo-fans! Tetsujin is back for a second action-packed year! Once again, we'll be part of the giant RoboNexus Conference — which will be twice as large as last year. To "suit" the quickly-evolving work in strength augmentation, we've expanded the challenges for Tetsujin 2005. Now you have three ways to showcase your work:

**CHALLENGE 1:**

**Weightlifting.** Ascend stairs in your suit to the lifting platform and lift a load of from 100 to 1,000 lbs* from a squatting position to a height of at least 24 inches*, return the load to the ground in a controlled manner, and descend the stairs. Stair-climbing may be unpowered. The winner is the competitor who lifts the most weight.

**CHALLENGE 2:**

**Dexterity.** Stack nine concrete cylinders weighing about 70 pounds each in a 4-3-2 vertical arrangement, but don't knock them over as the pyramid grows! The winner is the competitor who arranges the cylinders in the shortest time.

**CHALLENGE 3:**

**Walking Race.** Walk the 100 foot* long U-shaped challenge course, stepping over a small obstacle at the half-way point. The shortest time wins, with a time bonus being granted based on any auxiliary load carried. Walking must be powered.

The current rule set is available online at [www.servomagazine.com/tetsujin](http://www.servomagazine.com/tetsujin) and questions can be directed to Tetsujin2005@gmail.com

Start planning NOW so you can be a part of the largest "exo-games" event of the year — TETSUJIN 2005!

*Specifics of the competition are in a tentative state and may be subject to change.
So, you want to fill your hobby electronics drawers with parts galore and don’t have the money to start? Well, worry no more, as I am about to teach you how to scrounge for those parts.

To scrounge is to forage about in an effort to acquire something at no cost, and this process can be very easily adapted to electronics as a result of the myriad of broken appliances we find due to the advent of the throw-away society. Computers, televisions, radios, car consoles, you name it — we throw it away. Therefore, electronics hobbyists can have a field day getting many normally expensive parts at little or no cost. However, there are a few “rules” to scrounging, some of which are for your own safety and others that will save you a lot of unnecessary time and effort.

**Rule 1: Anything acquired by scrounging is to be considered broken and electrically hazardous.** Never plug into electricity any item that you have scrounged (from whatever source) unless you know exactly what you are doing; better yet, don’t do it at all. These items were thrown away for a reason and have the potential to electrocute anyone silly enough to energize them.

Also, take note of the fact that capacitors store charges and have the potential (literally) to give you a belting if you touch them or the circuit. Safe discharge of these devices can be completed through the use of an electrically insulated (1,000-plus-volt) screwdriver or similar tool. Ask a qualified electrician for help in this area if you are unsure. One area that I would never dream of touching, by the way, is the back of a television picture tube. If the stored voltage isn’t enough to hurt you, the explosion when you drop it and release a pressure of 2,000-plus-psi surely will.

**Rule 2: Only scrounge for rare or expensive parts or something that you know that you will need.** There is no point desoldering four-cent, 1/4-watt resistors or standard, small-value, ceramic/monolithic capacitors, for example. You would pay more for solder wick and the electricity to run your soldering iron than you would for these parts. Instead, look for parts that may seem rare or are known to be more expensive, such as larger capacitors, Schottky diodes, pre-packaged diode bridges, microprocessors (Z80, EEPROM, PIC), relays, and even large switches. These parts can be worth $3.00-5.00 or more and are worth the time and effort to desolder them.

The least amount of time you can spend on an appliance the better, so you can re-throw it away and get on to the next one. Each appliance provides its own network of components; dwelling for too long on one appliance only creates clutter by hoarding (an unfortunate side effect of scrounging). Actually, one of the best ways to find out the value of any particular part is to have an electronics component catalog handy, whether from the manufacturer or a retail establishment (Dick Smith Electronics, RadioShack, or similar). Although many of these companies only sell common parts, the expensive ones can quite easily be identified.

**Rule 3: Look for obvious signs of deterioration on any particular part.** If a capacitor has burst and leaked all over the board, there is no point in scrounging it, as it will not work anyway. Other obvious signs of deterioration include burning/overheating (characterized by blackened areas and that smell), chemical damage (caused by leaking capacitors, batteries, or external fluids), water damage (obvious in itself), and physical breakage (if the appliance has been dropped, the board may have cracked in half, taking many components with it).

Much of this rule is simply common sense; if the component looks broken, it probably is. However, if you are unsure, there are measurement devices that you can build or purchase that will give you a better indication of the condition of a particular component. These devices include multimeters (especially those with a diode test function), transistor testers, capacitance leakage detectors, and others. Sometimes a part may look perfectly fine, but may, in fact, be faulty (for example, a transistor going open circuit). Measurement devices can help you in this regard, but
only use them after following Rule 2; it has to be worth the trouble.

**Rule 4: Invest in a roll of solder wick.** Solder wick is a roll of braided material which “accepts” solder that is removed from a printed circuit board (PCB). I use the type made by Hakko® [www.hakko.com](http://www.hakko.com), manufacturers of solder wick in a range of thicknesses, from 0.6 to three mm. Solder wick effectively cleans solder away from the joint, therefore making the component in question much easier to remove. Because the heat is transferred to the wick itself, there is less of a chance of damaging a good part.

While on the topic of desoldering, you should remember that there are also a few rules when choosing a soldering iron, as the cheapest iron will often mean the destruction of many functioning parts. A cheaper soldering iron (of the $10.00 to $20.00, 25-watt variety, for example) will often have a tip much too big for delicate electronics work and, on the other side of the coin, have too little power to be used to solder large battery lugs and such. My advice is to spend a little more money on a soldering iron (even a soldering station), as a one-time $150.00 investment is much better than 20 $20.00 investments, especially over a number of years. I have experienced cheap solder tips degrading from heat only days after they have been purchased and it really isn’t worth the trouble.

**Rule 5: Remember that “parts” aren’t the only things that can be scavenged from an appliance.** Electrical appliances can be recycled in many ways. They have cases, knobs, dials, rubber feet, gauges, plugs, sockets, leads — you name it. These items are often much easier to remove, as they usually only involve the use of a screwdriver. These accessories can be used to repair other items of the same type or may even provide housings and personalization for projects of your own. Remember that cases do take up a lot of space, so be choosy and keep only what you think you’ll need. Rubber feet, knobs, and screws can be stored quite easily, as long as they are still in good condition (not destroyed by sun damage, for example), so take them out and keep them for a later date.

For those who have not delved into the world of scavenging before, try removing the smaller accessories first. Better yet, try removing them and putting the appliance back together again, as it is often a completely different experience altogether. If you can take something apart and successfully put it back together again, you may have
reached the level of care needed to refrain from destroying delicate electronic components.

**Rule 6: Store scavenged parts so that they can be found again.**
There is no use spending an hour or so unscrewing and desoldering parts and accessories from PCBs and the like if you can’t find them when you need them. To explain this further, if you put all of your parts into a big cardboard box, along with a mass of wires, you are wasting your time. Ensure that parts are stored in labeled containers (preferably stackable parts drawers, available quite inexpensively from hardware stores), so that they can be found with a quick glance. You can store them along with your purchased parts, of course, so label drawers with names like “resistors,” “diodes,” “relays,” and the like.

I consider this process follow-up. You get to know where your parts are, so you can find them in a matter of seconds, rather than a matter of terse hours. Also, storing parts in a neat and clean fashion has advantages other than easy recollection; it makes your garage or workshop look a lot neater, while keeping the “other half” happy.

I hope that you will take these few simple rules into mind next time you drag home for stripping your next dump-found broken appliance. They will make your life so much easier, I assure you, and you will save a lot of money. It may be easier to remember the quick version of the rules: safety, rarity, quality, wick, diversity, and storage.

Scavenging is a hobby in itself, but you should scavenge only for what you’ll really use. Please keep in mind that safety always comes first. Nothing is so important that you should take unnecessary risks. If you have any further questions or comments on this article, feel free to email me at justfordantheman@telstra.com I will usually reply within a day or two, if I’m not busy scavenging! NV

---

**Builders - Installers - Creators - We have something for you. A little bit of everything and more**

**Surplus and Unique Items • Serial ASCII Displays**

- 2x40 Fluorescent Display Module, iTron CU4002SCPB-T20A 9.5" x 1.75" x 1" ... $15.00
- MDLS40466-LV-LED04, 8.25" x 2.25" x .5" 40x4 LCD with LED backlight ........... $15.00

**Security / Surveillance Equipment**

- Panasonic 1/3" CCD Color Camera, 120V 60Hz, wv-CP240 with 4.5mm 1:12 lens • 480 lines of horizontal resolution, 1.0 V[p-p] NTSC composite 75 Ω / BNC connector ... $59.00

- **Panasonic CCD Camera with 4.5mm Lens**

- **240 Hour VCR**

  View Sonic OEM power adapter for LCD monitor. #HASU05F 100-240V AC input, auto switching. 12V DC @ 4.58A output. Barbell type DC connector, PSO079 ............................................. $19.00

  View Sonic OEM power adapter for LCD monitor. # HASU05K 100-240V AC input, auto switching. 19V DC @ 3.16A output. Barbell type DC connector. PSO080 ............................................. $19.00

  View Sonic OEM power adapter for LCD monitor. # PSCV700101A 100V AC input, 12V DC @ 5.8A output. Barbell type DC connector, Mfg., by Samsung. PSO083 ................. $19.00

- **Motors with gear boxes • Power Supplies**

  - Escap 22C DC Gearhead Motor with 190:1 Reduction (R22) .................. $25.00

  - 110V Molon AC Motor With Electro-Magnetic Brake - high torque heavy duty motor with 4.75" Dia., disc attached. 3/16th Dia., O-Ring “tie”. Great for automation projects. Disc is snap-ring installed and can be removed easily. Molon HGM-4050-29 or similar models ........ $3.00

  - 4.75" Dia., disc attached with 3/16” Dia. Rubber O-Ring. Motor is 1 1/8" Dia.. Motor and gear housing are 2 1/2" tall, gear housing is 2.75" x 3" x 5/8”. Motor is labeled RSV-3805H - RN545Y16 - China These are strong enough for use in drills and Screwdrivers. Operating range is between 3 and 9 VDC with 7.2VDC being optimal for an unloaded RPM of 16,200 and loaded of 14,000. ................. $4.00

---

**http://www.computercci.com**

**COMPUTER CIRCULATION CENTER**

**Sales:** 760-724-2404

**Fax:** 760-724-8808

---

Circle #68 on the Reader Service Card.
THE SOLAR ALTERNATIVE

Using Solar Cells on Small Projects is a Bright Idea!

by Ralph Lorenz

Efforts to design and construct devices for supplying renewable energy surprisingly began nearly 150 years ago, ironically, at the very height of the Industrial Revolution, which was largely founded on the promise of seemingly inexhaustible supplies of fossil fuels. Contrary to the prevailing opinion of the day, a number of engineers questioned the practice of an industrial economy based on nonrenewable energy and worried about what the world's nations would do after exhausting the fuel supply.
The earliest known record of the direct conversion of solar radiation into mechanical power belongs to Auguste Mouchout, a mathematics instructor at the Lyce de Tours. Mouchout began his solar work in 1860 after expressing concerns about his country’s dependence on coal. “It would be prudent and wise not to fall asleep regarding this quasi-security,” he wrote. “Eventually industry will no longer find ... the resources to satisfy its prodigious expansion. What will industry do then?” By the following year, he was granted the first patent for a motor running on solar power and continued to improve his design until about 1880. During this period the inventor laid the foundation for our modern understanding of converting solar radiation into other forms of power.

Where Mouchout left off, a French man by the name of Charles Tellier took over in 1883. Considered by many the father of refrigeration, Tellier actually began his work in refrigeration as a result of his solar experimentation, which led to the design of the first nonconcentrating, or non-reflecting, solar motor.

If you’re concerned about your ever-growing battery bill, you might want to consider using solar power. Although solar cells are not usually as straightforward as batteries, once you get used to their characteristics, they’re easy.

Types of Solar Cells

A solar cell (sometimes called a photovoltaic cell) is basically a large diode. Just as a photodiode (or even, for that matter, a regular glass-walled diode like a 1N914) will produce a voltage when exposed to light, so will a solar cell. The difference is that a solar cell is designed to produce a useful current. Most solar cells, like most diodes, are made from silicon. A few other semiconductors can be used, such as gallium arsenide, but these are found only in very special circumstances, such as satellites that might need to endure large amounts of radiation in space that would damage silicon cells. Copper oxides can be made to act as solar cells, too, and were the first type of cell discovered, but they are very inefficient.

There are basically two types of silicon cells — crystalline and amorphous. Crystalline cells are made from thin wafers of nearly pure silicon, just like those used to make silicon chips (for that reason, they are often circular or curved, having been cut from circular wafers). They are rigid, but light and fragile, and are fairly expensive to make. Rather cheaper are amorphous cells, which are made from silicon deposited onto a substrate. This can be glass, as in the Sunceram cells by Panasonic that are used in many small solar robot projects, or a flexible plastic film, such as the...
Powerfilm cells by Iowa Solar Films. These thin plastic cells can be very lightweight and can be bent around various shapes. For outdoor applications, these are available in an ultraviolet resistant Tefzel plastic coating, though this makes the cells heavier and more expensive.

Because a cell is just a diode, it produces a voltage that is nearly a constant, related to the electronic bandgap of the material. For silicon, this is about 0.6 volts. This is obviously inconveniently low, so it is usual to array cells in series (a “string” of cells) to yield a useful voltage. One way is, of course, to solder or clip together lots of individual cells, but this can be tedious and delicate. Many modern amorphous cells, where the silicon is painted onto a substrate, are basically painted on as several individual cells connected in a series, making a much more convenient solution. Such mini-arrays are available with outputs from three to 15 volts.

**Peak-Power Tracking**

A solar cell’s output characteristic (the I/V curve) for given light conditions is usually fixed by two numbers: the open-circuit voltage and the short-circuit current. These are what you read if you just put a high-impedance voltmeter across the cell or a low-impedance ammeter, respectively. The open-circuit voltage for individual silicon cells is always about 0.6 volts. It depends only very slightly on light levels, but will depend on temperature being a little higher under cold conditions. (Solar cells on satellites also need to worry about the characteristics being affected by radiation in space, but, unless you are unhealthy close to a nuclear reactor, you shouldn’t need to worry about this.)

The short-circuit current is directly proportional to the light level and is basically set by the area of the cell. (More area means more photons of light collected, and more photons mean more charge carriers and more current.)

However, neither of these test conditions is useful. The power provided by the cell is voltage x current, so the short- and open-circuit tests give no power.

Domestic power plants and satellite power systems use feedback control circuits to track this peak-power point (which depends on temperature, light levels, radiation dose, and so on). However, for simple robots and other projects, it is usually adequate to assume that peak power will be roughly three-quarters of the open-circuit output and design the circuit to operate at that point. Still, before finalizing a circuit, it’s a good idea to measure the output characteristic of the cells you’re using by putting different load resistors across it and measuring the voltage. The output power is just the load resistance multiplied by the square of the voltage across it.

One useful IC for small solar power supplies is the ICL7660 voltage converter, which rapidly charges a capacitor with the supply, then switches over to charge another, and then back to the first before it has time to substantially discharge. These two capacitors are wired so that their voltages can be summed together to give almost double the input. The device can handle input voltages from 1.5 to 10 volts. Maxim makes higher current versions; the MAX 860 and 660 are able to handle up to around 100 mA.

**Light Levels**

Sunlight at noon on a clear day dumps about 1,300 watts of power per square meter. A 10-cm² cell, therefore, intercepts about 13 watts of sunlight, but only a fraction of this can be converted into electricity. Even the most efficient (and expensive) multiple-junction cells on satellites convert only about 20 percent of this into power. For the amorphous
cells in most small electronics applications, the efficiency is only about five percent. The crystalline silicon cells used for most domestic power systems are typically about 10 percent efficient, so we can only get about one watt out of a 10 x 10-cm² cell.

Note, however, that we will have much less power available in dim, indoor conditions. Our eyes are very adaptable, so we can see over a wide range of light levels (full moonlight has a million times less light per unit area than full sunlight), but a solar cell’s short-circuit current (and therefore power at peak-power conditions) will be proportional to the light intensity. Consider the floor of a six-meter-wide room lit by a 100-watt light bulb. Even if the walls and ceiling were perfect mirrors, a robot on the floor is only going to receive about three watts per square meter. A 10 x 10-cm² cell and five percent conversion efficiency would only produce about 1.5 milliwatts of electricity.

Devices for indoor operation and devices with very small solar cells must, therefore, either have microwatt power levels (calculators are one example) or must trickle-charge an energy store and operate only periodically. This is the “solar engine” circuit used in many BEAM projects: A capacitor is trickle-charged, essentially starting out by charging with the high short-circuit current from the cell, then discharging as the capacitor charges up. Eventually, it will almost reach the open-circuit voltage of the cell, only drawing enough current from the cell to balance any leakage. However, a threshold switching circuit, using a flashing LED or a 138 voltage switch, will instead discharge the capacitor when the voltage has reached a usable level.

An Example — Solar Power With Current Monitoring

One project I have recently begun is a Tumbleweed rover, a windblown sphere that can traverse a long distance by rolling in the wind without using motors to drive it. Such a vehicle

has been proposed for exploring Mars and one was recently tested in Antarctica. I wanted to explore how a lightweight, solar-powered version could be made by attaching flexible solar cells to the wall of a beachball, using a Basic X-24 microcontroller to measure its motion with an accelerometer (see the Frisbee Black Box project in the February 2004 Nuts & Volts).

Because a solar-power-only rover could have its power interrupted by shadows, I used a small battery for short-term operation, which would then be topped off by the solar panels. Driving the microcontroller required 25 mA or so at six volts or more, so I used a set of three nickel metal hydride (NiMH) batteries, each with two cells. These were small that they could be

---

**WANTED: DEALERS AND IMPORTERS**

For EUROPE’s No.1 (Educational) Electronic KITS

**SAM-01 KIT**
Serial I/O controller
For House Automation
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Robot Arm trainer by your computer.

**FUN KITS**
- Piano
- Stress Meter
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Please contact us by e-mail: info@arexx.nl
A Tumbleweed rover made from a beachball and thin-film solar cells (top and bottom) with a circuit board carrying diodes, etc. in the center. Another small board with a microcontroller is at right. By distributing the components around the ball, it rolls more evenly.

distributed around the perimeter of the beachball. Pin 24 (Vin) of the BX-24 was connected to the batteries (Vout) via a switch. You might get away with a smaller battery, wiring four cells to get 4.8 volts to the Vss supply on the BX-24, but this would be much less tolerant of voltage drops as the battery discharged. Also, if you don’t need the speed, memory, or A/D converters of the BX-24, you could use a BASIC Stamp 2 or, of course, a PIC microcontroller.

I wanted to monitor the battery voltage using the BX-24 as a data logger, but its analog-to-digital converter inputs need zero to five volts. Because of this, the two 100K resistors are set up as a potential divider to take the seven or eight volts of the battery down to this range (Vout/2 Monitor).

Now, I wanted to also monitor the current coming from each of the solar arrays, since the power from each would come up and fall off as the Tumbleweed rolled around. Each of the arrays was a series string of four TX 3-25 thin-film modules, giving an open-circuit voltage of about 15 volts total, but a peak-power operating voltage of more like 10 volts.

D1 and D2 are blocking diodes to stop the battery from discharging backward through the solar panels, which would not only waste battery energy, but also could damage the cells. An ordinary silicon diode will do, but it can be wasteful (especially in low voltage designs), since there is a drop of 0.7 volts or so across it. I prefer to use a germanium diode, since the voltage drop here is only 0.3 volts or so.

If the cells are not illuminated (or only weakly so), the diode does not conduct and the current monitor output (11, 12 monitor — this time divided by three to get into the zero-to-five-volts A/D range) will be low. If, on the other hand, it is strongly illuminated, the voltage will be enough to cause a current to flow into the battery via the diode and the relevant resistor R1 or R2. This resistor allows the current to be sensed — a value of 100 ohms is about right. Imagine the array is putting out 20 mA, then the voltage here must be equal to the battery voltage plus the 0.3-volt diode drop and plus R1 times the current, or 0.025 x 100 = 2.5 volts. From the simultaneous measurement of the battery voltage and this monitor, the charging current can be figured out. If you don’t need to sense the charging current, you don’t need a resistor here, and the circuit will be more efficient without it.

**When to Use Solar Cells**

The most obvious applications for solar power are outdoor devices with modest power needs of a fraction of a watt. Very low power applications and indoor systems can be driven much more easily with an alkaline battery (although note that a solar cell circuit might be lighter). For powers of a few watts or more, solar power can be rather expensive. On the other hand, solar driven devices can be aesthetically pleasing and, for lawn lights or weather stations or other applications where it is convenient not to have to replace batteries, solar power can be a bright idea.

---

**SOURCES**

SOLARBOTICS ([www.solarbotics.com](http://www.solarbotics.com)) has a range of amorphous Sunceram cells for small robot projects such as solar engines.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC ([www.edmund.com](http://www.edmund.com)) has a range of solar cells, multi-cell panels, low-current motors, and various experiment kits.

The Iowa Thin Film cells are available from JAMECO ([www.jameco.com](http://www.jameco.com)) and are from three to 12 volts with a range of currents and plastic coatings.
Elenco Digital Multimeters

**Model M-1750**
- 11 Functions: AC/DC voltage, current, ohms, continuity, frequency, temperature, non-contact voltage
- 3-1/2 digit display
- 2000 count
- Battery included
- $24.95

**Model LCM-1950**
- 4-1/2 digit display
- 10,000 count
- 3-1/2 digit voltmeter
- 2000 count
- $59.95

**Model M-2795**
- 4-1/2 digit display
- 100,000 count
- 3-1/2 digit voltmeter
- 2000 count
- $44.95

Elenco Snap Circuits™

Elenco's new Snap Circuits™ make learning electronics fun and easy. Just follow the colorful pictures in our manual and build exciting projects, such as: FM radios, digital voice recorders, AM radios, burglar alarms, doorbells, and much more! You can even play electronic games with your friends. All parts are mounted on plastic modules and snap together with ease. Enjoy hours of educational fun while learning about electronics. No tools required. Uses AA batteries.

6 versions available.
Build up to 750 projects!
As low as $29.95

Test Equipment

**Elenco Handheld Frequency Counters**

10Hz - 3GHz

Models F-2800 & F-2850
- 10 digit display
- 16 segment LED display
- Resolution 0.1Hz
- Resolution 1Hz
- Selectable output
- $289
- $189

Elenco Quad Power Supply

Model XP-581
4 Fully Regulated Power Supplies in 1 Unit

$75

Elenco Oscilloscopes

Free Dust Cover and x1, x2 Probes
2 year warranty

Elenco RF Tracer 1MHz - 3GHz
Model F-2280
- 2000 count
- $195

Elenco 5MHz Sweep Function Generator w/ built-in 60kHz Frequency Counter
Model GF-896
- 2 year warranty
- 2000 count
- $195
- $95

iBOTZ Hydraulizd Kit
Model MR-1004
Walks and makes sounds
- Non-squeeking
- $29.95

Deluxe Soldering Irons

**Elenco 4-Functions-in-1 Instrument**
Model MX-9300B
- Ideal for labs, production lines, R&D and hobbies
- Sweep Function Generator
  - 0.6Hz to 2MHz
  - Sine, square, triangle, sawtooth
  - sine, ramp, pulse, TTL level square
  - VCF voltage 0 to 10VDC
- Digital Triple Power Supply
  - Output #1: 0-9VDC, up to 2A
  - Output #2: 5VDC, up to 2A
  - Output #3: 15VDC, up to 1A
- Frequency Counter
  - 1Hz to 2.7GHz
  - 7-digit display
  - Selectable time base

$495

Weller® Low Cost Soldering Iron
Model WLC100
- Variable power control produces 5-40 watts
- Ideal for hobbyists, D.I.Y. and students
- Complete with 40W iron
- $34.95

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

C&S SALES, INC.
15th W. CAMPIER AVENUE
WESELING, IL 60090

FREE GIFT with online purchase (use coupon code NV)

CALL TOLL-FREE
(800) 292-7711
Orders Only
Se Habla Español

CALL OR WRITE
FOR OUR FREE
64 PAGE CATALOG!
(800) 445-3201

C&S SALES, INC.
15th W. CAMPIER AVENUE
WESELING, IL 60090

FAX: (847) 541-6904 (947) 541-9710
http://www.cs-sales.com
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**Electronics Lab**

Maxitronics 500-in-1 Electronic Project Lab
Model MX-909
- Everything you need to build 500 exciting projects!

$175

2 Year Factory Warranty

15 Day Money Back Guarantee

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

C&S SALES, INC.
15th W. CAMPIER AVENUE
WESELING, IL 60090

Free Gift with online purchase (use coupon code NV)

Call TOLL-FREE
(800) 292-7711
Orders Only
Se Habla Español

Call or write
for our FREE
64 PAGE CATALOG!
(800) 445-3201

C&S SALES, INC.
15th W. CAMPIER AVENUE
WESELING, IL 60090

Fax: (847) 541-6904 (947) 541-9710
http://www.cs-sales.com
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Putting the Spotlight on BASIC Stamp Projects, Hints, and Tips

Stamp Applications

You Can't Touch That — Non-contact Access Control

Today, I had a bit of a headache and was feeling cramped in my office, so I decided to escape to the treadmill in the complex’s private gym for a half hour or so. To keep it private, members gain access by waving a security card in front of a small plate adjacent to the front door. If the card is a match, chaching, the door unlocks and you’re in.

Okay, what’s going on with the card? You’ve probably seen them — they’re everywhere. The cards in question contain technology called radio frequency identification (RFID). Even if you haven’t heard of RFID, you may have been unknowingly exposed to it. RFID tags can be as small and nearly as thin as a postage stamp and are often used to track package movement in retail stores (big companies like Wal-Mart, Target, and others are adopting the technology). Drug companies are even putting RFID tags into their packaging to prevent piracy of expensive medicines. RFID is big news and now you can get in on it, too.

There are two essential components in an RFID system: a transceiver (reader) and a transponder (tag). If it were only that simple, tags can be active (contain their own power source) or passive (create parasitic power from the reader’s RF field). Further, tags can be read-only or read-write. Zoiks. Let’s just keep things simple, shall we?

Parallax worked with world-famous hardware hacker and engineer extraordinaire, Joe Grand (owner of Grand Idea Studio), to create a low-cost RFID reader that would be simple to use in hobbyist and professional projects. The result is a fully integrated reader printed circuit board that contains the required circuitry and matched antenna to work with passive, read-only RFID tags. Note that the reader is specifically designed for tags that contain low-frequency (125 kHz) RFID components from EM Microelectronic. Parallax carries a couple of tag types (disc and ISO card) that are manufactured by Sokymat and meet the requirements of the reader. Figure 1 shows a few sample tags from Sokymat that I played with; you can clearly see the disc tag (far left) and ISO card tag (far right).

Is it Magic?

Okay, how does it work? It’s not magic; in fact, it’s not terribly complicated. When power (5 VDC) is applied to the reader, a green LED will indicate that it’s ready to function. By pulling the ENABLE pin low, the reader becomes active (LED changes to red) and the antenna broadcasts a modulated signal. If a tag is within range (up to four inches with the Parallax reader), it will harvest the RF energy with its own antenna and modulate its unique identification code in a manner that can be detected by the reader. A microcontroller on the reader tests the bits from the RFID tag to make sure the information is valid and then the tag number is converted to an ASCII stream to be transmitted on the SOUT pin at 2400 baud.

Keep in mind that, when the antenna is active (red LED), the device is broadcasting and consuming about 200 mA from the power supply. If you’re going to do a project that involves batteries, you may want to add a physical button to activate the reader only when a card is actually present or use a timeout with SERIN (BS2 family only) to disable the reader periodically to reduce the load on the power supply.

Since RFID is so common in controlled-access and security systems, let’s go that direction. And just for fun, let’s build a super-simple, single-tag, access-control device with a BS1. Can we do it? Absolutely. In fact, the code is so simple, we can look at the whole thing in one shot:

```c
Main:
  LOW Enable
  SERIN RX, T2400, (#0, "0e0184f20b")
  HIGH Enable
  Access Granted:
    HIGH Latch
    PAUSE 2000
    LOW latch
    GOTO Main
```
We start by activating the reader (ENABLE pin is pulled low) and then simply waiting for a specific tag string. Let me correct something I left out: The tag ID string is preceded by a linefeed character ($0A) and followed by a carriage return ($0D). We’ll see why this is useful a bit later.

In this program, SERIN does all the work. We construct the SERIN line to wait for the linefeed character, then the specific characters in the valid RFID tag string. Once that shows up, the program drops to the point called Access_Granted, where we activate an output that will do what we need it to do. We could, for example, disable an electric door lock that gives us — and just us — access to something special. After a brief delay, the lock-control output is enabled and we go back to the top.

The logical question is, “Where did you get the tag ID string?” We got it from the tag, of course. I just mentioned that the (ASCII) tag string is preceded by a linefeed and followed by a carriage return. We can put this to use by connecting the reader to a terminal program. Note that we need to go through an RS-232 line driver (e.g., MAX232, DS275, etc.) as the serial output is at TTL levels. Figure 3 shows the connections and Figure 4 shows the output when using a manually opened terminal from the BASIC Stamp IDE (note that the baud rate is set to 2400). In most cases, we’ll use a BASIC Stamp to work with the reader, but be aware that you can also connect directly to a custom PC application using a simple interface as shown.

By the way, if you happen to have the new Parallax Serial LCD module, you can use it as a terminal and you don’t need a level shifter. Simply set the LCD Mode switches for 2400 baud (1 = Up, 2 = Down) and connect the RFID reader’s SOUT pin to the LCD’s RX pin. Don’t worry if it’s not convenient for you to connect the RFID reader to a terminal or LCD, as we can always use a BASIC Stamp module to read and display an unknown tag string.

---

**Open Sesame**

Most security systems will have more than one legal user, so let’s update the program to work with multiple tags. To be honest, I had to go back to the BS1 manual on several occasions for this program because the BS1 — while very cool — is not quite as convenient as its big broth-
er, the BS2. It’s very inexpensive though (especially with OEM parts), and is worth considering for a low-cost, access-control system.

After we’ve recorded our tag IDs, we can put them into a simple EEPROM-based table for storage. Here’s what my table looks like:

```
Tags:
  EEPROM (*0F0184F20B*)
  EEPROM (*0F01D9D263*)
  EEPROM (*04129C1843*)
  EEPROM (*0000000000*)
  EEPROM (*0000000000*)
```

Remember that your table will be different, as the RFID tag strings are unique. By using the Memory Map feature of the Stamp IDE, I found I had room for five tags. Since I only had three to work with, I padded the table for the unused positions. A program constant will prevent us from searching past the known tag strings.

The next step is to set up our control outputs. For this security program, we’ll turn off the reader and lock the door.

```
Reset:
  HIGH Enable
  LOW Latch
```

After basic setup, we drop into the heart of the program where the reader is activated and wait on a tag ID string.

Now, you’ll see what I was just talking about with the BS1 not being quite as convenient as the BS2. There is no STR modifier with the BS1, and its memory cannot be treated like an array. Everything must be done one byte at a time.

```
Main:
  LOW Enable
  SERIN RX, T2400, (SGA),
    ➔ tag0, tag1, tag2, tag3, tag4,
    ➔ tag5, tag6, tag7, tag8, tag9
  HIGH Enable
```

Note that the SERIN line is really long, but needs to be on one line to make sure that all 11 bytes (header plus 10) are received properly. For publication, I’ve split the line, but you’ll find it all together in the downloadable version of the code. With the tag ID stored in the BS1’s RAM, we can compare it to our table entries to determine whether the tag presented is a match or not. Admittedly, this looks a little hairy, but it’s really not that bad. To keep things concise, I’m only showing the first and last bytes, but the same code is required for all 10 elements of the RFID tag string.

```
Check_list:
  FOR tagNum = 0 TO LastTag
    ptr = tagNum * 10 + 0
    READ ptr, char
    IF char <> tag0 THEN Bad_Char
      ‘removed for clarity
    ptr = tagNum * 10 + 9
    READ ptr, char
    IF char <> tag9 THEN Bad_Char
    GOTO Tag_Found
  Bad_Char:
    NEXT
```

As you can see, comparing each byte of the RFID string against a table entry requires three steps that are placed in a loop: 1) We create a pointer to the corresponding position of the table entry, 2) we read the character from the table, and then 3) we compare the two bytes. If they don’t match, the program jumps to the label called “Bad_Char” and we’ll either move to the next table entry or, if we’re at the end of the table, we’ll fall through the loop. Let’s say we do have a match. When that occurs, we will jump to the label called “Tag_Found” and execute the door-opening code:

```
Tag_Found:
  DEBUG "Entry: ", #tagNum, CR
  HIGH Latch
  SOUND Spkr, (114, 165)
  LOW latch
  GOTO Main
```

The latch is activated (to allow entry) and a beep is played through a piezo speaker of the amplifier circuit to alert the user. The beep stops after two seconds and the door relocks. Then, we go back to the top of the program.

When the tag presented does not match any of our table
entries, a one-second groan is played through the speaker:

```
BAD_TAG:
DEBUG "Unknown Tag", CR
SOUND Spkr, (25, 80)
PAUSE 1000
GOTO Main
```

And that’s that. Like I said, it’s really very simple. The trickiest part is working around the behaviors of the BS1, but even that wasn’t so bad. Okay, let’s port this baby to the BS2.

Starting back at the tags table, we’re going to add names to each tag. In our demo program, we’ll just send these to the Debug Terminal window, but we could just as easily put them on an LCD if we ever decide to add one to the project.

```
Tag1   DATA   "00184EF20B"
Tag2   DATA   "0F01D0D263"
Tag3   DATA   "041921843"
Name0  DATA   "Unauthorized", CR, 0
Name1  DATA   "George W. Bush", CR, 0
Name2  DATA   "Dick Cheney", CR, 0
Name3  DATA   "Condoleezza Rice", CR, 0
```

Note that the name strings are zero-terminated so that we’re not restricted to a specific length. We’ll get to the printing routine later.

Did you read last month’s column? If not, why not? Okay, I’ll put my bruised ego aside and just point out that we’re going to take advantage of the lessons on conditional compilation in this program. When I stated above that we would port the program to the BS2, I meant the BS2 family — the entire BS2 family. The first thing to consider is the RAM required to read the RFID tag string: 10 bytes. This is usually temporary in nature, and it would be really nice if we didn’t have to use our variable space to handle it. Well, if we use the BS2p or BS2pe, we don’t have to; we can use the Scratchpad as a serial buffer. The first thing we have to do, though, is set up the program so that the compiler can detect a BS2p or BS2pe and create a symbol to that effect.

```
#define __No_SPRAM = (STM32F1 < BS2P)
```

With this definition, the symbol called __No_SPRAM will be set to True if we’re not using a BS2p or BS2pe — hence we are forced to define a buffer in our variable RAM space. Let’s get to that:

```
#if __No_SPRAM
buf VAR Byte[10]
#else
chkChar VAR Byte
#endif
```

Remember that conditional compilation is just that, conditional. It means that what actually gets compiled and downloaded will change based on the BASIC Stamp module we’re using. In the code above, the array called “buf” is only created when using a BS2, BS2e, or BS2sx. When using a BS2p or BS2pe, we create a variable called “chkChar.”

Now to the core of the program. What you’ll realize is that, no matter which BS2 family module we use, receiving the RFID tag string in this program is much easier here than with the BS1. The only question is where those bytes will be stored and that is determined by the module in use.

```
Main:
  L/M Enable
  #if __No_SPRAM
    SERIN RX, T2400, [WAIT(SOA), STR buf10
  #else
    SERIN RX, T2400, [WAIT(SOA), SPSTR 10]
  #endif
  HIGH Enable
```
When we’re using a BS2, BS2e, or BS2sx, the tag string is stored in our variable buffer; otherwise, it gets stuffed into the first 10 bytes of the Scratchpad. See how much easier this is? The STR and SPSTR modifiers are huge time-savers here.

With the tag string in RAM, we can compare it against the table, and again, it’s much easier with the BS2-family.

CheckList:
FOR tagNum = 1 TO LastTag
    FOR idx = 0 TO 9
        READ (tagNum - 1 * 10 + idx), char
        #IF __No_SRAM #THEN
            IF (char <> buf(idx)) THEN Bad_Char
        #ELSE
            GET idx, chkChar
            IF (char <> chkChar) THEN Bad_Char
        #ENDIF
    NEXT
    GOTO Tag_Found

Bad_Char:
NEXT

As with the BS1, a loop is used to work through the known tag strings. What we’re able to do here, however, is use a second loop to test each byte of the received string. The inner loop reads the appropriate byte from the current tag data and compares it against the corresponding tag byte from the reader. Our conditional symbol sets up the code to make the comparison against a byte in the variable array or against a byte from the Scratchpad. Note that the Scratchpad cannot be treated like an array, so we are forced to use GET to access the appropriate byte.

Moving on to a good tag, we will do the same as before: sound the beeper (with FREQOUT) and disable the security lock. Remember that FREQOUT is one of those instructions that differs from Stamp to Stamp, so conditional compilation constants are used to keep the timing (two seconds) and tone (880 Hz) the same, no matter which module we use.

Tag_Found:
GOSUB Show_Name
HIGH Latch
FREQOUT Spkr, 2000 */ TmAdj, 880 */ FrAdj
LOW Latch
GOTO Main

We’ve also added the ability to display the name of the person who is assigned to the valid tag. A simple loop will send the characters of the name to a display. We’ll keep it easy and use the Debug Terminal.

Show_Name:
| DEBUG DEC tagNum, ": " |
| LOOKUP tagNum, [Name0, Name1, Name2, Name3], idx |
| DO |
| READ idx, char |
| IF (char = 0) THEN EXIT |
| DEBUG char |
| idx = idx + 1 |
| LOOP |
| RETURN |

The result of the tag search (in the variable tagNum) will be from one to the number of known tags if the tag string is valid. If not, the search will result in zero. The “Show_Name” routine uses the result of the tag search to LOOKUP the first character of the corresponding name. After that, each character is printed in a loop until the zero-terminator is encountered. We could very easily change the DEBUG line to SEROUT for a serial LCD or to LCD-OUT if we’re using a BS2p or BS2pe and have a parallel LCD connected as required.

Well, that’s it. That was pretty simple, wasn’t it? I think so and I’m having a lot of fun with the RFID reader. Be sure to check out the resources listed, as there is lots of interesting information on RFID technology. Joe Grand’s website has some really cool stuff (if you’re into hardware hacking, you’ll love his books).

Until next time ... Happy Stamping! NV
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There are a series of steps that are usually followed in most engineering development cycles. It’s important to know what these are and what they entail, and this is especially true for the new engineer or new engineering business venture (independent consulting). This month, we’ll go over these basic steps and explain what they consist of and why they are important.

**Being Professional**

There is always an expectation of professionalism in any business activity. Engineering is no exception. Professionals do things in a particular way because it works best and because that’s what the customer wants. If you don’t provide what your customer wants, you won’t be in business very long. Also, if your approach doesn’t work, well, that’s bad, too.

Fundamentally, if you don’t act like a professional, you won’t be seen as a professional. If you aren’t seen as a professional, you won’t have credibility. If no one believes you, it doesn’t matter how brilliant, innovative, or original your ideas are.

It’s always important to remember that engineering is a creative process. An engineer takes an idea and makes it real. All good engineers relish any opportunity to unleash their imaginations in their designs. Being professional doesn’t mean being conventional; it only means that the ideas are presented and built in a conventional manner. The more believable you are, the more likely it is that your idea will be accepted.

All of this leads up to the approach you should follow in working with clients and others when developing a project. (Note that the term “project” is being used here in a business-engineering sense rather than a hobbyist sense.) The approach, detailed below, is pretty standard. There are variations (and some of these will be discussed), but if you are building a space ship or a better mousetrap, these steps are important. Some people may give different names to the steps, but the steps and their order are fairly fixed.

**Preliminary Design Review**

This is collecting information about the project and deciding on a general approach or solution. A client may call up and say, “I need a new front panel controller for my exercise machine.” In this case, you will sit down with the client and find out, in detail, what he wants, when he wants it, the price he is willing to pay, and other necessary points. The client may provide direction about the solution he wants. “I want an LED display, not LCD.” If he does, ask him why. His reasons will tell you about his level of understanding. Also, they may be based on inaccurate or outdated information.

If so, you may want to gently correct him with something like, “With the new products on the market today, that’s not a big concern anymore.” If you think it’s important to use the LCD instead of LEDs, find out if there are conditions under which the client will accept an LCD, but never, never argue with the client. Always remember that the client is willing to give you money. Who else is going to do that?

One objective of the Preliminary Design Review is to define a very specific goal. This goal is something that can be detailed objectively in a document without dispute. There is nothing worse than providing a “finished product” to a client who says, “That’s not what I wanted!” (This happens much too often, especially with startup consultants who don’t follow these basic steps.)

Another objective is to determine which approaches are acceptable to the client. Obviously, it’s best for the engineer if all approaches are acceptable. He is free to use his full imagination. In reality, there are always limits in cost, size, complexity, delivery, and other factors (that the client may not even be aware of).

**Return for Quotation**

Sometimes, with large companies and the government, the Preliminary Design Review is written and provided to the engineer in some manner. Typically, this is an RFQ or “Return for Quotation.”

This is a document that provides all the necessary details needed to complete the project. It includes the goals and approaches that are acceptable to the client. It also includes information about delivery schedule, size, etc. Pricing
may or may not be stated directly. Often, the lowest bidder will be awarded the contract. Often, the engineer (or his company) is barred from contacting the RFQ client to obtain additional details or answer questions. This is done to provide for “fair” competition, but clearly, this can create difficulties for the engineer. Who knows if the client really wants an LCD or LED display? The cost and performance are different. Which is better? In cases like this, you just do your best.

Engineering contests (like SERVO Magazine’s Hack-A-Sapien) are a form of RFQ. In these cases, originality is an important factor in winning. Sometimes, contest goals are very specific, like “self-navigate from Point A to Point B in the shortest time.” Sometimes, they are vague, like “most outrageous hack.” Nevertheless, these contests are really RFQs in disguise.

Paper Design

The next step is to consolidate all the information you got from the client (or RFQ) and decide which approach is the most appropriate for the client. Always remember that you are working for the client and you want to make him happy. While you may enjoy designing, you must always put the client’s needs first.

You should have a number of possible approaches. Within an engineering company, meetings are often held to decide the good and bad points of each idea. If you are consulting on your own, you should always examine several different ways to satisfy the customer. If you set your mind to a fixed solution, it often causes problems later.

Once the approach is determined, a comprehensive paper design is created. This includes a complete schematic, physical dimensions, parts list, production cost estimate, testing fixtures, special assembly details, theory of operation, computer simulations, and anything else that is needed to define the product.

If this sounds like a lot of work, it is, but this step is often critical to the success of the project. This paper design can uncover fundamental problems that must be corrected. It’s clearly better to fix a paper design than to rework hardware. This also helps everyone understand all the aspects of the whole project rather than just their own small part of it. As I recall, the paperwork for the B-1 bomber weighed more than the bomber itself.

It is not unheard of to create two paper designs and let the customer decide which is best. If you really have a great idea that doesn’t match what the client has stated, but you think he’ll like it, this may be the way to go.

You can provide your design along with the design that matches the client’s specifications. Placing two proposals side by side and showing the client how one is better than the other is often a good way to sell your idea.

Occasionally, this stage includes “proof of concept” hardware (or software). If you are proposing a solution that is unique or controversial, it is very helpful for the client to see the idea in action. This gives you—and your idea—credibility and helps the client understand the principles of the approach. This hardware does not need to be a finished product. It only has to demonstrate that the idea is workable.

Design Review

This is when you sit down with the client again and go over your paper design. You show him the good and bad points of the design, and always tell the client about the bad points up front. There are two rea-
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sions for this: First, if these points are to be fixed in some manner, it is better to do this at the start of the project while it’s still on paper.

Second, honesty with the client cannot be overestimated. If the client thinks — or finds out later — that you are keeping secrets from him, he will not be happy. (How would you react if your doctor neglected to tell you that the medication you were taking for high blood pressure might cause all of your hair to fall out?)

There are always changes to the design at this point. The client forgot something, your approach gives him a new idea, or some initial information was incorrect. There’s always something.

However, if you did the first two steps properly, these changes will usually be relatively minor and easy to accommodate.

Sometimes there are significant modifications requested. This is called a “Scope Change” and basically means that the scope, or overall approach, of the design must be re-evaluated.

In this case, it’s back to Step 1. This Design Review becomes another Preliminary Design Review. Another paper design must be created and another Design Review is required.

It is important to note to the client any significant production, servicing, or testing considerations here.

For example, going from through-holes to surface mount technology (SMT) may require a substantial financial investment in hardware and training. As noted above, never surprise the customer.

For RFQs, this Design Review is completed by the client. The client examines the paperwork submitted by the engineer to determine if it is suitable. If so, then a contract is awarded (or, for a contest, a prize is given). It is at this point that the engineer is able to contact the RFQ client for any additional details or questions.

Build a Prototype

This prototype (or two or three) is a fully functional product; however, it may not have exactly the same characteristics as the final version. For example, the final version may specify tiny SMT parts that require special machines to solder to the printed circuit board (PCB). This prototype may use through-hole or larger SMT parts that can be handled manually.

It used to be that prototype circuits were wire-wrapped, but this is rare nowadays. Nearly all modern prototypes use a PCB in order to validate performance characteristics.
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This has led to the tremendous growth of the fast-turnaround PCB manufacturing market. There are lots and lots of these houses that specialize in low-cost (relatively speaking) PCBs with a one- to three-day delivery time.

This has also lead to significant competition, which has resulted in a nice fallout for hobbyists. There are now PCB houses that actively target hobbyists with low prices and fast delivery times. I counted four such advertisers in a recent *Nuts & Volts* issue.

This prototype may be physically different, as well. In particular, a simple box may substitute for a custom case. This is because the set-up costs and lead time for the custom case are significant. No one wants to spend all that time and money only to find out that the client expected something different.

There will be production differences in this prototype, too. Suppose the final design calls for a special injection molded plastic part. Again, this requires significant setup costs and lead time. The prototype may use a plastic piece made in the machine shop instead.

Note that all of these variations and differences don’t actually change the functionally of the prototype. It must perform as expected. It simply looks different and is built by hand rather than mass-produced.

**Product Design Review**

This is another meeting with the client to demonstrate the prototype and verify that it meets the customer’s needs. In particular, the prototype is compared to the requirements specified from the previous Design Review. Every functional aspect of the prototype is examined in detail. Good and bad points are discussed. Special attention is given to the differences between this prototype and a production unit. The client cannot make any major changes to the design at this point without incurring significant cost increases and time delays. Minor changes, however, can be incorporated with little or no penalty.

This review also includes production and test considerations. Producing many units is very different from making a couple of prototypes. Making sure that they work (testing properly is something that should have been considered very early on, but this is usually the point where the customer is informed of specific needs (unless exceptional tests are needed — then they should have been noted in the Design Review). There may be special calibration procedures that need a particular piece of test equipment. A time estimate for
testing is important information for the client.

New production/test machines or special training might also be needed for production. This is where you define exactly what is needed and where to get it.

For example, if the customer needs an oscilloscope for testing, you should specify the important specifications of the oscilloscope (bandwidth, etc.) and provide any manufacturers and models that may be suitable.

It should be noted that, with faster and faster time-to-market development cycles, Steps 4 and 5 are sometimes skipped. Instead of building a prototype and letting the customer examine it, the cycle jumps directly to building a production prototype. This is faster, but carries some risks. A production prototype requires more resources and may include financial commitments that are not needed for an ordinary prototype.

**Build Production Prototypes**

With the information from the client in the Product Design Review and performance data from the prototype, a small number of production prototypes are build. The number depends upon the size and complexity of the product. Typically, it’s three to six units.

This step has two main purposes. The first is to show that the product can be built in quantity with consistent performance. With a handful of units, you can compare performance and see the variations between them. If the design or approach is poor, it simply may not be possible to produce units with repeatable performance. Talk to any production manager. He’ll have plenty of stories to tell.

The second purpose is to create some “production” units without actually having to set up a full-blown production run. These prototypes are virtually identical to the final product in every way.

By necessity, there are very slight differences from the actual production units. This is because of the small quantity of the prototypes produced.

For example, parts may be soldered by hand instead of using a wave-solder machine, or the front panel cut-outs may be drilled at the machine shop rather than with a punch-press machine. The performance, form factor, look, and feel will be identical to the full production units, though.

There is one very important additional difference. These units generally don’t pass any quality control tests. They are handcrafted and tested for functionality, but their solder connections are not inspected, nor are the crimp connections, etc. Quite often, engineers themselves will replace parts and, while most engineers can solder adequately, few would pass quality standards.

This means that the prototypes are not suitable for selling. It is important to stress this to the client. Never sell a prototype! It’s bad business. Besides, some time in the future, someone will need a unit for something (an upgrade, revision tracing, or testing). Use the prototypes for that.

The drawing package (documentation) is also assembled at this stage. Note that I say “assembled” rather than “generated.” This is because documentation should always be an ongoing effort. Creating everything at the end takes longer, is less accurate, and is rarely complete.

The documentation (for a typical electronic product) should include the items on the following list. Note that the list is not exhaustive and is really more of a minimum guideline. Think of what documentation you would like in order to manufacture the product and then include it.

1. **A complete schematic diagram.** It should be annotated by the design-
2. A parts list. This is a list that gives the values and ratings of parts. It is always useful to provide a catalog part number from a major distributor so that the purchasing department can easily identify the part. You should also be sure to identify critical parts and explain why they are critical.

3. Assembly drawings. It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words. A simple diagram that shows how all the parts fit together is vital. (How would you like to put together all those Christmas presents for your kids without the pictures and diagrams?) These only have to be as detailed as necessary. They don’t always need to be full mechanical blueprints.

4. Assembly procedures. There are often special tricks or methods used by the design engineer to simplify the assembly. If they stay with the engineer, then they aren’t very useful. So, they should be passed on. For example, using a magnetic nut driver may make a hard-to-reach fastener easy to attach.

5. Test procedures. Testing is a critical factor in producing a quality product. (Hopefully, you designed it to make the testing easy and quick.) You should always specify a range of values rather than a specific value.

   For example, you should say 4.5 to 5.5 volts — not 5.0 volts. Also, specify what instruments are needed and their basic capabilities. Any test fixtures should be defined, as well. Provide a complete drawing package for that, too.

6. Troubleshooting guide. Now, this is something that does not have to be overly detailed, but it should address the most common expected failures. Special hints about how to isolate and attack problems can be very helpful. Remember that most of the faults in production come from bad solder joints or improper assembly rather than from failed components.

7. Theory of operation. This step should include the basic concepts of how the product works. It’s usually used in conjunction with troubleshooting, but it is used, sometimes, to familiarize technicians (or other engineers) with the product. It is also very useful to include the design engineer’s notes (about design approach, problems, fixes, changes, etc.). This helps in understanding the reasons for the design long after the design cycle has finished (and the engineer has moved on).

**Final Acceptance Test**

This is the last step. If all of the other steps were performed properly, then this should be routine. The production prototypes and drawing package are delivered to the client. The client tests the product to verify that it does, in fact, work as expected. If so, then the client accepts the design and pays the engineer or his company. If not, then it’s back to the drawing board! This acceptance test then becomes another Product Design Review and you take it from there.

**Conclusion**

There are seven basic engineering tasks that are used in the typical product development cycle. They are pretty much the same for any design endeavor.

Although, for fast time-to-market designs, only five steps are used and there are risks in doing that. Understanding what these steps are and what they entail is important for every engineer, as well as anyone who happens to work with engineers. NV
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Components

RF PARTS™ CO.
From Milliwatts to Kilowatts™
Tubes, Transistors, Power Components.
Email: rfp@rfparts.com • Web: www.rfparts.com
800-737-2787 Fax 888-744-1943

Floating Point Coprocessor
24C to 600 kHz
SPI to 4 MHz
32-bit IEEE 754
22-bit Math functions
User defined functions
8-pin DIP or SMF

www.micromegacorp.com

RF Transistors, Amplifiers, Preamplifiers, Power Amplifiers, Transformers
2SC1960 2SC2879 5SD144 2SC2209
See our website for other products www.westgateparts.com
Westgate 1-800-213-4563

FREE 120 Pg CATALOG
Electronic components, kits, test equipment, tools, and supplies for hams, hobbyists, and businesses. Many hard-to-find items like variable capacitors, vernier dial, coil forms, magnet wire, and toroids.
Ocean State Electronics www.osselectronics.com

Robotics

ROBOT CONTROLLERS

www.oricomtech.com

The Smart Motor Controller

Gamatronix
* Closed Loop PID Control
* Trapezoidal motion profiles
* I, D, S, C, & Logic ports
* Current (torque) feedback

www.gamatronix.com

Card-Access
Magstripe
Proximity

www.kadtronix.com

Security

www.matco.com
18 Ch 12 VDC Power Distribution Box
$99 ea.
12 VDC regulated, total current 6A, 16 outputs, 333 mA per terminal, 16 terminal blocks. Fuse on each channel, 18 female power connectors on PICO board for easy connection to consumer grade wall outlets (2) 170 W x 5.91 X 3.50

www.zapchecker.com
WIRELESS INSTALLATION METER
for WiFi, LMR & SURVEILLANCE
• 2 antennas & A/V Antennas
• GPS Transmitter Location Output
• Varies Sensor RF and UHF
• Crystalized LCD and COC output
• Field Hold SCD & Cable loss
• Data Logger (Cable measurement)
$329
w/expandable I/O & USB ADC

www.alanbroadband.com
Wireless Checkmeter 2-Channel 12W/5GHz

www.zapchecker.com
PROFESSIONAL EAVESDROPPING DETECTOR
2.4 GHz RF Bugs detected at 100 feet

www.matco.com
Hi-Tech Survival Offers!
Electronics, security, energy, computers, Net, phones, medical, legal, financial, weird. Cat.S1

www.gamatronix.com

www.matco.com
Miniature CMOS Camera
CML-10CU8F-101
1/4" CMOS, 320TVL
3.6mm Lens
$299 ea.

Weather Proof Infrared Illuminator CCD Camera
B&W AX-400
1/3" CCD Sensor, Built-in 11 IR LEDs, 380 TVL, 3.6mm Lens, 5’ Cabl
Cable

www.matco.com

www.matco.com

www.matco.com
USB COMMANDER
Check the activity thread, magnetic ink, IR ink, and paper features. Deep and red light alarm when fake note detected. Can be used for both new and old versions USA banknotes ($5, $10, $20). Built-in UV lamp for manual check.

www.matco.com
Scientific Organizations

Amateur Scientists Unite!
www.sas.org/unite
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Mars Rover Breaks Records

On three consecutive days, NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover, Opportunity, accomplished unprecedented feats of Martian motion, covering more total ground in that period than either Opportunity or its twin, Spirit, did in their first 70 days on Mars.

Opportunity set a one-day distance record of 177.5 meters (582 feet) on February 19. The new record exceeded a two-week-old former best by 13 percent. As on all previous long drives by either rover, the traverse began with “blind” driving, in which the rover followed a route determined in advance by the planners at JPL. That portion of the drive lasted an hour and covered most of the day’s distance. Then Opportunity switched to “autonomous” driving for two and a half hours, pausing every two meters (6.6 feet) to look for obstacles.

On the third day of the three-day-plan, the robotic geologist continued navigating itself and drove even farther, 109 meters (357 feet), pushing the three-day total to 390 meters (nearly a quarter of a mile). In one long weekend, Opportunity covered a distance equivalent to more than half of the 600 meters that had been part of each rover’s original mission criteria during their first three months on Mars.

Opportunity has driven 3,014 meters (1.87 miles) since the landing, while Spirit has driven even farther, 4,157 meters (2.58 miles).

Asimo Helps Protect Kids

The National Safety Council and American Honda Motor Co. launched “Step to Safety with ASIMO,” a new safety video program in which Honda’s humanoid robot, ASIMO, teaches young children how to safely cross the street. Thousands of these unique, child-friendly safety videos are being distributed free to educators, law enforcement officers, government officials, and child safety advocates across the nation to raise awareness of pedestrian safety and to help prevent pedestrian injuries and fatalities among children.

According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 22 percent of children between the ages of five and nine who were killed in traffic crashes in 2003 were pedestrians.

“Step to Safety with ASIMO” teaches safe and responsible street crossing procedures to young children ages five to nine. In the 14-minute video, ASIMO interacts with children, using its human-like mobility to demonstrate how to stop at curbs, look in every direction, and cross streets at intersections. For more information, visit www.honda.com
QUESTIONs

I am using a variac to control the voltage going to a filament for heating purposes. Does anyone know of a way to control the AC current going to this filament in an electronic fashion?  

#04051 Paul Komarenko Via Internet

In the winter time of northern climates, it is a great advantage to know if your car's 120 volt block heater is actually working. Presently, extension cords can be purchased that have a lighted end that show the presence of voltage. However, I am looking for a simple circuit to build into the male AC plug of the block heater, or in-line with the cord, that would detect current flow (typically about four amps AC). Preferably the indicator would be an LED or neon bulb.

#04052 Ron Sharpe Regina, SK Canada

I thought I recently saw a 'how-to' article on how to build a home made 'chip' that increases the power in a Cummins diesel, pick-up engine. It modifies the fuel and timing curves. Any ideas?

#04053 Larry Via Internet

I have a pair of RF modules salvaged from a 900 MHz cordless phone and the corresponding base.

ANSWERS

[#1051 - January 2005]

I installed a homemade electronic rear-view mirror in my RV. I already had a 5" monitor and connected it to a $39.00 CMOS black-and-white camera. It works fine, but the image is opposite from a mirror view when viewed on the monitor.

Anonymous Via Internet

The solution to your problem is as simple as reversing two wires inside your monitor. The horizontal yoke windings are what you need to locate and transpose. The yoke will have four wires, with continuity showing between each of two individual pairs. One is the vertical deflection coil, the other horizontal. The correct pair can be found by trial and error. When the leads for the vertical coils are manipulated, the picture will be upside down, the horizontal coils will "mirror image" the picture. If you don't disturb the yoke's mechanical position, no other adjustments will be necessary.

If you wish to be able to simply return the monitor to normal operation without having to change the wiring again, a simple switching arrangement constructed with a DPDT switch can be mounted on the unit to facilitate this.

A caution if you go this route though, don't switch while power is applied to the monitor, or you risk...
[Top53 - January 2005]
I have acquired an HP 7580B plotter that is mechanically sound. When I turn it on, E02 is displayed after a self-test. The manual says it’s a microprocessor error/ROM checksum error. When I plot a drawing, it plots to one side and only half of the drawing is on the page.

Alex Malachowski
Via Internet

#1 Since the plotter is functioning, it seems likely that the E02 is from the EEPROM that is used to calibrate the unit, although I don’t have the manuals to check that. EEPROM technology was quite new when the 7586B was designed, the part used was quite unreliable, and the part is probably unobtainable. If the part were replaced, the 7586B can be calibrated, but the process is tedious.

This means that the unit can be used to make drawings, where high accuracy is not a concern, but is probably not useful for PCB layouts or mask making.

The offset plotting is probably an HPGL compatibility issue. The HPGL language was revised after the 7586 was made, becoming HPGL/2, and most newer drivers are made for plotting to HPGL/2 devices. If you can capture and edit the plot file, it should be possible to center the plot by changing a few of the HPGL commands in the header, such as scaling (SC), input corners (IP), and input window (IW). The default coordinate system of the 7586 had the origin in the center of the page, with plotter units of .025 mm, where the pen moves in the Y axis and the paper moves in the X axis.

Charles Keith
Poway, CA

[Top52 - January 2005]
I have a ROM error. I saw a similar case back in the early 80s at a large aerospace company. An experienced microcomputer technician returned an old microcomputer to service by removing the EPROMs, reading them into a programmer, and burning a new set for reinstallation.

Why would this work? The EPROMs had deteriorated to the extent that at least one bit in one word could not be read at the normal execution speed of the microprocessor. However, the EPROMs could still be read by the slower process used by the programmer to read in a good copy. Once a new copy was made in new devices, the code could be read and executed at the normal speed of the microprocessor.

Open the plotter to determine what type of EPROMS you have. Look for some 24-pin, 0.6-inch-wide socketed devices with stick-on labels affixed to the quartz windows. Expect to find two to four EPROMs. Look for part numbers such as 2716, 2732. The Jameco catalog still lists devices as old as 2708, though I have not seen any that old in a plotter. Any dash numbers after your part number indicate the speed grade. Buy replacement devices of the same speed or faster, that is, a smaller dash number.

You will need access to an EPROM programmer, or someone who has access. The device that you propose to program needs to be on the list of programmable devices for the programmer. Per instructions for the programmer, read in an original device and program a new device. Repeat this for all EPROMs. Install the new set of EPROMS in the plotter. Good luck as you power up the plotter.

Dennis Crunkilton
Abilene, TX

[Top51 - January 2005]
I am looking for a simple on/off switch that can be triggered by electrodes placed on the skin. It needs to have a sensitivity

Chris Tauscher
Via Internet

Take a look at the following books that contain all the information needed:

Introduction to Biomedical Equipment Technology
Joseph Carr, John M. Brown
Prentice Hall
ISBN: 0138494312

This is a textbook aimed towards the design and repair of medical equipment, but covers all the basics. A very good quality of this book is that it contains lots of practical information and circuits.

The author, Joseph Carr, had a prolific life of writing and researching a lot of topics related to electronics.

Another good book, maybe a bit more theoretical is:

Medical Instrumentation
John G. Webster
Houghton Mifflin Company

These books should be available in the local library or that of a nearby community college or university.

Albert Lozano
Edwardsville, PA

[Top50 - February 2005]
I’m trying to find service information or help for a BSR MCD8090 AM/FM Stereo Receiver. This unit was called a “Thunder Thrower” and was purchased from DAK Industries. The FM section is not working.

Mike Uschak
Loyalhanna, PA

Most stereo receivers are laid out in a very logical manner. You can usually trace the signal path from input to output.

Start at the FM antenna terminals and trace the wiring back through the front-end (probably a sealed module on this receiver) and through the IF stages. The IF stages may only be a single chip. A little careful probing along the signal path with an
oscilloscope will point you to where the signal dies. You won't see anything at the antenna terminals, but you should get a signal large enough to see on the scope coming out of the front end.

There's an address for BSR listed on forums.djcafe.com, which is BSR, Suite 200, 18369 Eddy Street, Northridge, CA 91325; (213) 689-9188.

You can try calling them or writing to them. I would imagine that the area code is probably something other than 213 now (818 maybe?)

DAK does sell "closeouts," so BSR may be out of business.

Don Parrish-Bell
San Diego, CA

[#2053 -February 2005]

I'm working on an old Epiphone Electar Zephyr guitar amp. It looks like it's from the 30s or 40s.

I got the amp working, but I can not get the vibrato to work. The oscillator is very weak.

I cannot find a schematic for it. Does anyone have one or know how it is wired? The output of the oscillator goes to the grids of the two 6V6s.

Jon Garee
Newark, OH

#1 As far as I can tell by searching the Internet, the Electar Zephyr amp did not have a stock vibrato circuit, but had space in the back and was apparently a common modification, since this is not the first time I saw mention of it. Now, when you say that the oscillator is very weak, do you mean that it does not oscillate at a proper speed, or that the effect simply does not work well?

In the first case, there are a couple of possible solutions. If it was, in fact, an after-market component, it is possible that it never worked well in the first place. In this case, I would advise replacing the oscillator section with a modern, solidstate oscillator. This shouldn't affect the sound of the vibrato at all.

The second likely problem is a bad capacitor in the oscillator section that is supposed to control timing. If it is the second case, that the whole effect isn't working, I'm not sure I know what to tell you. There's a possibility that there is a bias problem, if the oscillator feeds directly to the tubes on the amp. I think I should point you in the direction of Ampage, an excellent online forum when it comes to tube amps. It is located here www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?cfg=qa&enter=go

Hal Emmer
Setauket, NY

#2 Weak or no vibrato (actually it is a tremolo) in tube guitar amps is common. You don't say what tubes
are used in the vibrato circuit. The *Tube Amp Book* by Aspen Pittman (published by Groove Tubes LLC, 2002) is a good source of schematics for tube amps, but it has only three Epiphone schematics, none of them use 6V6 output tubes. There are 450 amp schematics in the book, you probably could find one with a vibrato circuit which is similar to the Epiphone. The book can be purchased from several electronic music sources, including Antique Electronics Supply ([www.tubesandmore.com](http://www.tubesandmore.com)). They also have several other books on tube guitar amps; A *Desktop Reverence of Hip Vintage Guitar Amps* by Gerald Weber also contains schematics.

Bill Stiles
Hillsboro, MO

[#2054 - February 2005]

I need to purchase a good, reliable, and low-cost schematic capture/board layout program. Suggestions?

Aldo Powell
Via Internet

[#2] I have used Eagle™ by CadSoft very successfully ([www.cadsoft.de](http://www.cadsoft.de/)). The demo version is free and fully functional, although it’s restricted to two layers and Eurocard size. This can give the user a good feel about its functionality and mode of operation. A plus is that the website contains a tutorial on the use of the software. Moreover, the book *Build Your Own Printed Circuit Board* by Al Williams (McGraw Hill; ISBN: 007142783X) contains a very detailed step-by-step procedure for this software.

The software, tutorial and manual can be downloaded at [www.cadsoft.de/cgi-bin/download.pl?page=/home/cadsoft/html_public/download.htm.en&dir=pub/program/4.1](http://www.cadsoft.de/cgi-bin/download.pl?page=/home/cadsoft/html_public/download.htm.en&dir=pub/program/4.1)

The complete version can also be purchased from the previous websites at what I consider to be a very reasonable and competitive price.

Albert Lozano
Edwardsville, PA

[#2] How does free sound?

Go to ExpressPCB or PCB123's site and download their software.

Don Parrish-Bell
San Diego, CA

[#2052 - February 2005]

I recently purchased a 48 VDC to 12 VDC switching power supply from a surplus place. What are the general rules of thumb for getting this thing to work?

I know switchers need a load, but on which output? It has +5 V, +12 V, and +12 V outputs. I am only interested in the +12 @10 A output. This supply has a couple of sensing circuits; what do they usually tie to?

Bob Sheetz
Ocala, FL

The input power required will be that used by the load(s) connected to the output line(s) plus losses (heat) within the power supply. Make sure your power source (48 volts DC in your case) is suitable (can deliver required power).

Not all switching power supplies require a minimum load, although some do. If the power supply seems unstable or output is not in specification, add a fixed resistor (or suitable light bulb) to each output. Use Ohm’s Law V=IR to figure, say, 200 mA load on each output. Increase current only if needed and do decrease if possible.

The sensing circuits must tie to their respective output voltage lines. They are used for what is called “remote voltage sensing.” For many applications where the load is physically close to the power supply, the + and - sense lines are tied right back to the power supply terminal’s + and - output lines of their respective voltage. If the voltage drop between the power supply and load is noticeable and causes a problem (possible with 10 amps at 12 volts), the sensing lines are connected at the load (not power supply terminals) + and - and the voltage drop across the load lines will be compensated, i.e., reduced to zero.

Erik von Seggern
APRIL 2005
Digital Storage Oscilloscope Module

Convert any PC with USB interface to a high-performance Digital Storage Oscilloscope. This is a sophisticated PC-based scope adaptor providing performance comparable to mid/high level stand alone products costing much more! Comes with two probes.

Details & Software Download at Web Site
> Test Equipment > Oscilloscopes/Outstanding Prices

Item# 200DSO Only $859.00

Digital Anemometer

Item# CSIMS6250

Only $89.00!

A portable Digital Anemometer that will measure wind speed. Simply hold it in your hand or attach it to something stationary with the attached Hang Ring or Tripod Connector. The large LCD display and backlight make for easy readings.

Details at Web Site
> Test Equipment > Specialty Test Equipment

Digital Sound Level Meter

Item# CSIS6701

NEW!

$129.00!

A Digital Sound Meter with RS-232 port ideally suited for testing sound levels to OSHA's requirements, detect noise, music levels or sound engineering applications.

Details at Web Site
> Test Equipment > Specialty Test Equipment

Triple Output Bench Power Supply

Item# CSIS003X3

$179.00 (qty 5+) $169.00

with Large LCD Displays
Output: 0-30VDC x 2 @ 3 AMPs & 1 amp. fixed output @ 5VDC@3A
Source Effect: 5x10^-4-2mV
Load Effect: 5x10^-4-2mV
Ripple Coefficient: <250uV
Stepped Current: 30mA 7+ 1mA
Input Voltage: 110VAC

Details at Web Site
> Test Equipment > Power Supplies

Circuit Specialists Soldering Station w/Ceramic Element & Separate Solder Stand

Item# CSISTAION1

Rapid Heat Up!

$34.95!

• Ceramic heating element for more accurate temp control
• Temp control knob in F(392° to 896°) & C(200° to 489°)
• 3-prong grounded power cord/static safe tip
• Seperate heavy duty iron stand
• Replaceable iron easy disconnect
• Extra tips etc. shown at web site

Also Available w/Digital Display & MicroProcessor Controller

Item# CSISTAION2

$49.95

SMD Hot Tweezer Adaptor Fits CSI Stations 1 & 2, and also CSI906

Item# CSITWZ-STATION

$29.00

In Business Since 1971

Circuit Specialists Inc.

In Business Since 1971

Circuit Specialists Inc.

Humidity/Temperature Meter w/RS-232

Item# CSIS6503

Only $149.00!

A portable high quality Humidity/Temperature Meter with a large LCD display and backlight that makes it very easy to read. The RS-232 port and included software allow you to keep the unit hooked up to your computer for extended measurement taking and for storage, analysis and printing of data.

Details at Web Site
> Test Equipment > Specialty Test Equipment

PC Based Scope Card

Item# MODEL 220

A $189.00 Value!

Only $109.00!

• 32K samples/Channel memory
• Includes software and a CD ROM
• 20m/s Sampling rate/Channel
• Scroll mode has sweep times to 1Hz/Sec
• Voltage and Time Cursors
• Voltage Range: 50mV to 5V, 7 Steps
• Time Range: 50ns/div to 5.15s/div, 1-2-5 22steps

Technical Details at Web Site > Test Equipment > Oscilloscopes/Outstanding Prices

Digital/Analog High Voltage Insulation Tester

A measurement instrument which can be used in the testing of high voltage insulation for the maintenance and service of industry equipment, such as cables, transformers, generators, switches, etc. The meter has an auto range from 0 to 100,000ohms indicated by a dual scale point needle which will auto-change the high or low range according to the value of the resistance.

Details at Web Site
> Test Equipment > Specialty Test Equipment

Protek 100MHz Realtime Scope

Item# 6510

Brand New Not Refurbished! Includes 2 scope probes

A $975.00 Value!

100MHz only $499.00

While Supplies Last!

Details at Web Site > Test Equipment > Oscilloscopes/Outstanding Prices

As Low As $93.00!

Dual Output DC Bench Power Supplies

Hight stability digital read-out bench power supplies featuring constant voltage and current outputs. Short-circuit and current limiting protection is provided. SMT PC boards and a built-in cooling fan help ensure reliable performance and long life.

• Source Effect: 5x10^-4-2mV
• Load Effect: 5x10^-4-2mV
• Ripple Coefficient: <250uV
• Stepped Current: 30mA 7+ 1mA

*Both Models have a 1A/5VDC Fixed Output on the rear panel*

CS1003X-5: 0-30v/0-3amp/1-4, $97.00/5+, $93.00
CS005X-5: 0-50v/0-3amp/1-4, $107.00/5+, $103.00

Details at Web Site
> Test Equipment > Power Supplies

A Complete Electronics Lab

You supply the PC to complete a powerful test system which includes a dual channel Digital Storage Oscilloscope, a 16 channel Logic Analyzer, an Arbtrary Waveform Generator, two Programmable Power Supplies and two Programmable Clock Generators.

Details at Web Site
Item# ELAB-000

A $495.00 Value!

Details at Web Site > Test Equipment > Oscilloscopes/Outstanding Prices

Details at Web Site
> Test Equipment > Power Supplies

As Low As $93.00!

www.CircuitSpecialists.com
3M™ DataCom Cable Tester

This unit allows for mapping, testing, and troubleshooting of various lines, including installed data communications, phone wiring, and coaxial cable runs. Performs multiple tests on the following cable types, up to 1000 feet in length: Unshielded telephone cables with RJ-11 and RJ-45 connectors, Ethernet 10 (100) Base-T, Token Ring, EIA/TIA-568 A/B, AT&T 258a; USOC; 50 or 75 ohm coax with F or BNC connectors.

Item# DT-2000
Only $49.00
Details at Web Site
Test Equipment
Specialty Test Equipment

Compares at Over $2000!
The 3201 is a high quality, hand-held RF Field Strength Analyzer with wideband reception ranging from 100KHz to 200MHz. The 3201 is a compact and lightweight portable analyzer and is a must for RF Technicians. Ideal for testing, installing & maintenance of Mobile Telephone Coax systems, Cellular Phones, Cordless phones, paging systems, cable & Satellite TV as well as antenna installations. May also be used to locate hidden cameras using RF transmitters.

Item# 3201
Details at Web Site
Test Equipment
RF Test Equipment

53,000 Count High Accuracy Bench Model DMM

This bench DMM has high accuracy and high stability. It contains a 24 bit A/D converter and is controlled by a single-chip computer, it can operate for several ten measurement functions. It's five digits can count up to 53,000. Not only DC, AC RMS, but DC and AC mixture signals. RMS can be measured for 1000V or 10A. It has a memory function up to 30 full screens for saving test data.

Item# CSIM88050
Only $279.00
Details at Web Site
Test Equipment
Digital Multimeters

50,000 Count High Accuracy DMM

The 50,000 count resolution provides some of the most accurate readings available in a handheld meter. Readings are easily seen on the large LCD display with backlight, but also included is an analog bargraph to provide a graphic of the critical information being displayed. True RMS readings also enhance the accuracy of this meter. An RS-232 port and software give you the ability to download all your data to a computer for storage and analysis.

Item# CSIM88218
Only $189.00
Details at Web Site
Test Equipment
Digital Multimeters

SONY Super HAD CCD™ equipped camera's feature dramatically improved light sensitivity

NEW!

SONY Super HAD CCD Color Weatherproof IR Cameras
• Day & Night Auto Switch
• Signal System: NTSC
• Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY Super HAD CCD
• Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
• Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
• Built-in Lens: 6mm/F1.5
• S/N Ratio: > 48dB
• Min. Illumination: 0Lux

Item# VC-827D
1-4: $149.00 5+: $139.00
Details at Web Site
Miniature Cameras (Board, Bullet, Mini's, B/W, Color)

SONY Super HAD CCD B/W Weatherproof IR Camera
• Day & Night Auto Switch
• Signal System: EIA
• Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY Super HAD CCD
• Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
• Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
• Built-in Lens: 6mm/F1.5
• S/N Ratio: > 48dB
• Min. Illumination: 0Lux

Item# VC-317D
1-4: $69.00 5+: $65.00
Details at Web Site
Miniature Cameras (Board, Bullet, Mini's)

SONY Super HAD CCD Color Weatherproof IR Camera
• Weather Proof
• Signal System: NTSC
• Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY Super HAD CCD
• Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
• Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
• Lens: 3.6mm
• S/N Ratio: > 48dB
• Min. Illumination: 1Lux/F1.2

Unbelievable Price!

Item# VC-805
1-4: $69.00 5+: $65.00
Details at Web Site
Miniature Cameras (Board, Bullet, Mini’s)

SONY Super HAD CCD Mini B/W Board Camera
• Signal System: EIA
• Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY Super HAD CCD
• Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
• Horizontal Resolution: 420TV Lines
• Lens: 3.6mm
• Min. Illumination: 0.3Lux/F1.2

Item# VC-103
1-4: $33.00 5+: $29.00
Details at Web Site
Miniature Cameras

Visit our website for a complete listing of our offers. We have over 8,000 electronic items on line at www.CircuitSpecialists.com. PC based data acquisition, industrial computers, loads of test equipment, optics, I.C's, transistors, diodes, resistors, potentiometers, motion control products, capacitors, miniature observation cameras, panel meters, chemicals for electronics, do it yourself printed circuit supplies for PCB fabrication, educational D.I.Y. kits, cooling fans, heat shrink, cable ties & other wire handling items, hand tools for electronics, breadboards, trainers, programmers & much much more! Some Deals you won't believe!
BASIC Stamp®
Logic Analyzer

Protocol decoder, bug hunter, and measurement tool.

Parallax and USBee (www.usbee.com) combined our skills to develop the new BASIC Stamp Logic Analyzer (BSLA). This low-cost tool fits between all 24-pin BASIC Stamp and Javelin Stamp modules and their programming socket, connecting directly to your PC’s USB 2.0 port.

Order online at parallax.com or call our Sales Department toll-free at 888-512-1024 (Mon-Fri, 7 a.m. to 5 p.m., PT).

BSLA Hardware Features:
- 2 Ms/s sample rates, fast enough for all Parallax 24-pin modules
- 20 channels (16 for I/Os and 4 for Vdd, Res, Sout, Sin)
- Thresholds set at 1.4V and 0.8V, supporting TTL and CMOS
- Free software:
  - Compatible with Win2K, WinXP operating systems
  - Multiple triggering options on all channels
  - I²C, asynchronous serial, SPI bus decoder
  - Minimum sample depth of 1 million samples up to available PC RAM
  - Sample clock generated internally
  - Zoom in, zoom out and zoom all
  - Save, Open and Print captured data and settings
  - Movable cursors for easy measurements

Order the BSLA #30010 for only $99

www.parallax.com